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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY



 

  

  

        OPERATIONS FAIL 
        TO  PROTECT  SEX 
TRAFFICKING VICTIMS.
1

Sex trafficking is a crime that occurs in all parts of the 
world, including all 50 U.S. states.1  Traffickers target 
women, men, non-binary individuals, minors, U.S. citi-
zens and foreign nationals.  Individuals who are Black2 
or LGBTQ are disproportionately at risk of being sex 
trafficked.3,4,5

In 2000, the passage of the Trafficking Victims Pro-
tection Act (“TVPA”) authorized the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (“FBI”)6 and other law enforcement 
agencies to investigate human trafficking, including 
sex trafficking.7,8  Since then, federal, state, and local 
law enforcement operations have been a central com-
ponent of the U.S. Government’s anti-sex trafficking 
efforts.9  These operations—commonly referred to as 
“raids,” “stings” or “sweeps”10—involve law enforce-
ment working undercover or investigating private es-
tablishments to identify sex trafficking victims and 
perpetrators.  Operations take many forms, ranging 
from ad hoc local efforts to formal, coordinated feder-
al-local operations, such as the Innocence Lost Nation-
al Initiative (“ILNI”) and Operation Independence Day 
(formerly Operation Cross Country, or “OCC”).  They 
are funded in part through appropriations authorized 
by the TVPA.

1 18 U.S.C. § 1591 (2000); 22 U.S.C.A. § 7101(b)(9) (2000); Michaela Anderson, Child Trafficking Hits Close to Home, UNICEF USA (Jan. 12, 2021), https://
www.unicefusa.org/stories/child-trafficking-hits-close-home/36189. 
 
2  DUREN BANKS & TRACEY KYCKELHAHN, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, NCJ 233732, CHARACTERISTICS OF SUSPECTED HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING INCIDENTS, 2008-2010 6 (Apr. 2011), http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cshti0810.pdf. 
 
3  The Victims, Nat’l Human Trafficking Hotline, https://humantraffickinghotline.org/what-human-trafficking/human-trafficking/victims (last visited Sept. 16, 
2021); Myths, Facts, and Statistics, THE POLARIS PROJECT  https://polarisproject.org/myths-facts-and-statistics/ (last visited  Sept. 16, 2021); JOHN VANEK, 
THE ESSENTIAL ABOLITIONIST: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT HUMAN TRAFFICKING & MODERN SLAVERY 47-48 (2020 ed. 2016).
 
4  Other factors that increase vulnerability to sex trafficking include involvement with the child welfare system; being a runaway or homeless youth; poverty, 
economic need, or lack of employment opportunities; recent migration or undocumented status; mental health concerns; substance use or addiction; lack of family 
support; young age; and a history of domestic violence or sexual abuse.
 
5 While the TVPA’s definition of human trafficking encompasses both sex trafficking and labor trafficking, this report focuses solely on sex trafficking.
      
6  FBI, Human Trafficking, https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/violent-crime/human-trafficking.
 
7  For additional acronyms, see App. A: Acronyms. 
 
8 In particular, the TVPA Reauthorization of 2003 “called for the nation’s 21,000 law enforcement agencies to become more involved in cases of human traffick-
ing with regard to investigations and working with victims.” Moreover, the TVPA Reauthorization of 2005 “placed a greater focus on providing Federal and local 
law enforcement with increased investigative powers . . . The Federal government has furthered these efforts by funding anti-human trafficking task forces across 
the United States.” Heather J. Clawson et al., Law Enforcement Response to Human. Trafficking and the Implications for Victims: Current Practices and Lessons 
Learned, at 9 (Caliber Dec. 2006), https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/216547.pdf. 
 
9 Melissa Ditmore & Juhu Thukral, Accountability and the Use of Raids to Fight Trafficking, 1 ANTI-TRAFFICKING REV. 134 (2012); Amy Farrell et al., Un-
derstanding and Improving Law Enforcement Responses to Human Trafficking: Final Report, Northeastern University Institute of Race and Justice (Dec. 2008), 
https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/222752.pdf (“The federal government has prioritized human trafficking prosecutions and expects local law enforcement 
to become the ‘eyes and ears for recognizing, uncovering and responding to circumstances that may appear to be a routine street crime, but may ultimately turn 
out to be a human trafficking case,’” citing U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 2004 Anti-Trafficking News Bulletin.).
 
10  For additional details about types of operations, see App. B: Operations.
 
11 22 U.S.C.A. § 7101 (2000) (stating the purpose of the chapter is to “combat trafficking in persons,” “ensure just and effective punishment of traffickers,” and 
to “protect their victims.”).
 
12 Interviewees include federal and local law enforcement, federal and local prosecutors, law enforcement advocates, nonprofit advocates, experts, and survivors.  
(See App. D: Interviewee Chart).
 
13 Our public record requests include requests to federal and California law enforcement agencies, including prosecutors, under the California Public Records 
Access (“CPRA”) and Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”).  (See App. E: FOIA/CPRA Chart).

14 By “survivor advocates,” we refer to individuals who have experienced sex trafficking and are now working at a nonprofit organization to assist victims.  (See 

Through media releases and press conferences, law 
enforcement agencies generally laud operations as ef-
fective anti-sex trafficking tools that protect victims, 
prosecute traffickers, and prevent trafficking.11  Yet 
there are widespread accounts from survivors, advo-
cates, and scholars criticizing the ineffectiveness and 
traumatizing nature of operations.

To assess these claims, we reviewed relevant literature, 
interviewed 42 professionals in the anti-trafficking 
field,12  and filed sixteen public records requests.13 In 
part, we found that specific information on the out-
comes and funding of operations is largely unavailable 
to the public; eleven of our sixteen public records re-
quests were denied.  We also found that reported short-
comings of operations range from a remiss lack of trau-
ma-informed training and victim services, to egregious 
reports that law enforcement—the very individuals 
tasked with protecting victims—physically and sexual-
ly abuse victims.  One public health advocate describes 
sexual abuse by law enforcement as “part of the trau-
ma.” Survivor advocates14  consistently describe rough 
handling by law enforcement,who would tightly hand-

2 OPERATIONS DO 
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3         OPERATIONS ARE
 NOT EFFECTIVE 
TOOLS TO PREVENT 
SEX TRAFFICKING.

Sex trafficking occurs when a minor 
performs a commercial sex act or an 
adult performs a commercial sex act as 
a result of force, fraud, or coercion. 

One survivor says operations involve 
“rough handling, handcuffs on too 
tight, a lot of verbal abuse, put downs, 
[and] hurtful and violent screaming.”

cuff survivors, “throw [them] into a bathtub in zip ties,” 
and ensure they were uncomfortable in order to get them 
to talk.  Other survivors report law enforcement yelling 
and screaming in their faces, calling them names such 
as “bitch,” “disgusting,” and a “disease.”  One law en-
forcement investigator recounts chasing victims down a 
hotel hallway during an operation.  Other interviewees 
emphasize that victims are pressured to divulge infor-
mation; for example, a survivor advocate explains, “[law 
enforcement] just said: since you’re not talking, we’ll 
charge you.”

In light of such consistent, distressing reports, this report 
seeks to answer:  do anti-sex trafficking law enforcement 
operations further the goals of the TVPA:  to protect vic-
tims, to protect victims, prosecute traffickers, and prevent 
trafficking?15 Or do operations do more harm than good?

Based on literature and our qual-
itative and quantitative research, 
we conclude that operations are a 
form of over-policing that re-trau-
matizes victims, perpetuates sys-
temic racism, and undermines the 
aims of the TVPA.16

App. D: Interviewee Chart).

15 The goals of the TVPA directly reflect the goals of the 2003 Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and 
Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime (“Palermo Protocol”), a human rights treaty that has been 
ratified by 178 countries. 

16 Cheryl Nelson Butler, The Racial Roots of Human Trafficking, 62 UCLA 
L. Rev. 1464, 1499 (2015), https://www.uclalawreview.org/racial-roots-hu-
man-trafficking/.  This perception, along with the reality that Black individuals 
are generally at greater risk of being sex trafficked, results in Black women and 
children accounting for a disproportionate number of prostitution arrests.  Annie 
Gilbertson, Aaron Mendelson & Angela Caputo, Collateral Damage: How LA’s 
Fight Against Sex Trafficking is Hurting Vulnerable Women, LAIST (Aug. 7, 
2019), https://laist.com/projects/2019/collateral- damage/; Table 43B: Arrests by 
Race and Ethnicity Under 18, Crime in the United States 2019, FBI: UNIFORM 
CRIME REPORTING, https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2019/crime-in-
the-u.s.-2019/topic-pages/tables/table-43.  The overcriminalization of Black 
Americans is, of course, not unique to the treatment of trafficking victims.  See 
generally Nazgol Ghandnoosh, Black Lives Matter: Eliminating Racial Inequity 
in the Criminal Justice System, The Sentencing Project (Feb. 2015), at 6-9, 
https://www.sentencingproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Black-Lives-
Matter.pdf.  

17  Nelson Butler, supra note 16, at 1499.

18 Law enforcement undermines rapport with victims in the ways we discuss in 
Conclusion 1, including: handcuffing, arresting, threatening to arrest, questioning 
during operations, doubting, blaming and misgendering suspected victims. 

Anti-sex trafficking operations identify few victims or traf-
fickers and instead result in the arrests of many victims 
and sex workers—a disproportionate number of whom are 
people of color, particularly Black women and minors.16  
Due to racial bias, among other factors, law enforcement 
officials “are more likely to perceive a prostituted child 
of color as a criminal, as opposed to a victim of sexual 
assault or abuse.”17  Law enforcement officers frequently 
forgo a victim-centered approach and instead traumatize 
and criminalize, arresting, threatening to arrest, interro-
gating, doubting, blaming, and misgendering suspected 
victims.  The few victims identified during operations of-
ten face imprisonment on the basis of a material witness 
warrant or criminal charge. 

A lack of public data, including the number of traffick-
ing prosecutions resulting from operations, makes it 
nearly impossible to evaluate their effectiveness.  An-
ecdotally, however, interviewees report that operations 
fail to result in the prosecution of traffickers because 
operations identify few or no traffickers; are executed 
without sufficient evidence to arrest traffickers; and un-
dermine rapport with victims,18 which is often crucial 
to secure testimony necessary to prosecute traffickers.
 

Operations do not address factors that make people 
vulnerable to being trafficked, and routinely fail to con-
nect survivors with the short- and long-term services that 
are critical to their stabilization and the prevention of 
re-trafficking.  Instead, operations exacerbate trafficking 
victims’ vulnerabilities, distrust of law enforcement, and 
reliance on their traffickers.

Sexual abuse of victims by law enforce-
ment “is definitely something that survi-
vors share with me on a regular basis.”
—State prosecutor

Our conclusions, specifically, are as follows:
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According to our analysis of relevant literature, 42 interviews with professionals in the anti-trafficking field, and re-
sponses to our public records requests, we conclude that, in spite of improvement in recent years, anti-sex trafficking 
law enforcement operations are largely ineffective in achieving the aims of the TVPA and are particularly harmful to 
victims.

Our research also indicates that law enforcement’s understanding of sex trafficking and attitudes towards victims vary 
greatly based on individual and department. There are many law enforcement officers who are sincerely motivated 
to address sex trafficking and better serve victims. We call on these officers to reexamine their use of operations and 
instead support anti-sex trafficking efforts that do not harm victims. Ultimately, we recommend that law enforcement 
drastically reform and limit the use of operations. At the very least, we recommend law enforcement commit to a series 
of reforms that would help operations further the aims of the TVPA and minimize collateral harm to victims.

Guided by these conclusions, we urge law enforcement to reconsider the use of operations to combat sex trafficking. 
Anti-trafficking efforts are trending away from use of operations, focusing instead on community involvement; public 
health and harm-reduction strategies; and investment in poverty relief, anti-discrimination initiatives, and opportu-
nities for education and employment.  We implore law enforcement to join this trend by drastically reforming and 
curtailing the scope of operations. 

We acknowledge the likelihood that operations will continue in some capacity.  If so, we strongly recommend the fol-
lowing reforms to advance the aims of the TVPA and minimize collateral harm to victims:

Drastically limit the use of operations while supporting 
community and public health approaches to identify vic-
tims and traffickers outside of the criminal justice system; 

Redirect funding to evidence-based victim identification 
methods that are more effective and less harmful to vic-
tims, and to the extent operations continue, implement 
strict policies and training that increase the efficacy of vic-
tim identification while minimizing trauma to victims; 

Strengthen prevention efforts that reduce the vulnerability 
of potential victims;

Increase the transparency of operations to support more 
effective oversight;

Increase services available to victims and systematically of-
fer comprehensive services to every suspected victim; 

Improve communication between nonprofit service pro-
viders, prosecutors and other law enforcement agencies, 
community organizations and sex workers.

 

 
  

 
A note about terminology:
     We use the term “victims” to refer to persons who are being sex trafficked, and are, therefore, victims of 
crime.  However, we recognize that not all individuals who have experienced sex trafficking wish to identify 
as such.
     We use the term “survivors” to refer to persons who were sex trafficked, but this term is also reductive. 
The survivors we interviewed are accomplished experts and advocates in the trafficking field. As one survivor 
explained, “At this point in my life I hate to be a survivor. Now I’m a thriver. I want to impact others and let 
them see how to thrive.” 
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In this section, we define sex trafficking, describe an-
ti-sex trafficking law enforcement operations, and dis-
cuss the lack of government oversight of operations that 
prompted this report.  Next, we outline our methodology 
(Section III), provide a comprehensive literature review 
(Section IV), summarize our qualitative and quantitative 
findings (Sections V and VI), and conclude with a series 
of conclusions and recommendations (Section VII).

A. Sex Trafficking
The TVPA defines sex trafficking as a commercial sex 
act19  that is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or when 
a person under the age of 18 performs a commercial sex 
act.20  Contrary to popular misconceptions, sex trafficking 
rarely involves kidnap by a stranger, and instead, often 
involves grooming21 by an intimate partner or friend.22 

B. Anti-Sex Trafficking Law Enforcement 
 Operations
The TVPA authorized the FBI23 and other law enforce-
ment agencies to investigate human trafficking, includ-
ing sex trafficking.24  In 2003, the FBI launched ILNI,25 
which in 2019 conducted 161 operations across the U.S.26  
ILNI has inspired similar operations at the state and local 
levels, such as Operation Reclaim and Rebuild (ORR) in 
California.27

Such law enforcement operations—commonly referred to 
as “stings” or “raids,”—are the U.S. Government’s prima-
ry means of identifying sex trafficking victims.28  (See App.
B: Operations).  Operations often involve “a collabo-

19 A commercial sex act is the exchange of sex for something of value. 22 U.S.C.A. §  7102 
(2000).

20 22 U.S.C.A. § 7101(b)(9) (2000).  The TVPA models international legal definitions of sex trafficking.

21 Grooming is a process in which a trafficker identifies a vulnerable individual, gains their trust, meets their needs with gifts and affection, then isolates, controls, and 
abuses the victim. 4 Signs Someone is Being Groomed for Trafficking, 3rd Millennial Classrooms (Jan. 2018), https://id49000027.schoolwires.net/cms/lib/ID49000027/
Centricity/domain/45/sdfs/4SignsSomeoneisBeingGroomedforTrafficking.pdf.
 
22 See Jessica Contrera, Sex-Trafficked Kids are Crime Victims. In Las Vegas, They Still go to Jail, WASH. POST, Aug. 26, 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/
dc-md-va/interactive/2021/vegas-child-sex-trafficking-victims-jailed/.

23 FBI, Human Trafficking, https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/violent-crime/human-trafficking. 

24 Clawson et al., supra note 8, at 9.
 
25 Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Innocence Lost National Initiative and Operation Independence Day 2019 (Aug. 6, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/inno-
cence-lost-national-initiative-and-operation-independence-day-2019.

26  Id.
 
27 See Riverside Sheriff’s Dep’t, Operation Reclaim and Rebuild 2021, (Feb. 2, 2021), https://www.riversidesheriff.org/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=2051&ARC=3365.
 
28 Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 134. 

29 FBI, What We Investigate, https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/violent-crime/human-trafficking (last visited Apr. 9, 2021). 

30 22 U.S.C.A. § 7101 (2000) (stating the purpose of the chapter is to “combat trafficking in persons,” “ensure just and effective punishment of traffickers,” and to 
“protect their victims.”).

rative, multi-agency approach,” including federal law 
enforcement—such as the FBI, Homeland Security In-
vestigations (“HSI”), Immigrations & Customs Enforce-
ment (“ICE”), and the U.S. Attorneys’ Offices—local 
law enforcement, and victims service providers.29  (See 
App. C: Task Forces).  Operations vary greatly, but re-
search indicates most operations share certain con-
cerning elements:  law enforcement officers surprising 
and/or deceiving prospective victims, the use of hand-
cuffs, the presence of guns, and the arrest of victims. 

C. Lack of Government Oversight of Operations
Law enforcement agencies generally present operations 
as effective anti-sex trafficking tools that protect victims, 
prosecute traffickers, and prevent 
trafficking.30  Yet there is no pub-
lic data to support the claim that 
operations identify many vic-
tims or traffickers.  There is lit-
tle public information about the 
outcomes and federal funding of 
operations in general.  (See Sec-
tion V for more about our public 
records requests about the out-
comes of operations).

I. BACKGROUND
A typical sting operation, as described by local law 
enforcement: 

1. Posing as a sex buyer, an undercover cop lures a pro-
spective victim into a hotel room, where an “arrest team” 
of approximately four other officers wait in the bathroom.  

2. When signaled, the arrest team rushes into the room 
and handcuffs the prospective victim.  

3. Armed security surrounds the room, and “guns are out, 
but they’re usually not pointed at anybody unless they 
have to be.”  According to one officer, the victims “think 
they are going to get killed.” 

The officer fails to describe what happens between 
arriving to the hotel room and signaling the arrest 
team, which generally includes the undercover of-
ficer soliciting and/or progressing to the sex act. In 
some cases, this phase of the operation leads to sex-
ual abuse of the victim.  

Further, public reports offer an incomplete picture of 
how anti-trafficking funds are used.31  The Attorney 
General’s Trafficking in Persons Report provides in-
formation about the amount of federal anti-trafficking 
funds going to states as well as who states subgrant to, 
but it does not detail how the money is spent.32   More-
over, the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) has not sub-
mitted a Trafficking in Persons Report since FY 2018. 

Lack of transparency about federal anti-trafficking funds 
is particularly troubling given that the TVPA mandates 
certain oversight:  Section 401 of the 2017 reauthorized 
TVPA requires the FBI to publish and submit to Con-
gress a status report on the Innocence Lost National Ini-
tiative.33  Additionally, the TVPA requires that the DOJ 
publish and submit to Congress a report on efforts by the 
National Institute of Justice to help assess the prevalence 
of human trafficking in the United States.34  The FBI and 
DOJ had 180 days after the Act passed on December 21, 
2018 to submit these reports.35  To date, no public infor-
mation indicates that the FBI or DOJ have done so.

31 Publicly reported funding information typically includes anti-trafficking grants, such as a September 21, 2020, press release in which the Department of Jus-
tice announced an award of almost $101 million to combat human trafficking, including $22.7 million in ECM grants.  Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Justice 
Department Awards Nearly $101 Million to Combat Human Trafficking (Sep. 21, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-awards-nearly-101-mil-
lion-combat-human-trafficking.  This press release and its predecessors offer some insight into the magnitude of ECM grants, making it theoretically possible to track 
the efficacy of these funds.  Id.  However, ECM grants are only received by state and local law enforcement agencies and service providers, and there is no publicly 
available information regarding the funding of federal law enforcement efforts (such as the CEHTTFs), through annual appropriations to the FBI or ICE.

32 U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, Attorney General’s Trafficking in Persons Report (updated May 13, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/humantrafficking/attorney-gener-
als-trafficking-persons-report [hereinafter U.S. Att’y Gen.’s Trafficking in Persons Reports]. 

33 S. 1312 115th Cong. § 401 (Dec. 21, 2018)

34 Id.
 
35 Id
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A. Threefold Research Design
First, we conducted a thorough literature review assess-
ing the efficacy of law enforcement operations in regard 
to the three TVPA aims (protection, prosecution, preven-
tion), including analysis from recent academic articles, 
advocacy pieces, critical trafficking studies, government 
and regulatory publications, and investigative reports.  
(See Section IV).

Second, we interviewed 42 professionals in the anti-traf-
ficking field—including federal and local law enforce-
ment, federal and local prosecutors, law enforcement 
advocates, nonprofit advocates, experts, and survivor 
advocates (see App. D: Interviewee Chart)—many of 
whom had firsthand experience with anti-sex trafficking 
law enforcement operations.  (See Section IV).  Prior to 
conducting interviews, we researched ethical interview-
ing best practice, and in the case of survivors, compas-
sionate and victim-centered techniques.36  We identified 
interviewees primarily through open source research as 
well as from recommendations from other interviewees.  
We conducted interviews virtually between February 
2020 and April 2021, with at least two team members 
present, and through open-ended, narrative discussion.  
Interviewees, who are located primarily in California,37,38 
provided insight about the training, planning and exe-
cution of operations, as well as how operations impact 
victims.39  In part due to ethical considerations, we have 
maintained the anonymity of all interviewees throughout 
the report.40 
 
Third, in February 2020, we filed sixteen FOIA and 
CPRA requests to federal and California law enforce-
ment agencies.  (See App. E: FOIA/CPRA Chart).     

36 This research included speaking to experts, including Thomas Lyon, a Professor of Law and Psychology at USC Gould School of Law who specializes in question-
ing children about abuse and violence, and Emily Ryo, Professor of Law and Sociology at USC Gould School of Law.

37 Interviewees from California were located in Fresno, Los Angeles, Orange County, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, and Santa Clara. 

38 Interviewees outside of California were located in District of Columbia, Florida (Miami Dade County and Sanford), Georgia, Louisiana, Michigan, North Carolina, 
Ohio, Oklahoma, and Washington.
 
39 Standard interview compensation was available to survivor advocate interviewees on request. 

40 Many interviewees disclosed sensitive information on the condition of anonymity.  Anonymizing interviewees not only protects their information, but also ensures 
we can report freely and accurately on interviewees’ various perspectives. 

41 What was formerly Operation Cross Country is now referred to as Operation Independence Day.

42 When filing our FOIA and CPRA requests, we consulted with Ian Head, a Senior Legal Worker and Coordinator of the Open Records Project at the Center for Con-
stitutional Rights, who has expertise in FOIA and open records requests. 
 
43 Other responses were unhelpful because they mostly reported information from public press releases and duplicate information from another response.  One response 
consisted of a single paragraph summarizing the department’s anti-trafficking efforts. 
 

We focused our data collection on California because the 
report authors are located in Los Angeles, and because 
California has modeled its statewide anti-trafficking 
operation, ORR, after federal operations such as ILNI.  
The requests sought information from 2003 to present 
about departmental guidelines relating to ILNI, OCC, 
Operation Independence Day,41 and ORR operations, 
including:

•   Training for participants in operations;
•   Funding of the operations;
•   Execution of the operations;
•   Demographic information of the victims
   and perpetrators who are identified during
   operations; and
•   Arrests, charges and convictions that result
   from operations.42   

As of October 2021, eleven of the sixteen government 
agencies denied our request for documents.  Only one 
agency provided new, substantive information about the 
topics we requested.43  (See Section VI).

II. METHODOLOGY
B. Research Limitations
Our report is subject to the following shortcomings:  (1) 
the limited number and diversity of survivors we were 
able to interview; (2) the lack of qualitative or quantita-
tive data on specific law enforcement operations, such 
as ILNI, Operation Independence Day, OCC, and ORR; 
and (3) our use of narrative evidence from disparate geo-
graphic locations to extrapolate conclusions about oper-
ations at a broader level.  (See App. F: Research Limita-
tions).

Despite these limitations, we believe that the information 
we gathered from interviews, as a whole, communicates a 
valuable and reliable account of law enforcement opera-

44 We do, however, include perspectives from individual interviewees that are particularly striking and/or illustrative of common themes.  We accordingly recognize 
when an opinion or comment is attributed to a single interviewee.

tions for the following reasons:  (1) the accounts of unrelat-
ed interviewees are consistent with one another as well as 
with our literature review; (2) our analysis and conclu-
sions are based on recurring themes and patterns from 
interviews, not reports from a single interviewee; 44 and 
(3) data we collected from the interviews are largely con-
sistent with CPRA data we analyzed, as well as data from 
other studies on sex trafficking and anti-sex trafficking 
law enforcement operations.
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III. LITERATURE 
  REVIEW



The following is a summary of our literature review 
findings organized by each of the three TVPA aims (pro-
tection, prosecution, prevention), including analysis 
from recent academic articles, advocacy pieces, critical 
trafficking studies, government and regulatory publica-
tions, and investigative reports.  Like our qualitative and 
quantitative data, our literature review suggests that op-
erations are not as successful in identifying victims and 
traffickers as federal and local law enforcement agencies 
claim them to be. 

A. Protection of Victims
According to the literature, law enforcement operations 
generally fail to protect sex trafficking victims because 
they a) identify few or no trafficking victims, b) utilize 
methods that traumatize victims and undermine their 
trust in, and willingness to cooperate with law enforce-
ment, and c) fail to connect victims with the short- and 
long-term services that are critical to stabilize the victim 
and prevent the victim’s re-trafficking. 

1. Law enforcement operations identify   
 few or no trafficking victims.
The U.S. government reports identifying high numbers of 
sex trafficking victims through various law enforcement 
operations,45 but scholars and journalists suggest that the 
FBI and DOJ often inflate the statistics in these reports.46  
45 E.g., PRESIDENT’S INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE TO MONITORY & COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, REPORT ON U.S. GOVERNMENT EF-
FORTS TO COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS 12 (Oct. 2020), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/2020-PITF-Report.pdf (“DOJ’s Office for 
Victims of Crime (OVC) grantees providing services to human trafficking victims reported 8,375 open client cases from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019, including 5,090 
new clients”); Press Release, FBI Denver, Innocence Lost National Initiative and 2019 FBI Denver Operation Independence Day Results in Recovery of Child Victims 
from Commercial Sex Trafficking (Aug. 6, 2019), https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/denver/news/press-releases/innocence-lost-national-initiative-and-2019-
fbi-denver-operation-independence-day-results-in-recovery-of-child-victims-from-commercial-sex-trafficking (claiming the Innocence Lost Initiative has led to the 
recovery or identification of more than 6,600 child victims); Press Conference, Sheriff Villanueva and the Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force An-
nounce Arrests and Rescues by California Law Enforcement, L.A. CNTY. SHERIFF’S DEP’T (Feb. 4, 2020), https://lasd.org/operation-reclaim-and-rebuild-2020/ (last 
visited Mar. 21, 2021) (“Operation Reclaim and Rebuild was widely successful in its endeavor with 76 adult and 11 minor victims being recovered; 266 males arrested 
for the charge of Solicitation; and 27 suspected traffickers and exploiters were arrested.  In total, 518 arrests were made.”); Melissa Ditmore, The Use of Raids to Fight 
Trafficking in Person, SEX WORKERS PROJECT, 9 (2009), http://sexworkersproject.org/downloads/swp-2009-raids-and-trafficking-report.pdf, (explaining that law 
enforcement officers claim that raids are useful in identifying trafficking victims).  
 
46 E.g., Glenn Kessler, Loretta Lynch’s False Claim on Sex Trafficking Arrests, WASH. POST (Nov. 24, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/
wp/2015/11/24/loretta-lynchs-false-claim-on-sex-trafficking-arrests/ (noting that DOJ and FBI cannot provide evidence that “hundreds of sex traffickers” have been 
arrested through Operation Cross Country); Eli Rosenberg, Infant and Her 5-Year-Old Sister, Allegedly on Sale for $600, Rescued in FBI Sex Trafficking Sweep, WASH. 
POST (Oct. 19, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2017/10/19/infant-and-young-child-among-the-more-than-80-victims-rescued-in-major-
fbi-sex-trafficking-sweep/.

47 Press Release, FBI Washington, Innocence Lost National Initiative and Operation Independence Day 2019 (Aug. 6, 2019), https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offic-
es/washingtondc/news/press-releases/innocence-lost-national-initiative-and-operation-independence-day-2019. 

48 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (“service providers reported that the majority of trafficked persons who accessed their services were not identified as a result of 
raids.”). 

49 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (explaining law enforcement arrests, handcuffs, fingerprints, and interrogating victims); id. at 9 (“Law enforcement agents use interro-
gation techniques, including intimidation, that are entirely incompatible with an approach that prioritizes the needs of trafficked persons”); Kimberly Mehlman-Orozco, 
What Happens After a Human Trafficking Victim is ‘Rescued’?, THE HILL (Oct. 29, 2016 4:28 PM EDT) (“[S]ex trafficking survivors continue to be erroneously 
criminalized . . . following identification.”); see Kelle Barrick et al., Law Enforcement Identification of Potential Trafficking Victims, 44 J. CRIME & JUST. (forth-
coming 2021), https://doi.org/10.1080/0735648X.2020.1837204 (“Racial bias due to the adultification of [B]lack girls within the criminal legal system has led to their 
incarceration as young as 13-14 when active in sex trade.”).

50 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 7, 54-55 (explaining that trafficking and prostitution are conflated, which impedes anti-trafficking efforts); Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 
9, at 134, 137; Corinne Schwarz & Trevor Grizzell, Trafficking Spectacle: Affect and State Power in Operation Cross Country X, 41 FRONTIERS: J. WOMEN STUD., 
no. 2, 2020 at 57. 
 
51 See Ditmore, supra note 45, at 36 (explaining that law enforcement investigation sometimes stems from a “tip or an anonymous tip.”); id. at 54 (explaining that 
anti-trafficking operations are conducted without “the preparation necessary to produced cooperative witnesses in trafficking cases.”).  See also U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, 
FACT SHEET: THE BENEFITS OF SMART RAIDS V. BLIND SWEEPS (2012), https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/tip/rls/fs/2012/194723.htm (describing “smart” raids as 
those that are “based on real evidence, have a well defined goal grounded in anti-trafficking laws, and are well planned to ensure the safety of individuals.  They should 
include arrangements to segregate traffickers from victims, to conduct victim-centered interviews, to cross-reference victims’ accounts, and to quickly transition to 
post-rescue care and shelter for identified victims.”). 

For example, the FBI reports that, as of July 2019, ILNI 
operations have identified more than 6,600 child victims 
and led to more than 2,750 convictions.47  However, the 
FBI does not report whether all of the convictions were 
of traffickers, or whether this number includes adults vol-
untarily buying and selling commercial sex.  Moreover, 
it is unclear whether all 6,600 child victims mentioned 
above received the services they needed. 

In contrast, the literature indicates that law enforcement 
operations identify few trafficking victims,48 emphasizing 
that operations primarily target sex work; too often treat 
victims—particularly Black victims—as criminals;49 are 
conducted by officers who are insufficiently trained to 
identify victims; and are usually conducted with insuffi-
cient pre-operation investigation. 

Critics posit that these law enforcement operations are 
merely anti-sex work efforts rebranded as anti-sex traf-
ficking interventions.50  This mischaracterization purport-
edly begins in the earliest stages of an intervention:  the 
genesis of an operation is often a complaint or tip about 
sex work or patrolling an area known for sex work, rather 
than a thorough sex trafficking investigation.51  Opera-
tions are often conducted without evidence that there is 
either a minor involved or that there is force, fraud, or 
coercion (the elements that are required to establish that a 

person over the age of 18 is a sex trafficking victim under 
the TVPA).52   

Moreover, the literature suggests that law enforcement 
often assumes that an individual engaged in commercial 
sex is a sex worker unless the individual states other-
wise.53  This assumption frequently results in victims of 
trafficking being miscategorized by law enforcement as 
voluntary sex workers.54  For example, the National Sur-
vivor Network conducted a 2016 survey on the long-term 
impact of criminal arrests and convictions on survivors of 
human trafficking, and found that 90.8% of 130 traffick-
ing survivor respondents reported having been arrested 
(over 40% reporting being arrested 9 times or more) and 
over half of the respondents (50.6%) reported that their 
arrests occurred because of the trafficking.55  Notably, im-
migrant victims, regardless of whether they are undoc-
umented, could face deportation due to a misdemeanor 
prostitution charge.56 

More recently, a 2020 study evaluated 541 incident re-
ports in San Francisco that involved someone selling sex 
and found that, consistent with other studies,57 minors, 
persons of color,58 and females are the individuals most 
likely to be under-identified and improperly arrested for 
selling sex.59  In particular, the researchers observed:

52 22 U.S.C.A. § 7101 (2000). 

53 See Erin Bistricer, Note, “U” Stands for Underutilization: The U Visa’s Vulnerability for Underuse in the Sex Trafficking Context, 18 CARDOZO J.L. & GENDER 
449, 473 (2012) (explaining that it is imperative for law enforcement to re-adjust their view of who is a criminal and who is a victim).

54 Kessler, supra note 46 (explaining Operation Cross Country sweeps “result in far more adult prostitutes being arrested than children being located”).

55 Members Survey: Impact of Criminal Arrest and Detention on Survivors of Human Trafficking, NAT’L SURVIVOR NETWORK (Aug. 2016), https://nationalsurvi-
vornetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/NSNVacate-Survey-2018.pdf (last visited Mar. 21, 2021) (note that the majority, but not all, of respondents were survivors 
of sex trafficking). 

56 Elizabeth Nolan Brown, Feds ‘Rescue’ Women from Freedom and Money in 11th ‘Operation Cross Country’, REASON (Oct. 18, 2017, 11:25 AM), https://reason.
com/blog/2017/10/18/fbi-operation-cross-country-xi.

57 See, e.g., HUMAN RIGHTS PROJECT FOR GIRLS, Domestic Child Sex Trafficking and African American Girls, RIGHTS4GIRLS (Feb. 2015), https://rights4girls.
org/wp-content/uploads/r4g/2015/02/African-American-Girls-and-Trafficking.pdf (last visited Mar. 21, 2021). 

58 We acknowledge the limitations of race-related terminology, including this term.  Recognizing the constant evolution of language and constraints of adopting ideal 
descriptors, we have selected this phrase at this time because we understand it to be the preferred identifier by many persons of color.  We note that there is evidence 
that, among persons of color, Black and Asian women may be particularly adversely impacted by sex trafficking.  

59 Barrick et al., supra note 49. 

60 Id. 

61 Nelson Butler, supra note 16, at 1499.
 
62 Table 43B: Arrests by Race and Ethnicity Under 18, Crime in the United States 2019, FBI: UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING, https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-
u.s/2019/crime-in-the-u.s.-2019/topic-pages/tables/table-43 (last visited Mar. 22, 2021).

63 DUREN BANKS & TRACEY KYCKELHAHN, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, REP. NCJ233732, CHARACTERISTICS OF SUSPECTED HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING INCIDENTS, 2008-2010 6 (Apr. 2011), http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cshti0810.pdf. 

64 Bettina Boxall, Campaign to Halt Child Sex Trafficking Launched in LA County, L.A. TIMES (May 31, 2012), https://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/05/
sex-trafficking.html.  

65 See, e.g., Nelson Butler, supra note 16; U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS REPORT 591 (June 2021), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2021/07/TIP_Report_Final_20210701.pdf [hereinafter U.S. 2021 TIP REPORT]. 

Racial bias due to the adultification of [B]lack 
girls within the criminal legal system has led to 
their incarceration as young as 13–14 when ac-
tive in sex trade.  Through the process of adul-
tification, [B]lack girls become stereotyped as 
uncontrollable and unable to regulate their de-
veloping emotions and bodies. . . .  As such, the 
combination of our quantitative and qualitative 
findings evoke concern that those most in need of 
connection to services are being under-identified 
and are more likely to be labeled as criminals.60

Sources in the literature argue that law enforcement of-
ficials “are more likely to perceive a prostituted child of 
color as a criminal, as opposed to a victim of sexual as-
sault or abuse.”61 To wit, according to the FBI’s own re-
porting, Black children comprised a full 50% of all sex 
work arrests for minors in 2019—more than any other 
racial group.62  In a two-year review by the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics (“BJS”) analyzing human trafficking 
cases, 40% of victims of sex trafficking were identified as 
Black.63  In Los Angeles County, data from 2010 indicate 
that 92% of female children in the juvenile justice system 
identified as trafficking victims were Black.64  The litera-
ture emphasizes that racism has played a significant role 
in making children of color particularly vulnerable to do-
mestic sex trafficking, and law enforcement’s curent ap-
proach does not appropriately address—and sometimes 
even exacerbates—this vulnerability.65  
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The problem of under- and misidentifying victims also 
impacts individuals involved in sex work who entered 
the industry as minors—and therefore, de facto sex traf-
ficking victims—and then continued in the industry after 
they turn 18.66 The literature highlights the challenges 
this can pose for law enforcement, who must consider 
complex factors in identifying whether these individuals 
still qualify as victims of trafficking once they are iden-
tified as adults.67

Compounding the problem, the literature indicates that 
law enforcement officers generally receive insufficient 
training—or no training at all—regarding sex trafficking.  
Training inconsistently covers topics such as the signs 
of exploitation and trauma-informed interviewing strat-
egies, which can help elicit responses from apprehended 
individuals that facilitate accurate victim identification.68  
The 2020 study that evaluated 541 incident reports in 
San Francisco that involved someone selling sex found 
that only 17% of those reports mentioned screening for 
human trafficking.69  Researchers further concluded that 
there were only 11 cases that included elements of traf-
ficking that were correctly identified by law enforcement, 
whereas there were 54 cases that were incorrectly iden-
tified.70   Another study suggests that law enforcement’s 
lack of language proficiency and cultural knowledge of 
local immigrant groups inhibits the identification of im-

66 Nadine M. Connell et al., Arrest as a Way Out: Understanding the Needs of Women Sex Trafficking Victims Identified by Law Enforcement, 33 J. CRIME & JUST. 
351 (Feb. 12, 2015). 

67 Id.

68 See, e.g., Joseph Berger, Despite Law, Few Trafficking Arrests, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 3, 2009), https://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/04/nyregion/04trafficking.html 
(attributing low number of trafficking arrests to lack of law enforcement training to recognize signs of exploitation and ask the right questions at the right time); Emi 
Koyama, Operation Cross Country VII Roundup and Comments, EMINISM BLOG (July 30, 2013), http://eminism.org/blog/entry/387 (explaining that anti-trafficking 
advocates neglect developments in the anti-domestic violence movement that can and should inform our approach to dealing with youths and adults in the sex trade).  
Note, however, that “there are few studies evaluating the effect of specialized human trafficking training on police attitudes and behaviors.  Some of the research seems 
to indicate that much of the training has limited effect on the effectiveness of police response to human trafficking.  At least, by the standard of whether training actually 
improves the detection of victims, it would seem that effect of professional training remains limited.”  Yvon Dandurand, Human Trafficking and Police Governance, 18 
POLICE PRAC. & RES. 322, 329 (Feb. 16, 2017).
  
69 Barrick et al., supra note 49. 

70 Id.

71 Amy Farrell, et al., New Laws but Few Cases: Understanding the Challenges to the Investigation and Prosecution of Human Trafficking Cases, 61 CRIME LAW 
SOC. CHANGE 139, 158 (2014) [hereinafter Farrell et al., New Laws]. 

72 See, e.g., DIGNITY HEALTH, HUMAN TRAFFICKING RESPONSE PROGRAM SHARED LEARNINGS MANUAL 11 (ed. Oct. 2019), https://www.digni-
tyhealth.org/content/dam/dignity-health/pdfs/updated-dignity-health-htrp-sharedlearningsmanual-oct-2019.pdf (Sex trafficking victims, especially youth, may not 
self-identify because due to prior abuse they do not realize they are being manipulated or exploited); Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (explaining victims forced into 
prostitution by a boyfriend or a husband may not realize this qualifies as trafficking). 

73 Berger, supra note 68 (“[V]ictims . . . are ‘taught, trained and manipulated by their exploiters not to cooperate with nor trust law enforcement’”). E.g. Schwarz & 
Grizzell, supra note 50, at 67 (“The FBI Salt Lake City press release offers an example of failed disclosure and, subsequently, failed rescue of adult women identified 
during a raid: ‘Some of the women may have been forced into engaging in prostitution since they were juveniles or trafficked but it’s not uncommon for them to refuse 
to disclose that information to authorities.’”); Jennifer L. Brinkley, A Path Forward: Florida’s Efforts to Combat Human Trafficking, 71 S. C. L. REV. 639, 663 (2020). 

74 Elena Shih, The Trafficking Deportation Pipeline: Asian Body Work and the Auxiliary Policing of Racialized Poverty, 33 FEMINIST FORMATIONS, Spring 2021, 
at 56. 

75 NAT’L ADVISORY COMM. ON THE SEX TRAFFICKING OF CHILDREN & YOUTH IN THE U.S., U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SVCS., BEST 
PRACTICES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STATES 18 (2020), https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/resource/national-advisory-committee-report-best-practices-rec-
ommendations (“Training should also emphasize the importance of detecting the indicators of trafficking despite the child or youth being unlikely to use the word 
‘trafficking’ to describe what they have experienced”); U.S. 2021 TIP REPORT, supra note 65, at 587.
 
76 Cyra Choudhury, Moderator, Panel on Sex Trafficking, 5 U. MIAMI RACE & SOC. JUST. L. REV. 445, 451 (2015) (noting that raids are often more traumatizing 
for survivors than the trafficking itself); Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9 (describing survivor experiences of raids as traumatizing and humiliating). 

migrant victims.71 

Without training to successfully identify victims, officers 
rely heavily on victims’ self-identification.  However, this 
approach is generally ineffective because trafficking vic-
tims often do not self-identify as having been trafficked.72  
Even when law enforcement asks questions designed to 
identify exploitation, trafficking victims are unlikely to 
disclose relevant information due to a myriad of factors, 
including distrust of or past negative experiences with law 
enforcement; fear of discipline by their trafficker; and the 
impacts of trauma.73  For example, in 2017 in Flushing 
Queens, an undocumented Chinese immigrant with pre-
vious prostitution charges fell out a window to her death 
in an attempt to avoid an NYPD massage parlor raid and 
subsequent arrest and possible deportation.74   This lack 
of willingness to engage with law enforcement amplifies 
the importance of providing sufficient training to law en-
forcement regarding trauma-informed approaches and 
inspecting for unspoken signs of coercion. 75 

2. Law enforcement operations can traumatize  
 victims and undermine their trust in and will- 
 ingness to cooperate with law enforcement.76

The literature consistently reports issues of victim co-
ercion and trauma during law enforcement operations.  
Trafficking survivors have described raids as “chaotic” 

and “often traumatic events that [leave] them frightened 
and confused, with no sense of what was happening or 
would happen to them.”77   Scholars report that in the af-
termath of both raids and stings, law enforcement seek to 
coerce suspected victims into disclosing information by 
threatening them with arrest or deportation.78  In a 2014 
study by Farrell et al., when researchers interviewed law 
enforcement officials about the challenges of investigat-
ing human trafficking, officers reported that in order to 
secure victim testimony79 they needed to “put pressure 
on victims to convince them to participate in the investi-
gation.”80  When officers use these techniques to deceive 
and extract information from victims, they often mirror 
the methods used by traffickers to trick victims into sell-
ing sex for the traffickers’ monetary gain.81  Indeed, one 
officer in Farrell et al. explained, ‘“We almost have to 
do the same grooming process that the pimp did.  A lot of 
times [the victims] are very angry, you know.  They don’t 
want to be picked up.’”82  Another investigator, express-
ing frustration with victims’ reluctance to give informa-
tion, “admitted that they will question victims until they 
‘break.’”83 

These behaviors have an intense impact on victims:  in 
one study, survivors of sex trafficking consistently re-
ported that “the lack of awareness and trauma-informed 
approach among front-line professionals such as law en-
forcement . . . alienated and hurt survivors and increased 

77 Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 141.  

78 E.g., Kate D’Adamo, Can Anti-Trafficking Be Rescued? REFRAME HEALTH & JUSTICE (June 17, 2020), https://reframehealthandjustice.medium.com/can-an-
ti-trafficking-be-rescued-5688c3221173 (“Vital supports, such as temporary immigration relief for undocumented victims require law enforcement cooperation for a 
person to avoid deportation”).  Notably, non-white victims are more likely to be arrested than white victims.  Gilbertson, Mendelson & Caputo, supra note 16 (“While 
[Black women make up around 9% of the city’s female population, they account for nearly 65% of the LAPD’s female prostitution arrests”). 

79 Successful prosecution of traffickers often hinges on victim testimony, and courts have the power to compel unwilling victims to testify through material witness 
warrants.  Henry Wu & Alexandra Yelderman, Prosecution at Any Cost? The Impact of Material Witness Warrants in Federal Human Trafficking Cases, The Human 
Trafficking Legal Center (Apr. 2020), https://www.htlegalcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/Material-Witness-Report-FINAL-FOR-PUBLICATION_April-2020.pdf. 

80 Farrell et al., New Laws supra note 71, at 158. 

81 Id.

82 Id.

83 Id.

84 Shireen S. Rajaram & Sriyani Tidball, Survivors’ Voices – Complex Needs of Sex Trafficking Survivors in the Midwest, 44 BEHAV. MED. 189 (2018).

85 Id.
 
86 Id.

87 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (explaining law enforcement arrests, handcuffs, fingerprints, and interrogating victims); id. at 9 (“Law enforcement agents use interro-
gation techniques, including intimidation, that are entirely incompatible with an approach that prioritizes the needs of trafficked persons”); Mehlman-Orozco, supra note 
49 (“[S]ex trafficking survivors continue to be erroneously criminalized . . . following identification.”). 

88 E.g., Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 135 (“Research conducted by one of the authors has documented the ways that law enforcement approaches to human 
trafficking can fail trafficked persons, including through arrest, detention, and prevention of contact with the trafficked person’s family.”). 

89 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 16 (quoting a survivor: ‘“[law enforcement] take you in your work clothes”’).  

90 Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 135.

91 Farrell, et al., New Laws supra note 71, at 157. 

92 See Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (“Raids create circumstances facilitating police misconduct, including sexual misconduct, against trafficked persons); id. at 43 

their feelings of distrust.”84  Indeed, survivors reported 
that “the sole focus of law enforcement on interrogation 
and information gathering at the time of reporting with-
out consideration of the emotional wellbeing of survivors 
further traumatized them.”85  One survivor explained:

It’s no longer that you are a victim or anything else.  
You are the information center, and they [law en-
forcement] want all your information, and it doesn’t 
make a difference about torment and anything else. 
. . . 86

Frequently, unless victims disclose to law enforcement 
that they are being trafficked, they are handcuffed, in-
terrogated, fingerprinted, and generally treated as crimi-
nals.87  They might be stripped of their possessions, sep-
arated from other individuals they were brought in with, 
and prohibited from contacting their family.88  Some re-
ports indicate that they are rarely offered food, water, or 
clothes, even if they are dressed in their work clothes.89  
Ultimately, they may be arrested or forced to spend the 
night in jail.90  Moreover, undocumented victims face 
the threat of deportation; the 2014 study by Farrell et al. 
found that victims rarely benefit from the TVPA provi-
sions that, in theory, protect them from deportation.91

Most disturbing of all are the accounts of law enforce-
ment officers verbally, sexually, and physically abusing 
trafficking victims during operations.92  In one study, 
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“fourteen percent of [victims] surveyed claimed they 
had ‘experienced incidents of police violence, and . . . 
felt they had no recourse,’” and sixteen percent of those 
surveyed claimed to “have been involved in sexual situ-
ations with the police.”93  In another recent study inter-
viewing sex trafficking survivors in Hawaii, participants 
reported a variety of abusive and corrupt encounters with 
law enforcement:

[Study participants] reported being in stings 
where everyone else was arrested and with no re-
ferrals or support the police told her to just leave.  
She had “hooked up with cops regularly and sold 
sex to many of the officers doing the stings.”  An-
other participant had dated an undercover cop 
and he would tell her when the stings would be at 
the strip club where she worked.  Another stated, 
“It is really easy to sell sex here and it is like they 
don’t care because cops date.  I know because 
they had their gun, badge and hat with them and 
would say, ‘okay let’s go date.’  The same peo-
ple that are charging you for prostitution are the 
people turning around and buying it from you.”94

Experts suggest that the only way states can prevent law 
enforcement from using sex acts as an investigative tool 

(“One interviewee, Jin, described being pistol-whipped by an officer in plainclothes during a raid on a brothel by local police, and knocked unconscious.  She subse-
quently awoke to find a uniformed female officer strip searching her in front of others present to see if she had anything hidden in her underwear”); HOWARD CTR.
FOR INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM, Arizona Homeland Security Agents Engaged in Sex Acts with Suspected Trafficked Victims, SAN PEDRO VALLEY NEWS-
SUN (May 12, 2020), https://www.myheraldreview.com/news/benson/arizona-homeland-security-agents-engaged-in-sex-acts-withsuspected-trafficking-victims/arti-
cle_b4b910e7-a3de-50d8-bc46-46547d38042a.html (“Over a nearly five-month period, the HSI undercover agents documented in graphic detail 17 sexual encounters 
with women working in eight massage parlors.”); U.S. 2021 TIP REPORT, supra note 65, at 586.

93 Bistricer, supra note 53, at 474-75. 

94 DOMINIQUE ROE-SEPOWITZ & KHARA JABOLA-CAROLUS, SEX TRAFFICKING IN HAWAI’I: THE STORIES OF SURVIVORS 8 (Jan. 2019), https://
ncjtc-static.fvtc.edu/resources/RS00009136.pdf.  

95 Raleigh News and Observer, Will SC Politicians Change the Law After Investigator Paid for Sex Acts at Horry Spas?, DAILY MAGAZINE (Apr. 1, 2021), http://
www.dailymagazine.news/will-sc-politicians-change-the-law-after-investigator-paid-for-sex-acts-at-horry-spas-nid-1486358.html.  See also Cara Kelly, Erin Mansfield, 
& Brenna Smith, The Atlanta Shootings Put a Spotlight on the Vulnerability of Spa Workers. Many Are Still Routinely Arrested Across Georgia, USA TODAY (Apr. 5, 
2021 12:43 PM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/investigations/2021/03/31/georgia-spa-shootings-highlight-worker-vulnerability-threat-arrest/4802368001/.

96 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 7 (explaining that law enforcement fails to “refer large numbers of trafficked persons to supportive services”).  Justice for All Act and 
Victims’ Rights Act requires that the FBI provides services to federal crime victims, FBI Victims’ Specialist Discusses Her Role, FBI (June 23, 2014), https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=G5lHgtkOqbw.  FBI’s Victim Services Division is responsible for ensuring that victims receive services required by law and the Attorney General 
Guidelines.  Victim Services, FBI, https://www.fbi.gov/resources/victim-services (last visited Mar. 22, 2021). 

97 E.g., Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 135 (“[M]ost services and legal protections that trafficked persons can access in the United States are related to efforts 
to cooperate with law enforcement.  This prioritises raids and prosecution-oriented legal procedures rather than rights-based, survivor-centred approaches necessary 
for full recovery from a trafficking experience.”); U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS REPORT (June 2020), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2020/06/2020-TIP-Report-Complete-062420-FINAL.pdf [hereinafter U.S. 2020 TIP REPORT] (applying a criminal justice framework in the evaluation of 
anti-trafficking efforts of foreign nations); INT’L WOMEN’S HUMAN RIGHTS CLINIC, ET. AL., CRIMINALIZATION OF TRAFFICKING VICTIMS (2015), 
https://www.law.cuny.edu/wp-content/uploads/page-assets/academics/clinics/hrgj/publications/Criminalization-of-Trafficking-Victims.pdf (Even where trafficking 
victims are identified, federal and state initiatives to combat human trafficking often prioritize prosecution of perpetrators at the expense of victims.  Victims are often 
seen primarily as “instruments of criminal investigation, rather than as holders of rights.”); Amy Farrell et al., Failing Victims? Challenges of the Police Response to 
Human Trafficking, 18 CRIM. & PUB. POL. 649, 666 (2019) [hereinafter Farrell et al., Failing Victims?] (“Interviewees indicated that law enforcement is starting 
to recognize the importance of connecting victims to services, yet their primary focus continues to be on criminal justice system outcomes (i.e., engaging victims to 
facilitate collection of evidence and make arrests).”); POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, HOW LOCAL POLICE CAN COMBAT THE GLOBAL PROBLEM OF 
HUMAN TRAFFICKING: COLLABORATION, TRAINING, SUPPORT FOR VICTIMS, AND TECHNOLOGY ARE KEYS TO SUCCESS 4 (Aug. 2020), https://
www.policeforum.org/assets/CombatHumanTrafficking.pdf (“[W]hen police agencies are planning an antihuman trafficking operation, it can be beneficial to incorporate 
victim services into the overall plan, so that help is immediately available to victims who are rescued. But because police agencies work 24/7, service providers need to 
be prepared to adjust their work schedules, so they can respond immediately when police encounter victims at any time of the day or night.”).

98 Bistricer, supra note 53, at 473-74 (noting that raids focusing on prosecution of criminals rather than victim protection leads to arrests of trafficking victims); D’Ada-
mo, supra note 78 (“Neither healing from victimization nor fighting exploitation inherently involves law enforcement”). 

99 Legal Options to Stop Human Trafficking: Hearing Before the Subcomm. On Human Rights and the Law of the S. Comm. On the Judiciary, 110th Cong. 76 (2007) 
(statement of Martina E. Vandenberg).

is to legally prohibit law enforcement from engaging in 
sexual conduct while on duty, however, recent reporting 
indicates that Michigan is the only state with such a law.95

3. Law enforcement operations fail to connect
 victims with the short- and long-term services  
 they need to help them avoid being trafficked  
 again.96

The literature suggests that law enforcement operations 
are primarily motivated by a focus on fighting crime, 
with victim service providers and advocates often looped 
in as an afterthought.97 

Operations are likely to measure their success by the 
number of arrests, charges, prosecutions, and convic-
tions, rather than the number of victims who received 
services and successfully left their trafficking situation.98  
As a result, efforts to build a prosecutable criminal case 
take center stage, and the wellbeing of the victim is fre-
quently de-prioritized.  Advocates have called this “the 
disposable witness syndrome.”99

After identification, victims require immediate services 
including, but not limited to, counseling, medical care, 
housing, legal services, immigration services, financial 

assistance, and job training.100  Yet victims frequently 
do not receive services for a variety of reasons.101  The 
literature suggests that many law enforcement opera-
tions lack a trauma-informed victim advocate to assess 
victims’ needs and connect them to resources.102  Often 
there is a shortage of available services, especially hous-
ing.103  Moreover, even where services are provided, law 
enforcement sometimes uses them with the ultimate aim 
of building a criminal case.  For example, law enforce-
ment officials may rely on services as a tool to engage 
victims in the criminal justice process,104 or at worst, the 
provision of services can be made contingent on a vic-
tim’s willingness to cooperate with law enforcement.105  
Additionally, trafficked persons who are undocumented 
may refuse services because they are distrustful of law 
enforcement and fear deportation.106  Without the provi-
sion of critical short- and long-term services, victims are 
likely to be re-trafficked, as the law enforcement opera-
tions have only exacerbated their vulnerability.107 

100 E.g., Rajaram & Tidball, supra note 84; Dana M. Kaplan, et al., Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking: Medical Follow-up for Victimized and High-Risk Youth 26, R.I. 
MED. J. (May 2018) (explaining sex trafficking victims often have histories of substance abuse, sexually transmitted infections, and pregnancy).

101 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-16-555, HUMAN TRAFFICKING: AGENCIES HAVE TAKEN STEPS TO ASSESS PREVALENCE, AD-
DRESS VICTIM ISSUES, AND AVOID GRANT DUPLICATION 21 (2016) [hereinafter U.S. GAO REPORT 2016] (“Officials in 15 of the 32 interviews we conduct-
ed with law enforcement officials and prosecutors reported limited availability of services in their area of responsibility.”).

102 See, e.g., Rajaram & Tidball, supra note 84; Mehlman-Orozco, supra note 49 (“The care that was available to [one survivor] wasn’t trauma informed to the com-
plex needs of sex trafficking victims and law enforcement wasn’t able to incapacitate her trafficker, so about six months after her initial rescue, she was revictimized.”); 
Kimberly Mehlman-Orozco, Why We Should Question the FBI’s Recent Human Trafficking Sting, THOMPSON REUTERS FOUND. (Oct. 24, 2017, 4:19 PM), https://
news.trust.org/item/20171024161910-x96o5 (describing one survivor who was taken to a juvenile detention center where she was sexually assaulted, not provided 
therapy, and likely re-trafficked afterwards). 

103 Mehlman-Orozco, supra note 49 (explaining the difficulty of connecting a victim to services, because “[r]esidential placement centers for human trafficking victims 
were at capacity with long waiting lists or denied services because she wasn’t a juvenile or because she didn’t technically reside in Virginia.  For months, she ended up 
moving between domestic violence shelters (some with bed bugs), a mental health facility, hotels paid for from the discretionary funds of anti-trafficking organizations, 
and homeless shelters”); U.S. GAO 2016 REPORT, supra note 101, at 21 (highlighting that U.S. law enforcement officials have reported limited availability of short- 
and long-term assistance for trafficking survivors, with shelter and housing presenting particular challenges in both forms of assistance).

104  Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 664 (citations omitted). 

105 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (explaining the U.S. Government requires “that trafficked persons cooperate with law enforcement in order to obtain services, bene-
fits, and immigration status.”); NAT’L SURVIVOR NETWORK, Members Survey: Impact of Criminal Arrest and Detention on Survivors of Human Trafficking (August 
2016), https://nationalsurvivornetwork.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/VacateSurveyFinal.pdf (22.2% of survivor respondents reported that they felt they had to testify 
against their trafficker to get help or services).  

106 Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 135 (“A person in a coercive situation, not necessarily aware of his or her legal rights, typically fears and does not trust law 
enforcement agents.”)

107 Mehlman-Orozco, supra note 49 (“The care that was available to [one survivor] wasn’t trauma informed to the complex needs of sex trafficking victims. . . . so 
about six months after her initial rescue, she was revictimized”); Mehlman-Orozco, Why We Should Question the FBI’s Recent Human Trafficking Sting, supra note 102 
(describing how one survivor who was taken to a juvenile detention center where she was sexually assaulted, not provided therapy, and likely re-trafficked afterwards); 
Bistricer, supra note 53, at 473 (explaining how law enforcement failed to identify a sex trafficking victim, and the victim was returned to her trafficker.); Rajaram & 
Tidball, supra note 84 (Interviewed sex trafficking survivors reported that “the risk of going back to the sex trafficked life, increases without a safe house followed by 
further support such as education, job placement, having access to mental healthcare, and the like”).

108 HUMAN TRAFFICKING INST., 2019 FEDERAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT (2020), https://www.traffickinginstitute.org/wp-content/up-
loads/2020/05/2019-Federal-Human-Trafficking-Report_Low-Res.pdf.  HTI also has some sting information published for 2018 and 2017.  Of the criminal sex traf-
ficking cases active in 2018, 8.8% (57) were sting cases with no identified victims.  In 2018, federal courts sentenced 27 buyer-defendants, and among those, ten (37%) 
were in a sting case where law enforcement posed as the victim and there were no real victims exploited in the case.  HUMAN TRAFFICKING INST., 2018 FEDERAL 
HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT 29 (2019), https://www.traffickinginstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2018-Federal-Human-Trafficking-Report-Low-Res.
pdf.  Of the 661 active criminal sex trafficking cases in 2017, 65.8% (435) involved only child victims; among those, there were 39 sting cases.  HUMAN TRAF-
FICKING INST., 2017 FEDERAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT 14 (2018), https://www.traffickinginstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2017-Federal-Hu-
man-Trafficking-Report-WEB-Low-Res.pdf. 

109 HUMAN TRAFFICKING INST., 2020 FEDERAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT (2021), https://www.traffickinginstitute.org/wp-content/up-
loads/2021/06/2020-Federal-Human-Trafficking-Report-Hi-Res.pdf.

B. Prosecution of Traffickers 

1. Despite consistent reports of operational focus 
 on investigations and prosecutions, the litera-
 ture also identifies minimal evidence that op-
 erations result in successful prosecutions of
 sex traffickers.
According to the Human Trafficking Institute (“HTI”), 
which compiles data related to federal prosecutions 
of sex trafficking, in 2019, only a small portion of 
new sex trafficking cases under the TVPA result-
ed from sting operations (12.4%).108   Similarly, of 
the 547 federal sex trafficking cases active in 2020,
approximately 12% resulted from a sting operation in-
volving a law enforcement officer posing as a potential 
buyer seeking to purchase commercial sex.109  Other in-
vestigative methods were much more effective in leading 
to prosecutions; for example, in 2020, HTI found that 
“Self-reporting by a victim was the most common way 
that a case was reported to law enforcement . . . Over 
one-third of case referrals that resulted in a prosecution 
involved a victim who contacted law enforcement for as-
sistance, either directly or through the support of a non-
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profit or hotline.”110  Some data are also available in the 
DOJ US Attorney General’s Office annual publication 
The Attorney General’s Annual Report to Congress and 
Assessment of the US Government Activities to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons, which “describes the U.S. Gov-
ernment’s comprehensive campaign to combat human 
trafficking including efforts to carry out the 3Ps.”111  For 
example, six DOJ Anti-Trafficking Coordination Teams 
(“ACTeams”) “proactively coordinate and plan signifi-
cant federal trafficking investigations and prosecutions,” 
and in fiscal year 2018, “ACTeams saw significant pros-
ecution results, including increases of 10 percent, 75 per-
cent, and 106 percent, in cases filed, defendants charged, 
and defendants convicted.”112  According to a 2018 Spe-
cial Report from BJS, in 2015, 21% of federal human 
trafficking suspects were referred from the 12 districts 
with ACTeam task forces.113 

However, significant data gaps remain—the reporting 
on trafficker arrests and convictions rarely, if ever, spec-
ify the origins of those arrests, i.e., whether they result-
ed from stings, raids, etc.114  We were unable to identify 
any public sources that track the national number of sex 
trafficking prosecutions that result from raids as opposed 
to stings.  We were also unable to identify sources that 
analyze trends in the number of state sex trafficking pros-
ecutions, an important data point given that over the last 
two decades states have been implementing new laws to 
combat human trafficking.115

The results of public case studies, where available, have 
not been favorable to law enforcement operations.  For 
example, Los Angeles’s 2016 ORR—led by the Los An-

110 Id.

111 U.S. Att’y Gen.’s Trafficking in Persons Reports, supra note 32. 

112 U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, ATTORNEY GENERAL’S ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS AND ASSESSMENT OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES 
TO COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS: FISCAL YEAR 2018 57-58 (2020), https://www.justice.gov/humantrafficking/page/file/1276166/download.

113 Mark Motivans & Howard N. Snyder, Federal Prosecution of Human-Trafficking Cases, 2015, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, REP. NCJ 251390, 5 (June 
2018), https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=6286.
  
114 ATT’Y GEN.’S ANN. REP. TO CONGRESS: FY 2018, supra note 112, at 27.

115 Anne Teigen, Prosecuting Human Traffickers Recent Legislative Enactments, Nat’l Conf. of State Legis., 1-2 (Sept. 2018), https://www.ncsl.org/Portals/1/HTML_
LargeReports/Prosecuting_Traffickers_091818_32767.pdf (“By 2013, every state had enacted laws establishing criminal penalties for traffickers seeking to profit from 
forced labor or sexual servitude.”).

116 News Release, L.A. Police Dep’t, 198 Arrested in County-Wide Sex Trafficking Operation (Jan. 28, 2016), https://www.lapdonline.org/newsroom/198-arrest-
ed-in-county-wide-sex-trafficking-operation-nr16026lp/.

117 Gilbertson, Mendelson & Caputo, supra note 16. 

118 See, e.g., Luke Barr, Prosecuting Human Traffickers Poses Significant Challenges, Top Prosecutor Says, ABC NEWS (Aug. 11, 2019 10:34 AM), https://abcnews.
go.com/US/prosecuting-human-traffickers-poses-significant-challenges-top-prosecutor/story?id=64882178; U.S. GAO 2016 REPORT, supra note 101, at 18, 23; NAT’L 
INST. OF JUST., Improving the Investigation and Prosecution of State and Local Human Trafficking Cases, (Aug. 31, 2016), https://nij.ojp.gov/topics/articles/improv-
ing-investigation-and-prosecution-state-and-local-human-trafficking-cases; Farrell, et al., New Laws, supra note 71, at 142. 

119 Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 663 (citations omitted).

120 U.S. GAO 2016 Report, supra note 101, at 31.
 

geles Police Department’s (“LAPD”), the Los Angeles 
County Sheriff’s Department, and the FBI—was praised 
by law enforcement leaders and certain media as a great 
success, at least in part due to “the quantity of arrests 
send[ing] a strong message to the community that Hu-
man Trafficking is not tolerated.”116   But an analysis by 
KPCC/LAist reported that not a single sex trafficking 
prosecution resulted from any of the arrests made during 
the operation.117

Part of the difficulty in linking prosecutions to law en-
forcement operations is that prosecutors do not always 
charge traffickers with violations of the TVPA.  Sex traf-
ficking cases are notoriously difficult to prosecute due to 
myriad challenges, including:  victim cooperation; lim-
ited availability of victims services; distinguishing sex 
trafficking from labor trafficking and/or sex work; and 
proving force, fraud, or coercion in a commercial sex 
situation.118  In one recent study, human trafficking in-
vestigators “lamented that despite their securing victim 
statements and corroborating evidence, prosecutors were 
reluctant to charge in human trafficking cases because the 
legal process is complicated and human trafficking cases 
take longer to resolve than other crimes.”119  In reviewing 
data provided by the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, 
the U.S. Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) 
found that “the most common reasons that U.S. Attorney 
Offices reported declining human trafficking cases were 
‘insufficient evidence’ and ‘matters being referred to an-
other jurisdiction.’”120  However, state prosecutors may 
also be reluctant to use newer human trafficking laws, in-
stead opting to charge offenders with offenses they were 
more familiar with, such as rape, kidnapping, or pander-

ing.121  As a result, prosecutors will often charge traffick-
ers with crimes that do not require proof of the victim’s 
state of mind or with seemingly unrelated charges (such 
as a firearms charge or tax evasion).122  Human trafficking 
cases also often present prosecutors with the choice of 
pursuing a victim as either a victim or an offender (for 
example, through involvement in sex work or as an un-
documented migrant), further complicating the prosecu-
tion process.123

HTI synthesizes these data at the federal level and reports 
that, in 2019, 52.1% (49) of the 94 federal districts in 
the United States charged a human trafficking case out-
side of the TVPA.124  In total, federal prosecutors charged 
100 sex trafficking cases outside of the TVPA in 2019: 
nearly half (45%) of these cases were sting operations 
that involved only fictitious victims; 19% involved child 
victims only; and 15% involved at least one adult vic-
tim.125  For the remaining 21% of cases, there was limit-
ed information regarding the age of the victims exploit-
ed.126  In synthesizing these data, HTI noted that it only 
included cases with clear signs of trafficking or where 
federal prosecutors directly informed HTI that the case 
involved trafficking.127  As one might expect, the practice 
of charging outside of the TVPA has complicated efforts 
by researchers to identify sex trafficking prosecutions.

In sum, the current lack of transparent data renders it ef-
fectively impossible to systematically track the connec-
tion between specific law enforcement operations and 
any resulting sex trafficking prosecutions, which, in turn, 
makes it essentially futile to attempt to evaluate the pros-

121 NAT’L INST. OF JUST., supra note 118; Farrell et al., New Laws, supra note 71, at 142, 152. 

122 See, e.g., Barr, supra note 118; Amy Farrell, et. al., The Prosecution of State-Level Human Trafficking Cases in the United States, 6 ANTI-TRAFFICKING REV. 48 
(2016). 

123 Farrell et al., New Laws, supra note 71, at 142, 152.

124 2019 FEDERAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 108, at 52. 

125 Id.

126 Id.

127 Id.

128 FACT SHEET: THE BENEFITS OF SMART RAIDS V. BLIND SWEEPS, supra note 51 (“Even when trafficking victims are found, a poorly planned raid can 
make it difficult to gather evidence and mount effective prosecutions to ensure that traffickers serve significant time behind bars.”).

129 Ditmore & Thukral, supra note 9, at 141 (“Overall, participants reported that raids were chaotic and often traumatic events which left them frightened and con-
fused, with no sense of what was happening or would happen to them.”); id. at 135 (Raids “are rarely executed on the basis of in-depth investigation that elicits reliable 
evidence and witness testimony.”).  

130 2019 FEDERAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 108, at 52 (“[T]he government may be unable to prosecute an offense under the TVPA because 
the requisite evidence to prove the coercion element—usually, a victim’s testimony—is unavailable for trial.”); Donna Gavin & Cassandra Thomson, Sex Trafficking in 
One US City: Traditional Policing and Boston’s Shift to a Survivor-Centered Response, in HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS A PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUE: A PARADIGM 
EXPANSION IN THE UNITED STATES 325, 339 (Makini Chisolm-Straker & Hanni Stoklosa eds., 2018); Dandurand, supra note 68, at 330. 

131 U.S. GAO 2016 Report, supra note 101, at 18. 
 
132 Farrell et al., New Laws, supra note 71, at 157.

133 Gavin & Thomson, supra note 130, at 336; Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 651 (citations omitted). 
 

ecutorial effectiveness of specific operations.

2. Law enforcement’s lack of rapport with vic- 
 tims makes a successful trafficking prosecu-  
 tion unlikely.
Scholars emphasize that in order for operations to suc-
cessfully facilitate sex trafficking convictions, they must 
be tailored to ensure that prosecutable evidence is gath-
ered.128  By contrast, operations are often reported to be 
ad hoc and chaotic, creating an environment of fear that 
impedes efforts to gather evidence at the scene.129  In-
deed, proving force, fraud, or coercion typically requires 
a victim’s testimony, which is difficult to obtain without 
the cooperation of the victim.130  In a 2016 report, the 
GAO found that 25 of 32 interviewed U.S. law enforce-
ment and prosecutorial officials “reported that they faced 
challenges with victim cooperation.  In general, officials 
stated that obtaining the victim’s cooperation is import-
ant for human trafficking investigations and prosecutions 
because the victim is generally the primary witness and 
source of evidence.”131  For example, in Farrell et al., an 
interviewed prosecutor emphasized, “Victim testimony is 
not just a necessity.  It’s a legal requirement.  If I don’t 
have her, I got no case.”132 

Of course, as noted above, there are numerous reasons 
why a victim might not be comfortable cooperating with 
a prosecution, including “fear of reprisal, loyalty and/or 
love toward the trafficker(s), concern for personal and/or 
familial safety, and need for housing” to name a few.133  
Further, because trafficking victims are so often taught by 
their trafficker to fear law enforcement, a traumatic arrest 
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and detention is likely to reinforce a victim’s already an-
tagonistic or fearful perspective of law enforcement.134  
In a recent study of police interactions with victims of 
trafficking, one officer explained, “Most people associ-
ate us with criminal prosecution.  They don’t see us as 
rescuers as much as they see us as a threat to their civil 
liberties.”135  As noted in supra Section III(A)(2) at p. 13, 
law enforcement officers have been reported to pressure 
victims for testimony until the victims “break.”136  Be-
sides re-traumatizing the victims, this “use of emotional 
manipulation, fear, and intimidation can create situations 
where victims actively protect those who are exploiting 
them due to a sense of misguided loyalty.”137  If law en-
forcement allows—whether intentionally or inadvertent-
ly—poor treatment of victims during law enforcement 
operations, they further impede survivors’ likelihood of 
disclosing information about their trafficking situation or 
self-identifying as trafficking victims (see supra Section 
III(A)(1) at p. 11  for additional discussion).138  Whereas, 
when law enforcement treats survivors respectfully, sur-
vivors “are more likely to report crimes, cooperate with 
police, and participate in the criminal justice process.”139

That said, while victim testimony can be critical to a suc-
cessful prosecution, successful law enforcement efforts 
recognize that reliance on survivor testimony alone is 
insufficient for a strong case.140  Officers and prosecu-
tors must collaborate diligently to secure comprehen-
sive evidence, including financial evidence, to build a 
well-founded case.  Prosecutors should work with both 
“survivors and service providers as early as possible to 
both support the survivor and develop the case.”141

134 INT’L WOMEN’S HUMAN RIGHTS CLINIC, ET AL., supra note 97 (“Criminal arrests are traumatic experiences that reinforce fear and distrust of police and 
authorities instilled by traffickers.”).

135 Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 662 (citations omitted).

136 Farrell, et al., New Laws, supra note 71, at 158.

137 Connell et al., supra note 75.

138 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 9 (“Service providers also noted that treatment during raids bears directly upon whether a person who has been detained will speak 
frankly about their experiences, or self-identify as having been coerced or otherwise abused.”); Courtney Desilet, Stopping Human Trafficking on the Law Enforcement 
Front Lines, HOMELAND SECURITY TODAY (Feb. 7, 2019), https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/education-and-training/stopping-human-trafficking-on-
the-law-enforcement-front-lines/; Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 662-63 (citations omitted).

139 Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 650 (citation omitted).

140 Gavin & Thomson, supra note 130, at 337.

141 Id. 

142 Ditmore, supra note 45, at 10 (“[R]aids uproot trafficked persons from their communities and can effectively render them homeless”); Mehlman-Orozco, supra note 
49, (quoting a survivor unable to acquire stable housing: “[A]t least [with my trafficker] I had a roof over my head, even if I was getting my ass whipped before I went 
to sleep”). 

143 Mehlman-Orozco, supra note 49 (explaining that even though a survivor was connected with vocational training, “[h]er previous arrests for crimes related to her 
victimization have yet to be expunged”); POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, supra note 97, at 34 (“Having a criminal record can prevent the victim from obtaining 
employment, housing, immigration relief, loans, and other resources they may need for recovery.”) 

C. Prevention of Trafficking
The literature also indicates that law enforcement oper-
ations are not effective tools to prevent sex trafficking, 
sometimes even serving to undermine prevention efforts 
and facilitating sex trafficking.

Ill-planned operations that are not trauma-informed are 
likely to perpetuate, rather than prevent, sex traffick-
ing.  As noted above, traffickers rely on demonization 
of law enforcement to exert control over the victim and 
to ensure that the victim does not report the trafficker to 
law enforcement.  Law enforcement operations that do 
not prioritize the well-being of the victim and allow the 
victim to choose whether, when and how they interact 
with law enforcement can unintentionally reinforce the 
trafficker’s narrative and contribute to undermining the 
mental, emotional, and physical stability of the victim.  
All these factors contribute to indirectly supporting the 
trafficker’s ability to control and coerce the victim.

As a result, it is not uncommon that after being identified 
in a law enforcement operation, victims return to their 
trafficker out of fear or as a means to survive.142  Vic-
tims who fail to self-identify are often arrested, and the 
enduring nature of criminal records—and the long-term 
impacts they can have on access to housing, employment 
and other services—makes it even more unlikely that a 
trafficking victim will ever gain the stability needed.143
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  FINDINGS:
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We interviewed 42 professionals in the anti-trafficking field, 
including federal and local law enforcement, federal and lo-
cal prosecutors, law enforcement advocates, nonprofit ad-
vocates, experts, and survivor advocates.  (See Appendix D: 
Interviewee Chart).  Many interviewees’ accounts closely 
mirror the Literature Review findings.  More specifically, 
interviewees report that law enforcement operations, in-
cluding federal initiatives such as ILNI and OCC, fall short 
of the aims of the TVPA—to protect victims, prosecute traf-
fickers, and prevent trafficking—for the following reasons:

1. Operations do not protect vic-
tims because they identify few or 
no traffickers and victims; oper-
ations can traumatize and crim-
inalize victims and undermine 
their trust in law enforcement; 
and operations often fail to con-
nect victims with short- and long-
term services necessary to suc-
cessfully rehabilitate victims.

2. Operations rarely lead to the 
prosecution of traffickers because 
they identify few or no traffickers; 
they are often executed without 
enough evidence to arrest traf-
fickers; and they do not facilitate 
rapport with victims, whose tes-
timonies are often necessary to 
prosecute traffickers.

3. Operations do not successfully 
prevent trafficking because they 
do not prevent the victim’s return 
to the trafficker; indeed, they fur-
ther marginalize sex work which 
exacerbates the risk of traffick-
ing; and they do not address the 
root causes of trafficking.

A. Protection of Victims
According to one expert, “operations are in direct opposi-
tion to everything we train on trauma and victim centered-
ness.  They’re about output not outcome; there are collateral 
harms inflicted, especially if arrest is involved.”  Consistent 
with this view, interviewees generally describe operations 
as an ineffective tool for protecting victims.  They describe 
shortcomings at all stages of the operations, including i) 
training and policies of law enforcement, ii) planning of 
operations, iii) execution of operations, and iv) post-oper-
ations.

1. Law enforcement training and policies
Interviewees indicate that law enforcement personnel re-
ceive varying degrees of training about a) sex trafficking 
generally, b) victim identification, and c) trauma-informed 
methods of interacting with victims, including interview 
techniques.  Alarmingly, law enforcement agencies do not 
universally maintain clear policies prohibiting sexual con-
tact with victims.  Insufficient training about these topics 
can inhibit law enforcement’s ability to identify and assist 
sex trafficking victims during operations.

a. Training about sex trafficking generally
Different departments provide different levels of train-
ing about sex trafficking.  A former FBI officer shares, “I 
can’t say there’s any phenomenal [FBI] training [about sex 
trafficking].”  Some law enforcement officers report that 
there is no mandatory, specialized sex trafficking training 
for officers participating in operations.  Others report that 
departments rely on general law enforcement training to 
teach officers to partic-
ipate in operations and 
to engage with victims.  
For example, some of-
ficers who participate 
in operations receive 
training about traffick-
ing through Vice or the Special Victims Unit (“SVU”), such 
as those who participate in the California-based operation 
ORR.  Several interviewees, however, do not believe such 
general training adequately prepares officers to address sex 
trafficking.  Interviewees are especially critical of relying 

on Vice training, which traditionally focuses on sex work 
arrests, gambling, and drug-related crimes.

Where they do exist, the design and depth of specialized 
sex trafficking training programs vary from district to dis-
trict.  One state prosecutor describes the sex trafficking 
training received by officers as “extensive,” while other 
law enforcement officers state that such training is available 
only to those officers who actively pursue it.  An HSI agent 
explains, “There is training available [for HSI personnel], 
but unless you really look at the curriculum once or twice 
a year, it becomes dated very quickly.”  Law enforcement 
personnel may not be encouraged to actively pursue up-
to-date training, however, where sex trafficking training is 
considered “additional training,” and not a component of 
officers’ required basic training.

b. Victim identification training
Successful protection of victims first requires success-
ful identification of victims, which rarely happens during 
or immediately after operations. Victims are reluctant to 
self-identify, and law enforcement lacks sufficient training 
about how and when to identify adult victims.144 

Interviewees explain that law enforcement too often plac-
es the onus on victims to self-identify as a means of es-
tablishing force, fraud, or coercion.145  Doing so burdens 
the victim with disclosing difficult information before they 
may be ready and potentially subjecting themselves to dan-
ger.  Moreover, victims rarely self-identify.146  “Most people 
won’t say, ‘I’m being trafficked.’  Most people don’t even 
know they’re being trafficked,” says a survivor advocate.  A 

public health advocate explains that undocumented victims 
are reluctant to self-identify due to fear of consequences re-
lated to their immigration status.  An HSI agent, who has 
participated in anti-sex trafficking operations for five years, 
does not recall a single instance of a victim self-identifying 
during a first encounter with law enforcement.  A survivor 
told a former state prosecutor that admitting she is a victim 

144 Notably, a person under the age of 18 who performs a commercial sex act—even absent force, fraud, or coercion—is a trafficking victim under the TVPA. 22 
U.S.C.A. §7101(b)(9) (2000).  Stakeholders report that as a result, operations often focus on recovering minor victims, since identifying adult victims often takes longer.  
However, according to some interviewees, even minors engaged in commercial sex are not always treated as victims by law enforcement; while local law enforcement 
may not arrest minors on prostitution charges, they arrest them on different charges, such as breaking curfew.

145 During operations, law enforcement are tasked with distinguishing between sex trafficking and sex work, the latter of which involves the exchange of a commercial 
sex act between two adults without force, fraud or coercion.

146 Victims are usually unwilling to self-identify for various factors, including loyalty to their trafficker, distrust of law enforcement, or impacts of trauma. See infra 
Section V(B)(1) at p. 38. 

takes away “her last shred of agency.”  Moreover, if she 
asks for help, “she will be known in the streets she trusts as 
a snitch, [and] if services fall through, she can’t go back to 
the street.” 

Nonetheless, several interviewees state that absent victim 
self-identification, law enforcement generally categoriz-
es individuals engaged in commercial sex as sex workers.  
Law enforcement officers may simply ask if victims are 
“independent,” or who their pimp or boyfriend is.  As one 
survivor advocate put it, “When the cop says, ‘Do you have 
a man?’ You say ‘No.’  That’s their only line of questioning.  
[It’s] minimal and not very creative.”  Another survivor ad-
vocate explains that, “If the victim doesn’t disclose [that] 
she is coerced, then the crime sits on the victim.” 

One nonprofit advocate explains that officers would be bet-
ter served listening for comments such as, “I didn’t have a 
choice,” or “I owed money,” rather than asking about vic-
tims’ traffickers.  Accordingly, in recent years some officers 
have learned to ask circumstantial questions; a law enforce-
ment advocate recounts asking victims open-ended ques-
tions like, “How did you end up here today?”  Similarly, a 
prosecutor reports inquiring about elements of control and 
whether victims had freedom of movement. 

While circumstantial questions can be more useful than 
asking victims to self-identify, according to an expert, they 
should not be asked during or immediately after an opera-
tion.  Questioning a victim, besides gathering basic infor-
mation, is only appropriate once the victim is no longer in 
an excited state from the operation; has the support of a 
nonprofit advocate; and has been provided with basic needs 

“Operations are in direct opposition to 
everything we train on trauma and victim 
centeredness.  They’re about output not 
outcome; there are collateral harms in-
flicted, especially if arrest is involved.” 
-Anti-trafficking expert

“I can’t say there’s any 
phenomenal [FBI] 
training [about sex 
trafficking].”  
-Former FBI officer

“Most people won’t say, ‘I’m being traf-
ficked.’  Most people don’t even know 
they’re being trafficked.”
-Survivor advocate

“If the victim doesn’t disclose [that] she is 
coerced, then the crime sits on the victim.” 
-Survivor advocate

Questioning a victim, besides gathering 
basic information, is only appropriate 
once the victim is no longer in an excited 
state from the operation; has the support 
of a nonprofit advocate; and has been 
provided with basic needs such as food, 
water, and clothing. 
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how you talk to victims.”  Law enforcement often uses 
buzzwords such as “trauma-informed” and “victim-cen-
tered,” but their interactions with victims are neither, claim 
some interviewees.  “In the trafficking field, there’s new 
language and old tactics.  Everything is ‘victim-centered’ 
or ‘trauma-informed,’ but we still use old tactics,” explains 
an expert.  

Interviewees report, as a result, that law enforcement has 
little understanding of trauma-informed care.  One law en-
forcement advocate estimates that fewer than one in ten law 
enforcement officers could provide a working definition of 
trauma-informed care.  Those who understand trauma-in-
formed care may fail to employ it during operations, says a 
survivor advocate who refused to participate in ILNI oper-
ations because the FBI “will not agree to trauma-informed 
practices.”

d. Lack of law enforcement policies regarding sex- 
 ual contact with victims
Law enforcement agencies do not all maintain clear poli-
cies prohibiting sexual contact with victims.  Interviewees 
report secondhand accounts of law enforcement sexually 
abusing victims, both during operations and while off duty.  

One state prosecutor reports that sexual abuse of victims 
by law enforcement “is definitely something that survivors 
share with me on a regular basis.”

Comments from local officers suggest that even when of-
ficers do not engage in sex with victims, they believe they 
can.  For example, one local officer believes that sending a 
picture of his penis to an “underage prostitute” is not illegal 
or “against the rules.”  Another states that when he goes to 
massage parlors undercover, he tries to keep his underwear 
on, but the workers “strip you butt naked. . . . They’ll kind 
of almost start the [sex] act and then that’s when you give 
the ‘go word.’”  Notably, one prosecutor explains that, in 
their view, coming very close to engaging in sexual contact 
with suspected victims is necessary to prove that they were 
engaging in commercial sex.  By contrast, a law enforce-
ment advocate asserts, “As long as you have established in-
tent for a commercial sex act to occur, that is sufficient for 
the crime . . . you shouldn’t need to physically do the act.”

such as food, water, and clothing.  An expert explains that 
even with the best, most trauma-informed questioning pro-
tocols, self-identification of victims during or immediately 
after operations remains unlikely, whether because of the 
acute stress of the situation or distrust of law enforcement.  
Questioning during this time can also be traumatizing for 
victims, in addition to proving ineffective.

c. Trauma-informed training for interacting with  
 victims
Interviewees provide numerous examples of how law en-
forcement’s behavior during operations is not trauma-in-
formed.  For example, one local officer self-reported mis-
gendering a victim: “you have fun on these ops.  Like we 
arrested a tranny, it was one of the most drop-dead gorgeous 
females I’ve ever seen but it was a dude.  Did we have fun 
with that?  Yeah we had fun like guys have fun.”  A survivor 

advocate reports instances in which officers doubted vic-
tims’ claims of abuse, including a case in which an officer 
did not believe a victim who reported being gang raped.  
Another survivor advocate states that an officer refused to 
take a victim’s statement because the victim was intoxicat-
ed.  The same survivor advocate says another victim who 
met his victimizer online was blamed by law enforcement, 
who responded, “This is what happens when you meet peo-
ple online.” 

Interviewees admit that training about how to interact with 
victims varies greatly.  Some law enforcement state that 
they are taught how to interact with suspected victims and 
describe their training as trauma-informed.  A local officer 
states, in contrast, “We could teach people to talk a little bet-
ter to the victims,” and a federal officer confirms: “I went to 
the FBI academy [and] there’s not a lot that’s taught about 

“[Y]ou have fun on these ops.  Like we 
arrested a tranny, it was one of the most 
drop-dead gorgeous females I’ve ever 
seen but it was a dude.  Did we have fun 
with that?  Yeah we had fun like guys have 
fun.” 
-Local law enforcement officer

“There are some police organizations that 
are very advanced in trauma-informed 
care . . .  Then there are other areas where 
[they are] still doing the same raids as 
they were doing twenty years ago.”
-Survivor advocate

Sexual abuse of victims by law enforce-
ment “is definitely something that survi-
vors share with me on a regular basis.”
-State prosecutor
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Interviewees generally agree that law enforcement should 
not have sexual contact with victims, and the absence of en-
forceable, uniform policies indicates ignorance of the pro-
tections needed to ensure the safety of victims.

2. Planning of law enforcement operations
Interviewees report that current law enforcement opera-
tions fail to effectively identify victims because they are 
structured to target sex workers.  Some interviewees also 
describe operations as “stats-driven,” or focused on demon-
strating high numbers of arrests and prosecutions—often 
resulting in the arrest of sex workers and victims who fail 
to identify as such.  The planning of operations is often re-
portedly motivated, at least in part, by morale-building and 
overtime pay.  Finally, operations are executed with varying 
levels of evidence of force, fraud, or coercion, the absence 
of which inhibits the identification of victims during oper-
ations.

a. Anti-sex trafficking operations are structured to
 target sex work
Some interviewees assert that operations “don’t target traf-
ficking, they target sex work.”  Law enforcement do not 
always differentiate the two.  For example, two local law 
enforcement interviewees discuss “John stings” 147 in con-
junction with anti-sex trafficking operations, even though 
such stings attract buyers but fail to bring law enforcement 
in contact with traffickers or victims.  Moreover, a survivor 
advocate claims that if law enforcement recovers a single 
victim when patrolling areas known for sex work, law en-
forcement describes the operation as an “anti-sex trafficking 
[operation].” 

Regardless of their intent, anti-sex trafficking operations, 
like anti-sex work efforts, result in the arrest of many sex 
workers and buyers.  A local officer who has participated 

in 20-30 raids estimates that these raids identified dozens 
of sex workers, but only five or six juvenile victims.  The 
high number of arrests of sex workers and buyers results in 
part from the fact that some anti-sex trafficking task forces 

147 A “John sting” usually refers to when female officers pose as sex workers and arrest men who solicit sex from them.

respond to community complaints regarding sex work.  One 
law enforcement advocate explains that officers are behold-
en to the desires of politicians, local law enforcement lead-
ers, and the community.  One expert posits that responding 
to such community complaints about sex work is not an ef-
fective way to address sex trafficking, since if they “Got a 
complaint on Monday and went on Tuesday, [they] did not 
get enough info to prove force, fraud, coercion.”  In general, 
interviewees suggest that using anti-sex trafficking resourc-
es to identify and arrest sex workers and buyers detracts 
from a focus on protecting victims.  

b. Operations are planned to maximize the number      
of arrests

Many law enforcement interviewees report that operations 
are driven, at least in part, by statistics—including the num-
ber of arrests, prosecutions, and convictions.  According to 
one local officer, “The more numbers, the better you look.”  
Another explains, “You show stats, it gives the impression 
of success.”  Two interviewees opine that law enforcement 
officers and agencies value arrests more than a victim’s sta-
bilization because handcuffs are “more dramatic,” and stabi-
lization of a victim is hard to measure.  One expert explains 
that when local officials are running for re-election, they are 
more interested in demonstrating a high number of arrests 
than long-term investigations.  Another expert agrees, stat-
ing that “Stings are for big flashy press releases.”  A federal 
law enforcement officer shares that OCC, specifically, “was 
not as effective in terms of federal prosecutions or saving 
children.  It got to be too statistics-focused.  Too focused on 
quantity [instead of] quality.”  Moreover, he explains that 
during Operation Independence Day (formerly OCC), the 
FBI “put more emphasis on case prosecution,” and the goal 
of the operation “was to get a human trafficking case prose-
cuted in every field office.”

While many interviewees believe that statistics are the pri-
mary focus of the law enforcement operations, some inter-
viewees highlight other objectives of the operations.  One 
task force coordinator asserts that “[law enforcement] cared 
about lives impacted, not the data.”  However, the prosecu-
tor also acknowledges that low numbers of arrests or prose-
cutions could affect task force funding.  Another interview-
ee acknowledges that even well-meaning law enforcement 
are subject to the demands of their communities and depart-

ments, who are often most interested in numbers.  Related-
ly, one public health advocate claims anti-trafficking oper-
ations are a guise for arresting undocumented immigrants.

Interviewees report that a heavy emphasis on statistics de-
tracts from a victim-centered approach to the operations.  
Several interviewees explain that law enforcement has an 
incentive to either arrest victims or demand that they ac-
cept services, denying victims their autonomy, in order to 
bolster relevant statistics.  To that end, some law enforce-
ment departments work only with nonprofits that pressure 
victims to cooperate with law enforcement, rather than 
giving victims the choice to participate in their traffickers’ 
prosecution.  A local officer tells us that advocates “cod-
dle” victims: they “would say [victims] didn’t have to talk 
to the cops, but no, they do need to because we are doing 
a law enforcement investigation.”  One survivor advocate 
believes that law enforcement’s desire to collect evidence 
for prosecutions overshadows the provision of victim ser-
vices and leads to verbal abuse of victims.  Another survivor 
advocate agrees, stating, “[The] detectives didn’t interview 
me in a trauma-informed way.  They were only interested 
in their case.”  

Interviewees describe federal operations such as OCC and 
ILNI as “glorified sweep campaigns” in which law enforce-
ment arrests as many people as possible and later “see who 
shakes out as a victim.”  Law enforcements’ desire to secure 
high arrest numbers leads to the arrest of many sex workers 
and victims who have not been properly identified because 
prostitution arrests are easier to support with probable cause 
than other types of arrests.  Although prostitution-related ar-
rests are based on local and state laws, federal law enforce-
ment claims prostitution arrests in their operations statistics 
if they coordinated with state and local law enforcement.  
One law enforcement advocate recalls that during an ILNI 
operation, for every 300 people arrested, only one victim 
was identified.  Echoing these sentiments, one HSI officer 
states, “if operations result only in prostitution arrests, then 
[law enforcement] shouldn’t be doing operations.  I would 
rather them do nothing because they’re only making the sit-
uation worse.”

c. Other motivations for planning operations: 
 morale and overtime
Interviewees describe other motivations for executing op-
erations—such as morale-building and overtime—that di-
vert the focus from providing trauma-informed protection 
to trafficking victims.  Some law enforcement interviewees 
who participated in law enforcement operations state that 
the volume of operations was driven in part by the desire 
to build morale amongst law enforcement personnel.  One 
law enforcement advocate opines that operations are driven 
by “testosterone,” and another observes that officers some-
times went out for drinks after operations to celebrate.  One 
local officer explains “[Operations are] not that hard, and 
you’re in a downtown hotel . . . so a lot of the time it’s 
really nice.  They give us, like, room service.  So, yeah. I 
mean, it’s fun.”  Another local officer agrees: “[An opera-
tion] gets people out putting handcuffs on people, which is 
fun if you’re a police officer.” 

Interviewees disagree on the extent to which overtime pay 
incentivizes the execution of operations.  Some believe that 
overtime pay—by the FBI to local law enforcement on loan 
for FBI operations—is a strong incentive to conduct and 
participate in operations.  One law enforcement advocate 
acknowledges that people may like the operations because 
of overtime pay, but believes that overtime is not a “pre-
dominant motivating factor” to conduct operations.  A local 
law enforcement officer disagrees, stating that “Overtime is 
not necessarily an incentive; it just helps with the logistical 
planning.” 

d. Depth of pre-operation investigation
Scholars, law enforcement personnel, and survivor advo-
cates all agree that pre-operation investigation and planning 
increases the efficacy of operations.  Without sufficient ev-
idence to establish the elements of force, fraud, or coercion 
prior to the operation, law enforcement is unlikely to iden-
tify adult victims due to victims’ reluctance to self-identi-
fy.  Some interviewees describe well-investigated law en-
forcement operations.  For example, one nonprofit advocate 
reported monitoring a wiretap for months at a time prior 
to executing operations.  However, other interviewees de-
scribe law enforcement operations that occurred with little 
or no prior investigation, and more often than not, without 
establishing the elements of force, fraud and coercion be-
forehand.  One survivor advocate recalls an operation that

Regardless of their intent, anti-sex traf-
ficking operations, like anti-sex work 
efforts, result in the arrest of many sex 
workers and buyers.

“What is more valued?  People in hand-
cuffs, because it’s more dramatic.”
-Local law enforcement advocate

“[The] detectives didn’t interview me in 
a trauma-informed way.  They were only 
interested in their case.”  
-Survivor advocate

“[An operation] gets people out putting 
handcuffs on people, which is fun if you’re 
a police officer.” 
-Local law enforcement officer

One survivor advocate recalls an opera-
tion that was very disorganized:  it start-
ed late and without sufficient personnel 
but went forward regardless.  

One local officer believes that sending a 
picture of his penis to an “underage pros-
titute” is not illegal or “against the rules.”
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was very disorganized:  it started late and without sufficient 
personnel but went forward regardless.  One interviewee 
had provided services for victims at an ILNI operation and 
recalls “wanting more information.”  She explains that law 
enforcement did not communicate with the victim service 
providers about how the operation would unfold, nor did 
they ask for the victim services providers’ input prior to the 
operation.  Failure to collaborate with victim services pro-
viders before operations can inhibit protection of victims. 

3. Execution of operations
Many interviewees report that operations fail to protect vic-
tims because they are generally executed in a manner that 
traumatizes and criminalizes victims.  Additionally, oper-
ations are not always conducted with a female officer or a 
victim advocate present, nor are victims always provided 
appropriate short-term services, which undermines efforts 
to protect victims from additional trauma.

a. Operations can be traumatizing
Interviewees describe operations as traumatic for victims 
for a variety of reasons, including that officers usually wear 
uniforms, have their guns out, and surprise victims.  One 
survivor advocate describes an operation she experienced 
as “really scary,” and “intimidating.”  A nonprofit advocate 
agrees, stating, “a raid in itself can be traumatizing.  Peo-
ple you don’t know or trust are coming in.  It’s not a place 
where you’re restoring autonomy to survivors.”  A law en-

forcement investigator recounts chasing victims down the 
hallway of hotels during operations and having armed secu-
rity at the door.  He states that victims “were initially scared 
because four guys were coming out of the bathroom so they 
thought they were going to get killed.”  A public health ad-
vocate says operations traumatize everyone in the estab-
lishment cause those present to worry for their safety.  She 
states that during operations, “inspectors beelined to locked 
doors, banging in, taking pictures, catching evidence, and 
horrifying [sex] workers [on the scene].” 

The “horrifying” nature of operations is exacerbated by 
the fact that there is often no one on the scene who speaks 
the same language as migrant victims.  The same public 
health advocate notes, “None of the inspectors were Chi-
nese-speaking.  [They were] holding a phone to do inter-
preting through a big speaker.  [It was] really chaotic and 
messy.”  A survivor advocate explains that to reduce trauma, 

it is crucial not only to have someone present who speaks to 
victim’s language, but also who understands the culture and 
can therefore relate to the victim’s concerns and effectively 
explain to the victim what is occurring.

Moreover, interviewees suggest that victims are often trau-
matized by operations because law enforcement mirrors the 
way victims are treated by their traffickers:  like traffickers, 
law enforcement officers mislead, pressure, or coerce vic-
tims, and use them for information in the same way traffick-
ers use them for money.  For example, during certain op-
erations, undercover officers initially pose as buyers, later 
surprising victims, often abruptly and without any warning, 
with their true identity.  One survivor compares the decep-
tion of law enforcement with how traffickers mislead their 
victims with promises of money, love, and security, only 
to surprise them with the harsh reality of being trafficked: 
“Traffickers are often male and have a position of power.  
Traffickers have tricked and coerced them into trusting 
[them].  You have law enforcement, who then has done the 
same thing—’I’m a buyer,’ and then ‘Nope, I’m arresting 
you.’  They trick them like the trafficker.”

Additionally, law enforcement sometimes pressures or co-
erces victims to accept services or give up information.  In-
terviewees report that law enforcement wields arrest, or the 
threat of arrest, as a tool to “force people into services.”  A 
survivor advocate explains how being offered two unsatis-
factory options—either going to jail or accepting services 
they are not ready for—parallels the undesirable “options” 
that victims are offered by their traffickers: “[Have] sex with 
strangers or get beat to death.”  Interviewees also report that 
victims are pressured to divulge information.  A survivor 
advocate states, “[law enforcement] just said: since you’re 
not talking, we’ll charge you.”  Law enforcement tries “to 
break you down, they say ‘You’re a fucking bitch because 
you’re not talking,’” says another survivor advocate.  A law 
enforcement investigator explains, “the victim, in order to 
get some services, has to cooperate with the investigation.”  
A state prosecutor agrees, explaining that officers will often 
say to victims: “If you don’t tell me the name of your pimp, 

I’m going to arrest you.”  A survivor advocate who was a 
foreign national and a minor at the time he was trafficked 
in the U.S. says he was told that if he testified, he could 
go back home, which is what he wanted.  “That is a tech-
nique that is used against children.  You want to be with 
your family and you want to go home?  You testify and you 
can.  But that never happened to me.”  These quid pro quo 
arrangements mirror the pressure that traffickers use to con-
trol victims, which is why such pressure can be particularly 
traumatic to trafficking victims.

Finally, interviewees report that verbal, physical, and sex-
ual abuse occurs at operations, which can further trauma-
tize victims.  Survivor advocates report experiencing verbal 
abuse:  law enforcement yelled and screamed in their faces, 
and called them names such as “bitch,” “disgusting,” and a 
“disease.”  Another survivor advocate reports that “Some 
cops were real jerks . . . I had cops count my money and 
make fun of how broke I was.  They would go through my 
phone and threaten to call my pimp.”  Survivor advocates 
also report experiencing physical abuse:  law enforcement 
would handle them roughly, put on their handcuffs too tight, 
and make sure they were uncomfortable in order to get them 
to talk. 

Some interviewees recall other instances of abuse by law 
enforcement, such as permitting outside organizations to 
film victims without their consent for the purpose of a re-
ality TV show.  A survivor advocate recounts how law en-
forcement would shame victims by parading them through 
casinos in handcuffs for everyone to see, and “throw you 
into a bathtub in zip ties in a mini skirt and heels.”  

Many stakeholders have heard of, or at least are aware of, 
law enforcement officers sexually abusing suspected vic-
tims, both while on and off duty.  One public health ad-
vocate describes sexual abuse by law enforcement as “part 
of the trauma” of the law enforcement approach to anti-
trafficking.

b. Operations often criminalize victims
Many interviewees report that operations criminalize vic-
tims instead of protecting them.  This criminalization is 
reflected in how victims are treated by law enforcement 
(handcuffing and arresting) and by prosecutors (charging).  
A survivor advocate explains that despite improvements in 
law enforcement’s treatment of victims, they still view vic-
tims first as sex workers, drug addicts, and criminals, and 
“Their first reaction is to treat them that way.”  Another sur-
vivor advocate agrees, “You’re being treated as a criminal, 
the same as someone who murdered someone.”  Addition-
ally, stakeholders report that trafficking victims who traffic 
others at their trafficker’s direction are generally treated as 
criminals rather than victims.  Finally, some stakeholders 
report that victims’ race may influence law enforcements’ 
tendency to criminalize victims.  “[Victims] are still treated 
as criminals.  It’s mostly Black and brown girls that are vic-
tims [and they are treated as] juvenile delinquents.  Foreign 
trafficking victims are just deported,” says an expert.

During most operations, it is standard practice to handcuff 
victims, interviewees report.  Local law enforcement offi-
cers explain that sometimes victims have to be handcuffed 
and separated “for safety reasons.”  According to one of-
ficer, “It’s policy that all suspects should be handcuffed.  
When I’m running an operation, I tell the officers to hand-
cuff everybody because it’s easier.”  A law enforcement ad-
vocate explains, “No one likes victims to be in handcuffs, 
but you can’t put them in the back of the car without being 
handcuffed . . . Need to make sure they’re isolated so they 
aren’t cross-talking and that no one is being coached.”  One 
interviewee notes that if victims have to be handcuffed and 
potentially injured to be “helped,” perhaps operations are 
not the best way to identify and interact with victims. 

Law enforcement officers also criminalize victims during 
operations by arresting them.  Some stakeholders state that 
in theory, victims should not be arrested, at least not for a 
sex-related crime.  But a state prosecutor explains that it 
is a hard “mental thing” for law enforcement not to arrest 
individuals engaged in commercial sex if there is no evi-

Operations are “not a place where you’re 
restoring autonomy to survivors.”  
-Nonprofit advocate

“Traffickers are often male and have a po-
sition of power.  Traffickers have tricked 
and coerced them into trusting [them].  
You have law enforcement, who then has 
done the same thing—’I’m a buyer,’ and 
then, ‘Nope, I’m arresting you.’ They trick 
them like the trafficker.”
-Survivor advocate

Survivor advocates report experiencing 
verbal abuse:  law enforcement yelled and 
screamed in their faces, and called them 
names such as “bitch,” “disgusting,” and 
a “disease.”  

“You’re being treated as a criminal, the 
same as someone who murdered some-
one.” -Survivor advocate

“Arresting [victims] is not the most effi-
cient or effective way.  Why choose the 
technique that causes harm before it re-
duces harm?” 
-Public health advocate 
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dence of trafficking.  A federal officer reports, if someone is 
“strictly a sex worker and not a victim,” local law enforce-
ment “have no choice but to arrest them.”148  But given that 
victims rarely self-identify, it is likely that many victims are 
mistaken as “strictly a sex worker.”  For example, a local 
officer explains, “Even if they’re a victim that’s not identi-
fying, there’s a good chance they’re going to get a ticket or 
get arrested.”  

Stakeholders report that victims sometimes spend time in 
jail and face charges.  One local law enforcement officer 
explains, “I know it’s bad because we’re punishing them for 
being a victim, but it kind of forces them to be in contact 
with us.  And then we’re able to monitor them.”  When vic-
tims are charged, they are most often charged with loitering, 

148 In fact, law enforcement has discretion to make arrests unless they have a warrant or are subject to a departmental policy that mandates arrest of sex workers.

prostitution, or solicitation.  A federal officer explains, “If 
you don’t see a lot of prostitution arrests, you’ll see a lot of 
young women get arrested for possession of a controlled 
substance.”  Occasionally, victims face other charges, such 
as trespass and tax evasion.  A state prosecutor explains that 
citations do not usually get processed but may appear on 
a victim’s rap sheet.  Even when victims are not formal-
ly charged, when they are picked up, they are fingerprint-
ed and therefore “in the system.”  One survivor advocate 
was working on a project to identify sex trafficking victims 
in prisons and explains that attorneys were “defending or 
prosecuting a victim and they don’t even know it . . .  in 
jail or prison [victims] eventually get identified.”  A law 
enforcement advocate says, “There have been times [during 
hotel operations], there were indications or red flags [of 
trafficking].  A lot of times I go back to the jail after they 
have detoxed some.  I give them another chance to talk, I 
refer them to resources.  If they indicate they want help, I’ll 
get them out of jail.”  

Some victims are coerced or forced by their trafficker to 
recruit other victims or teach them how to deal with buy-
ers.  Generally, these victims are treated and charged as 
traffickers.  For example, one survivor advocate reports that 
she was charged with everything her trafficker was charged 
with: “13 counts of promoting, 13 counts of compelling; 1 
count of conspiracy to promote prostitution; 1 count of con-

spiracy to promote prostitution.  My bail was $3 million.”  
A few stakeholders state that charging victims who recruit 
other victims is decided on a case-by-case basis and de-
pends in part how violent they were to other victims.  A law 
enforcement advocate states that one victim was charged 
because she was very violent with other victims, “But it 
also came out that she’d been very much abused by [her 
trafficker].”  A prosecutor explains, “at some point a victim 
can cross the line and needs to be held accountable . . . yes, 
you were victimized . . . but that doesn’t give you the right 
to victimize others.”

Some interviewees report that a victim’s race may influence 
law enforcements’ tendency to criminalize them.  Stake-
holders report that usually, law enforcement conducting 
operations are white, and a disproportionate number of vic-
tims are persons of color.  A nonprofit advocate explains, 
“I think there was this narrative out there about white girls 
being trafficked which made girls of color less likely to be 
seen as victims or survivors.  There’s internalized racism 
[and] conscious racism; I’m sure that plays into [identifi-
cation of victims].”  A state attorney reports that racial pro-
filing led to under-identification of victims of color: “There 
are more victims of color but they weren’t identified . . . 
numbers skew very high for Black women being arrest-
ed for prostitution.  When they look for women being re-
ferred to trafficking court, it’s skewed the other way.”  A 
task force coordinator agrees, “Biases creep in when they 
are looking at elements of force, fraud, and coercion.”

c. Advocates are inconsistently present during 
 operations
Victim advocates—whether offered by law enforcement or 
a non-governmental organization (“NGO”)—are critical to 
the protection of victims.  These advocates provide emo-
tional support and connect victims to short- and long-term 
services based on their needs.  “Culturally competent” ad-
vocates that speak the same language as suspected victims 
are especially critical in the identification and support of 
foreign national victims.  While most interviewees report 
that advocates were involved in law enforcement opera-

149 Nonprofit advocates are individuals assisting and providing resources to trafficking victims through a nonprofit organization, which we contrast with law enforce-
ment advocates, which are employees of law enforcement agencies who are trained to support victims of crimes. 

tions, the level of their involvement varies greatly.  Addi-
tionally, interviewees indicate that victim services are fre-
quently provided on an ad hoc basis and are not uniformly 
available.  Moreover, interviewees suggest that funding of 
operations contributes to a power imbalance between law 
enforcement and service providers, and lack of transparen-
cy about funding raises questions about whether law en-
forcement is using funds appropriately.

Many interviewees note the importance of nonprofit ad-
vocates  to operations.149 Nonprofit advocates prioritize 
the victim’s well-being over other objectives, and they 
are “outside of law enforcement,” which helps to mitigate 
some of the victims’ mistrust of law enforcement.  Although 
many interviewees acknowledge the importance of partner-
ing with nonprofit advocates during operations, some law 
enforcement state that they do not have a nonprofit partner, 
or they have a nonprofit partner on an ad hoc basis.

Some interviewees question the effectiveness of law en-
forcement advocates—employees of law enforcement agen-
cies who are trained to support victims of crimes—during 
operations.  One survivor perceived that such advocates are 
“there for a reason: to gather information and bring it back 
to law enforcement.”  Other interviewees agree that law en-
forcement advocates have “different interests” than those of 
the victims, and in some cases, law enforcement advocates 
only provide services to victims who agree to engage in 
prosecution.  Nevertheless, one nonprofit advocate believes 
that FBI Victim Witness Specialists “were very victim-cen-
tered,” and successfully encouraged victims to accept long-
term services.

Interviewees report that neither nonprofit or law enforce-
ment advocates are always present at all stages of opera-
tions.  Instead, they are often called in at discrete stages.  
Sometimes advocates are on-site during operations; some-
times they are on standby and called on-site once a victim 
is identified; and sometimes victims are merely referred to 
advocates after the operation.  Notably, a law enforcement 
advocate who participated in ILNI operations reports that 
nonprofit advocates are not present at operations, but in-
stead on standby.  This could be for various reasons:  law 
enforcement’s discretion to partner with nonprofit advo-
cates; law enforcement’s fear of leaks and need for con-
fidentiality of operations; unavailability of nonprofit staff; 
nonprofit advocates’ reluctance to participate in operations; 
and nonprofit advocates’ desire not to appear to be part of, 
or agents of, law enforcement.

“I know it’s bad because we’re punishing 
them for being a victim, but it kind of forc-
es them to be in contact with us.  And then 
we’re able to monitor them.”
-Local law enforcement officer

“There are more victims of color but they 
weren’t identified…. numbers skew very 
high for Black women being arrested for 
prostitution.  When they look for wom-
en being referred to trafficking court, it’s 
skewed the other way.” 
-State prosecutor

“Even if they’re a victim that’s not identi-
fying, there’s a good chance they’re going 
to get a ticket or get arrested.”  
-Local law enforcement officer
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Law enforcement generally has the power to decide when, 
and whether, they work with nonprofit advocates on opera-
tions.  According to multiple law enforcement officers, they 
sometimes refuse to partner with nonprofit advocates be-
cause advocates advise victims that they are not required 
to talk to law enforcement.  Some law enforcement view 
this as “coddling” victims and preventing them from co-
operating.  As a result, some law enforcement only partner 
with nonprofit advocates who encourage victims to provide 
information to law enforcement.

Even when law enforcement wishes to work with nonprof-
it advocates, advocates may not be available or willing to 
participate in operations.  Nonprofits might not have staff 
available in the evening hours when the operations typically 
occur.  One local officer explains that nonprofit advocates 
were invited to every operation, but only attended about 
20% of operations due to lack of available staffing.  Aside 
from logistical issues, some advocate interviewees indicate 
that they struggle ethically with how much to engage in op-
erations.  Nonprofit advocates report that they did not agree 
with operations being executed, or at least not with the man-
ner in which they are executed.  One nonprofit advocate 
elaborates, stating nonprofit advocates “don’t want to be 
seen as an arm of law enforcement, or victims don’t trust 
them.  But on the other hand, law enforcement not having 
connection to community groups is really bad.”

In addition to a nonprofit advocate, many interviewees rec-
ognize the importance of having a female officer present at 
operations to help certain victims feel comfortable.  A sur-
vivor advocate explains that when she was being trafficked, 
she was not allowed to talk to men unless they were paying 
her.  Another survivor advocate states that women have “a 
little more sensitivity in the situation.”  A law enforcement 
advocate agrees: “I do think there’s a difference when you 
talk to male cops versus female cops simply because I think 
women have a better understanding of how sex can be used 

against [them].”  Other interviewees report that victims 
express a preference for speaking with women rather than 
men, and therefore, female officers increase the efficacy of 
operations.  Yet interviewees report that overwhelmingly, 
law enforcement conducting operations identify as male, 
and victims are female-identifying.  Some law enforcement 
try to have at least one female officer per operation, but oth-
ers conduct operations without female officers present.

d. Victims are inconsistently connected to services  
 during operations
Short- and long-term services are critical to support victims 
and prevent them from returning to their trafficker.  How-
ever, victims identified during operations are inconsistently 
connected to services.  Interviewees report that long-term 
services are rarely available.  Additionally, victims are often 
unwilling to accept short-term services offered to them after 
an operation, in part because of the trauma and distrust bred 
by operations.  Moreover, the services available to victims 
may depend in part on their age.

Many interviewees report that short-term services—such 
as food, water, and clothing—are offered to victims during 
(i.e., on-site) or immediately after (i.e., at the station) the 
operation.  However, some interviewees maintain that they 
are not.  One survivor advocate laughed when asked wheth-
er she was provided with short-term services.  Another said 
they were never offered services, and that “The system is 
not designed for an immigrant kid.”

Advocates report that after victims’ immediate needs are 
met, they generally require longer-term services such as 
mental health counseling, housing, food assistance, legal 
assistance, financial assistance, education, job skills, and 
jobs.  Some interviewees observe that community providers 
only offer such services in the short-term, which is insuffi-

cient to support victims since they “may have lifelong men-
tal health and physical health needs.”  Several interviewees 
emphasize the difficulty of finding long-term housing for 
survivors, which they view as the most critical long-term 
service that victims need. 

Interviewees consistently indicate victims rarely accept 
services during or immediately after an operation.  They 
largely attribute this unwillingness to the trauma and dis-
trust bred by the criminal justice system generally, and law 
enforcement operations specifically.  One nonprofit advo-
cate opines, “It’s hard for anyone to be ready to receive help 
when it seems like they’re in trouble, they don’t know any-
one, there are people with guns standing over them.  How 
can they feel like we’re there to help?”  A survivor advocate 
explains that while many sex trafficking victims want help, 
it is critical that the advocate develop a relationship with the 
victim to help the victim understand what help entails.

“The FBI does really well when victims are minors.  No 
agency does a really good job when victims are over 18,” 
says one federal officer.  Interviewees indicate that some-
times, the services offered to victims depends on the vic-
tims’ age.  A nonprofit advocate reports that she is always 
asked to assist with an operation if a minor is identified, 
but not always if the victim is an adult.  Another nonprofit 
advocate, however, states that minor and adult victims are 
provided the same services.  One survivor advocate points 
to the injustice of the fact that a seventeen-year-old engag-
ing in commercial sex is legally a victim, while one year 
later, would likely be charged as a sex worker.
 
e. Operation funding may result in power imbal- 
 ance and lacks oversight
Multiple interviewees note that a power imbalance exists 
between law enforcement and nonprofit organizations in-
volved in operations, which is enforced by the law enforce-
ment-heavy nature of some funding models.  One local 
officer running operations explained that the entire mil-
lion-dollar anti-trafficking budget from the city was allocat-
ed to solely law enforcement, rather than split with service 
providers.  Similarly, interviewees report that money desig-
nated for ILNI operations pays only law enforcement and 

not service providers; organizations that provide services to 
victims during operations, therefore, must do so with their 
own funding.

Some interviewees report that certain anti-sex trafficking 
task forces, such as those funded through the Enhanced 
Collaborative Model (“ECM”) grant, require multiple law 
enforcement agencies, but only one victim services agency.  
Additionally, interviewees report that within ECM-funded 
task forces, law enforcement receives more funds than vic-
tim service agencies.  In theory, the ECM grant may be split 
evenly between law enforcement and service providers, but 
usually more than one service provider is necessary to meet 
the needs of victim and, as a result, the money allocated 
for victim services is often divided into subgrants.  Several 
interviewees state that some of the funding designated for 
victim service agencies, such as funding from ECM grants, 
requires cooperation with law enforcement.  While this is 
not true based on the current ECM model, these reports re-
flect important perceptions about the funding.  Due in part 
to this power imbalance, whether actual or perceived, law 
enforcement agencies have discretion to exclude nonprofit 
advocates to operations.

Funding of operations also occurs with little transparency 
and oversight.  Aside from the ECM grant, interviewees re-
port that there is very little publicly known about how much 
federal money is given to law enforcement agencies for op-
erations.  One interviewee states, “I think [there is] a big 
gap in what we know what’s happening with tax dollars.” 

“I do think there’s a difference when you 
talk to male cops versus female cops sim-
ply because I think women have a better 
understanding of how sex can be used 
against [them].” 
-Local law enforcement advocate

Local law enforcement reports that there 
is “no official protocol for providing food, 
water, clothes,” but victims were offered 
these things when law enforcement had a 
“steady supply” of these items or to “help 
victims cooperate.”  

“It’s hard for anyone to be ready to receive 
help when it seems like they’re in trouble, 
they don’t know anyone, there’s people 
with guns standing over them.  How can 
they feel like we’re there to help?”
-Nonprofit advocate

As explained by an interviewee, an 
anti-trafficking ECM-funded task force 
requires:

- a local law enforcement agency, 
- either the FBI or HSI or both, 
- a signature from the attorney 
   general, and 
- a single service provider.  

She says, “If you look at the power struc-
ture [there is] one service provider, [and] 
three criminal justice providers.”  

There is “Nothing to hold us accountable.  
I’m aware of task forces that inflate num-
bers to get funded again.  DOJ oversight 
is a serious problem.”
-Anti-trafficking expert

Nonprofit advocates “don’t want to be 
seen as an arm of law enforcement, or 
victims don’t trust them.  But on the other 
hand, law enforcement not having con-
nection to community groups is really 
bad.”  -Nonprofit advocate

Some law enforcement only partner with 
nonprofit advocates who encourage vic-
tims to provide information to law en-
forcement.
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This lack of oversight raises questions about whether funds 
are misused; indeed, interviewees suggest it is likely that 
anti-trafficking funds are being used for anti-sex work op-
erations.  An expert explains, there is “nothing to hold us 
accountable.  I’m aware of task forces that inflate numbers 
to get funded again.  DOJ oversight is a serious problem.”

4. Impact of operations
Victims suffer from operations long after the operation has 
ended, according to interviewees.  Law enforcement advo-
cates state that operations exacerbate victims’ vulnerabil-
ities by interrupting their lives and forcing them to leave 
a dangerous situation before they are ready.  One law en-
forcement advocate explains that many victims do not feel 
rescued by raids; instead, they feel like operations disrupt 
their source of food, income, and stability without provid-
ing a viable alternative to life with their trafficker.  Some 

advocates express concern that undocumented victims face 
deportation post-operations.  An expert describes how sex 
trafficking situations are similar to domestic violence situ-
ations in that a victim cannot be forced to leave a situation 
until they feel safe.  Yet operations do just that—they force 
victims to leave their trafficker, who may be their intimate 
partner or parent of their children, and who they are almost 
certainly dependent on for food and shelter. 

Second, due in part to their chaotic and stressful nature, 
operations can exacerbate victims’ fear and distrust of law 
enforcement, thereby increasing their attachment and de-
pendency on their traffickers.  According to one nonprofit 
advocate, victims’ involvement in operations made victims 
less likely to identify themselves as victims to law enforce-
ment.  A survivor advocate explains, “A lot of victims, the 
majority of victims, they learn law enforcement is your en-
emy and they’re gonna throw you in jail.  When law en-
forcement does that, it’s like everything the trafficker said is 
true.”  Another survivor advocate, states that raids were not 
effective ways to help her leave her situation, because “[op-
erations] would bring me closer to [my trafficker] because 
then I needed [him] to rescue me from the police.”

Furthermore, victims who are arrested during operations are 
less likely to leave their trafficking situation because their 
criminal history impedes their ability to live independently 
from their trafficker.  “[Victims with charges] can’t go see 
their kids at school, can’t get jobs, [or] somewhere to live.  
They get background checks and it comes up they’re a sex 
offender, or prostitution is on [their] record,” says a survi-
vor advocate.  Additionally, traffickers sometimes use a vic-
tim’s involvement in the criminal justice system as leverage 
over them; a nonprofit victim advocate describes a situation 
in which a victim was “caught up in a couple of operations,” 
which resulted in her being “deep in the criminal justice 
system.”  The trafficker threatened to hold the victim in cap-
tivity, preventing her from attending her court date.

B. Prosecution of Traffickers
Interviewees report that operations fail to produce success-
ful trafficker prosecutions because they 1) identify few or 
no traffickers; 2) are executed without sufficient evidence 
to arrest traffickers and 3) undermine rapport with victims, 
which is crucial to securing testimony that is often neces-
sary to prosecute traffickers.

1. Operations identify few or no traffickers
Successful prosecution of traffickers first requires success-
ful identification of traffickers, and stakeholders report that 
the vast majority of operations fail to identify any traffick-
ers.  One local officer estimates that about one in ten oper-
ations identify a trafficker, but during the 20-30 operations 
he participated in, none resulted in the arrest of a pimp, let 
alone a trafficker.  A state prosecutor estimates that in 2014, 
out of 99 human trafficking, racketeering, and pimping cas-
es, only five or six originated from operations.

There are two key reasons that operations identify few or 
no traffickers, according to interviewees.  First, traffickers 
are rarely at the scene of operations.  Traffickers manage 
their victims remotely using online advertising and ride-
sharing, and by delegating management of their victims to 
others.  “The trafficker is controlling [victims] from many 
miles away,” one federal officer says.  One survivor advo-

cate explains that in massage parlors, the “higher-ups” are 
never on-site; instead, they ask a cousin or family member 
to oversee the victims.  Another survivor advocate agrees:  
when her trafficker bailed her out of jail, he sent another 
victim rather than going himself.  “[Traffickers] don’t want 
to be seen with you, [they don’t want any] verifiable evi-

dence that [they are] connected to the victim.”  A third sur-
vivor advocate explains that while she was being picked up 
by law enforcement during operations, her trafficker was at 
home watching Netflix.  

Second, operations identify few traffickers because victims 
are usually unwilling to provide information about their 
traffickers.  This unwillingness stems from various factors, 
including loyalty to their trafficker, a deep distrust of law 
enforcement, and reluctance or inability to self-identify as 
being trafficked.  According to a survivor advocate, “As a 
victim, you’re taught that the police will try to get your man 
and it’s a 15-year sentence.  You take a slap on the wrist and 
go to jail for a night—[you] just take one for the team.”  A 
federal prosecutor agrees: “It’s very common for a victim 
to . . . try to protect their pimp.”  Victims are taught by 
their traffickers that law enforcement is the enemy, and op-
erations do not usually improve law enforcement’s rapport 
with victims.  A survivor advocate explains, “Law enforce-
ment’s question is always: ‘How can we get these people 
to talk?’  Well, it won’t happen busting down the door with 
a gun, that’s a scare tactic, it’s not a welcoming situation.”  
Additionally, many victims fail to self-identify, in which 
case they may not be interrogated about their trafficker.  A 
survivor advocate explains, “Victims of violence are more 
likely to not answer questions than to answer questions.”  
An expert notes that undocumented victims are “not going 
to talk if there’s no immigration attorney who gives them 
context about their rights.”

2. Operations are executed without sufficient evi- 
 dence to arrest traffickers, in part because of the
 inconsistent involvement of prosecutors in the 
 planning and execution of operations
Even when law enforcement identifies traffickers at the 
scene of an operation, law enforcement may not have accu-
mulated sufficient evidence to arrest them at the time of the 
operation.  According to a local officer:

[W]hen we do make contact with [the traffickers], it’s 
hard to arrest them right away ‘cause we don’t even 
have enough probable cause to arrest them.  So, we 
know that they’re a pimp.150  They know that we know.  
However, they also know that we don’t have anything 

150 The terms “trafficker” and “pimp” are often used interchangeably, but a “pimp” refers to an individual who profits from prostitution without using force, fraud or 
coercion.

on them and the only way to actually put a case on them 
is this to do a bunch of follow-up investigations. 

A federal prosecutor recounts a similar situation in which a 
victim and her trafficker were located in hotel rooms next 
door to each other: “Police went into the room where she 
was and rescued her, and couldn’t get the trafficker next 
door.”  A law enforcement advocate elaborates, “if [officers] 
don’t have all the evidence there proving that [a trafficker] 
is exploiting [a victim], then [the trafficker] can plead to 
something really small, like some misdemeanor.  And you 
miss out on that whole opportunity to hold him truly ac-
countable.”  According to a state prosecutor, “the undercov-
er operation wouldn’t give me a trafficking case—it was 
the subsequent investigation. . . . Most cases come through 
intel, targeted investigations and tips.”

Insufficient evidence to arrest traffickers may result in part 
from lack of prosecutor involvement in the planning and ex-
ecution of operations.  Interviewees report varying levels of 
prosecutor involvement before and during operations, and 
prosecutors report the more they are involved, the greater 
likelihood they can successfully prosecute a trafficker.  In-
volving prosecutors “Goes a long way in building teamwork 
[and] achieving collective goals,” in part because prosecu-
tors are better able to prove force, fraud, or coercion when 
they know “how the victim is encountered, what evidence is 
collected, what statements are taken, and how they are tak-
en.”  Operations that do not involve prosecutors throughout 
are “a lot of effort for nothing.  You missed victims, charges, 
and you can’t prosecute it,” says one former prosecutor.

However, even with sufficient evidence to arrest traffickers, 
not all prosecutors have knowledge of sex trafficking and 
experience prosecuting traffickers.  One law enforcement 
advocate states that “most prosecutors who work in [the sex 
trafficking] field get better training than the cops who work 
in the field.”  Yet a former prosecutor notes that, in her ex-
perience, many other prosecutors did not know how to draft 
indictments against traffickers.  “The level of exposure a 
prosecutor has to sex trafficking law enforcement operation 
is sort of up to the individual attorney,” says a federal pros-
ecutor. 

“[Operations] would bring me closer to 
[my trafficker] because then I needed 
[him] to rescue me from the police.”
 -Survivor Advocate

“The trafficker is controlling [victims] 
from many miles away.” 
-Federal law enforcement officer

“Law enforcement’s question is always: 
‘How can we get these people to talk?’ 
Well, it won’t happen busting down the 
door with a gun, that’s a scare tactic, it’s 
not a welcoming situation.” 
-Survivor advocate

“The undercover operation wouldn’t give 
me a trafficking case—it was the subse-
quent investigation....  Most cases come 
through intel, targeted investigations 
and tips.”
-State prosecutor

One law enforcement advocate explains 
that many victims do not feel rescued by 
raids; instead, they feel like operations 
disrupt their source of food, income, and 
stability without providing a viable alter-
native to life with their trafficker.
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3. Operations often result in the arrest of sex work-
 ers and buyers and more minor charges than sex
 trafficking
While many law enforcement operations are accompanied 
by great media fanfare touting the success of the operations, 
often the publicized arrests and charges are actually for sex 
workers, sex buyers, and individuals charged with more mi-
nor crimes, not traffickers. 

According to a state prosecutor, “a lot of agencies were get-
ting lazy and doing buyer stings where they could arrest 400 
people in a day and count it towards their [number of traf-
ficking arrests].”  A local officer explains, “When it comes 
to the John actually being a pimp trying to recruit the girl, 
those are fairly low numbers, under 10% [of the identified 
Johns].”  Another local officer explains how buyer arrests 
are often presented in the media as trafficking arrests:

You make a press release . . . of, like, 20 Johns that you 
arrested and say, ‘Hey, these people were arrested for 
human trafficking.’  When really they were cited for so-
liciting sex.  But it looks good in the media, like we’re 
doing something about it.  I think I saw a recent media 
release about Reclaim and Rebuild and they did that.

Additionally, reported arrests may include arrests of pimps 
and individuals charged with more minor crimes.  A public 
health advocate explains that the numbers of arrests from 
operations “don’t distinguish [pimping and trafficking].  
But not all traffickers are pimps. . . . It’s highly flawed.”  
A local officer explains that media releases will claim that 
“30 people were arrested for human trafficking in this op-
eration”; however, he “[does not] think all of them were ar-
rested for pimping and pandering or sex abuse and stuff like 
that.  A lot of it might have been for minor shit that they did 
and [law enforcement] scooped them up in this operation.”  
Another local officer echoes this sentiment:

A lot of the times in the big press releases, they’ll put 
out these numbers saying they’ve made all these human 
trafficking arrests when it’s really citations for minor 
things—solicitation, pimping or pandering, other minor 
things that are misdemeanors and not very meaningful 

4. Operations undermine victim rapport, dimin-  
 ishing the likelihood of essential testimony 
Many interviewees confirm that proving force, fraud, or 
coercion without a victim’s testimony is difficult.  For ex-
ample, one state prosecutor explains that when she tried 
to charge a few trafficking cases she “couldn’t get past the 
preliminary hearing [stage] because the victim didn’t want 
to testify.”  A survivor advocate notes: “You don’t legally 
need the victims’ testimony.  But there is a glass ceiling and 
law enforcement doesn’t think of how to put together a case 
without victim testimony.”

One law enforcement advocate asserts that if law enforce-
ment develops rapport with victims, victims are more likely 
to “meaningfully engage with the criminal justice process . 
. . a supported victim is a better witness.”  A federal prose-
cutor similarly observes, 

I think it’s the little things—showing up consistently, 
remembering [the victim’s] favorite food, fighting for 
them—that helps gain their trust.  All these little things 
add up and show that they have the person’s best inter-
est in mind.  I saw an instance where a survivor changed 
how she interacted with the advocate and law enforce-
ment just when the advocate remembered that she pre-
ferred a certain type of soda (Sprite). 

Other interviewees agree that victims are more likely to 
seek help from and confide in law enforcement officers that 
take the time to build trust and show care for them.  A local 
law enforcement officer contacted a victim four times with-
out detaining her, and it was not until the fourth interaction 
that the victim agreed to accept help.  Similarly, one federal 
prosecutor observes, “Having officers be educated on trau-
ma helps victims cooperate and lead to more successful in-
terviews—not just for evidence at trial but also for building 
a relationship with the victim.”

More often, however, operations reinforce a distrust of law 
enforcement as discussed throughout the report (see supra 
Sections III(A)(2) at p. 13; III(B)(2) at p. 18; IV(A)(3)(d) 
at p. 33-34; IV(A)(4) at p. 35). By exacerbating victims’ 
distrust of law enforcement, law enforcement operations ul-
timately make victims less likely to testify against their traf-
ficker.  As one academic put it, “what is the effectiveness of 

running in with guns pointed at people and then asking them 
to feel comfortable talking to them?”  A federal prosecutor 
explains that, as a result, “Most [victims] don’t cooperate in 
the first interview.”

C. Prevention of Trafficking
Interviewees report that operations fail to prevent traffick-
ing because operations 1) do not prevent victims from re-
turning to their trafficking; 2) further marginalize sex work, 
which increases the risk of sex trafficking; and 3) do not 
address the root causes of trafficking.

1. Operations do not prevent victims from return-
 ing to their trafficker
Victims identified by law enforcement commonly return to 
their traffickers, according to multiple interviewees. A local 
officer comments: “The recidivism rate [of sex trafficking 
victims] is astronomical. . . . As a society, we are failing to 
provide the assistance these girls need.”  Ninety percent of 
minor victims are picked up by another pimp “within a mat-
ter of hours,” says another local officer.  A nonprofit advo-
cate observes, “I’ve seen the same [sex trafficking victims] 
cycle through on stings.”

Victims are often re-trafficked, at least in part, due to lack 
of victims’ services (see supra Section IV(A)(3)(e) at p. 35-
36).  One survivor advocate explains that if victims are not 
connected to services, such as housing and therapy, they 
will often be re-trafficked shortly after being identified.  

“We need to offer them more [in order] for them to want 
to leave the life. . . . We need to be able to provide better 
services,” says another survivor advocate.  A public health 
advocate explains:

[Operations are] targeting victims who need a tremen-
dous amount of support.  They need to be supported 
in the way their trafficker supports them, to be made 
to feel valuable.  They’ve been deprived of something 
that their trafficker is offering them.  We have to replace 
whatever the trafficker is offering. 

Operations, however, inconsistently connect victims to ser-
vices, and victims who experience operations are often un-
willing to accept services, in part, due to their distrust of law 
enforcement. 

2. Operations further marginalize sex work, 
 thereby increasing the risk of trafficking in the
 industry
Multiple interviewees report that anti-sex trafficking opera-
tions result in the identification, arrest, and charge of many 
sex workers (see supra Section IV(A)(2)(a) at p. 27).  Ar-
rests of sex workers during operations, however, only in-
creases workers’ vulnerability to trafficking and other forms 
of violence.  Specifically, these arrests inhibit victims from 
self-reporting to law enforcement due to victims’ fear of 
facing prostitution charges. 

Additionally, arresting sex workers inhibits them from shar-
ing important tips about trafficking with law enforcement.  
One nonprofit advocate explains that sex workers typically 
understand the difference between sex work and sex traf-
ficking.  Sex workers are able to recognize sex trafficking 
and they are uniquely positioned to organically come in 
contact with or learn about victims.  Nonprofit advocates, 
law enforcement advocates, and a state prosecutor, agree 
that building rapport with sex workers results in valuable 
tips about potential trafficking victims.  One survivor advo-
cate claims that “All survivors are in favor of decriminal-
izing sex work” because it would be easier to distinguish 
consensual sex workers from sex trafficking victims.

3. Operations do not address the root causes of 
 trafficking
Interviewees identify various causes of trafficking includ-
ing inequality, poverty, racism, homophobia, childhood ne-
glect, and bad immigration policy.  Operations in no way 
mitigate these causes, and may, in some cases, exacerbate 
these causes.  A federal prosecutor, in discussing the link 
between trafficking and neglected children, admits, “We 
can get better at understanding how [recruitment] happens 
and pool intelligence to develop ways to better protect the 
most vulnerable populations.”  A law enforcement advo-
cate agrees, stating, “Where are these girls [and boys] being 
recruited from?  And how do you stop it and how do you 
see it and how do you help communities feel empowered to 

If law enforcement develops rapport with 
victims, victims are more likely to “mean-
ingfully engage with the criminal justice 
process … a supported victim is a better 
witness.” 
-Local law enforcement advocate

Ninety percent of minor victims are picked 
up by another pimp “within a matter of 
hours,” says another local officer.  

One survivor advocate explains that if 
victims are not connected to services, 
such as housing and therapy, they will 
often be re-trafficked shortly after being 
identified.  

Nonprofit advocates, law enforcement 
advocates, and a state prosecutor agree 
that building rapport with sex workers re-
sults in valuable tips about potential traf-
ficking victims.   

“You see these astronomical numbers, 
[but] most of the time when you dig down, 
they’re not really trafficking charges. It’s 
19-, 20-year-old women who are charged 
with solicitation.  It’s concerning to me I’m 
not seeing a trafficker getting charged.” 
-Former state and federal prosecutor
-State prosecutor
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protect the children in their communities?  There’s only so 
much that cops can do, and for some of these communities 
[of color], cops are not the answer.”

Several interviewees suggest that money designated for 
operations would be better spent on fundamental protec-
tions for victims that address their basic needs, health, and 
well-being.  According to one public health advocate:

We have failed these youths in the systems that are sup-
posed to take care of them. . . . In the richest country 
on Earth, so many become vulnerable to exploitation.  
If we reinvested operations to fundamental protections 
and health and well-being, just basic needs, [that] would 
reduce vulnerability.”

“Where are these girls being recruited 
from?  And how do you stop it and how 
do you see it and how do you help commu-
nities feel empowered to protect the chil-
dren in their communities?  There’s only 
so much that cops can do, and for some of 
these communities [of color], cops are not 
the answer.” 
-Local law enforcement advocate
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V. QUANTITATIVE 
  FINDINGS:
  DATA FROM
  PUBLIC 
  RECORDS 
  REQUESTS



In an effort to learn more about the funding and outcomes 
of particular law enforcement operations, we submitted 
sixteen CPRA and FOIA requests to California and fed-
eral law enforcement agencies.  We sent our requests 
in February 2020 and followed up with unresponsive 
agencies the next year.  When filing our requests and fol-
lowing up, we consulted with Ian Head, a Senior Legal 
Worker and Coordinator of the Open Records Project at 
the Center for Constitutional Rights, who has expertise in 
Freedom of Information Act and open records requests.

The FOIA and CPRA requests sought information re-
garding ILNI, OCC, Operation Independence Day, and 
ORR.  More specifically, our FOIA and CPRA requests 
sought the following categories of information, from 
2003 to the present:
1. Required trainings for participants in these oper-
ations and guidelines used in the execution of these op-
erations, including those for identifying and providing 
services to sex trafficking victims.
2. Statistical data related to the funding and expen-
ditures of these operations, including funds allocated to 
attorneys, law enforcement agents and agencies, prose-
cutors, victim advocates, service providers, healthcare 
providers, and any other stakeholders that participate in 
these operations.
3. Records related to the execution of the opera-
tions, including, but not limited to, videos and commu-
nications related to internal reports for planning of these 
operations and any communications and statistical data 
related to the staffing of these operations.
4. Demographic information related to adult and 
child victims.
5. Records related to arrests, charges, and convic-
tions resulting from these operations.

The following is a summary of responses to our requests 
from the offices and agencies. 

151 In particular, responses from Oakland PD and Los Angeles DA’s Office were extremely limited, consisting of a half-page summary and cursory information about 
ORR, respectively.

Table 1. Summary of Public Records Requests

Our requests were denied for various reasons.  (See Table 
E2: Summary of Denied Requests, in Appendix E: FOIA/
CPRA Chart).  The DOJ, specifically, denied our request 
claiming that it “failed to demonstrate that the requested 
information is in the public interest.”  However, the re-
lease of this information would contribute significantly to 
public understanding; indeed, the public has an interest 
and even a right to know how its tax dollars are being 
used in these operations.  Moreover, the release of this 
information would enable evaluation and improvement 
of operations that could ultimately serve victims and con-
serve resources. 

Nevertheless, only five of the sixteen requests produced 
responsive documents.  These responsive documents 
were limited, and, generally, only provided piecemeal in-
formation about the number of arrests and victims iden-
tified during operations.151  The FBI’s responsive docu-
ments constituted primarily of public press releases and 
data through 2010.  The responsive documents from the 
California Attorney General were nearly identical to the 
statistics released by the Los Angeles Police Department.  
This reality, along with many agencies’ failure to respond 
or disclose information, suggests a lack of transparency 
regarding the mechanics and outcomes of the operations, 
or a lack of internal training, documentation and statistics 
related to the operations, or both.  

For the reasons listed above, we only analyze in depth 
the responsive documents from the Los Angeles Police 

Department, which relate to ORR152 and ILNI from 2015-
2020 from the City of Los Angeles Public Records.153  
Below is a summary of our findings from this analysis:

A. Operation Reclaim and Rebuild (2017-2020)
ORR is an annual, weeklong, California-wide law en-
forcement effort aimed at combatting human traffick-
ing.154  In 2020, participating entities included the Los 
Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force (“LAR-
HTTF”), 70 federal, state, and local law enforcement 
agencies, and task forces from across California.155  The 
LAPD operational plans state that the mission of ORR is 
“to identify and rescue commercially sexually exploited 
victims of human trafficking . . . [and] to obtain informa-
tion from the victims that can be utilized to identify and

 

152 We received records associated with ORR from 2016-2020, including operational plans, agendas, the Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force funding 
agreement, and statistics related to arrests and “rescues” stemming from ORR.  Some of these statistics were publicly reported in the press conferences following the 
ORR operations.  See, e.g., Press Conference, Sheriff Villanueva, supra note 45.

153 HUMAN TRAFFICKING UNIT, L.A. POLICE DEP’T, OPERATION RECLAIM AND REBUILD FILES (2016-2020); L.A. POLICE DEP’T, OPERATION 
CROSS COUNTRY FILES (2017). 

154 Press Conference, Sheriff Villanueva, supra note 45.

155 Id.

156 HUMAN TRAFFICKING UNIT, L.A. POLICE DEP’T, OPERATION RECLAIM AND REBUILD 3 (2016); HUMAN TRAFFICKING UNIT, L.A. POLICE 
DEP’T, OPERATION RECLAIM AND REBUILD 3 (2018).

157 Id. at 6.

158 L.A. Police Dep’t, Operation Reclaim Rebuild 2017-2020, tbl. Statewide Arrests (2017-2020).

159 Both law enforcement officers stated that traffickers would be included in the “Pimp/Pandering/Supervising” category and that LAPD does not count traffickers in 
their own category.  Under California law, a “pimp” refers to an individual who profits from prostitution.  Cal. Penal Code §266H.  A pimping/pandering charge does 
not require the presence of force, fraud, or coercion. 

160 The ORR press conference on February 4, 2020 reported the recovery of 76 adult and 11 minor victims; the arrests of 266 males for the charge of Solicitation; and 
the arrests of 27 suspected traffickers and exploiters.  See Press Conference, Sheriff Villanueva, supra note 45.

apprehend suspects responsible for their exploitation and 
trafficking.”156  Although our data request did not yield 
detailed funding data, the 2017, 2018, and 2020 Oper-
ational Plans stated that “Approximately $2000 of Fed-
eral funds will be made available to LAPD personnel to 
facilitate Operation Reclaim & Rebuild” for “purchases 
deemed a necessity to this operation.”157  

As part of the response to our data request, we received 
data regarding the types of arrests, victim demographics, 
and the types of felony and misdemeanor charges result-
ing from the ORR operations in 2017-2020, broken down 
into regional categories: statewide (which includes Los 
Angeles county, LAPD, and LARHTFF), Los Angeles 
County (which include the LAPD + LASD LARHTFF 
statistics), and LAPD + Los Angeles County Sheriff’s 
Department (“LASD”) LARHTFF.158  We were unable to 
determine the number of traffickers arrested as a result 
of the ORR operations because traffickers were not doc-
umented as their own category; rather, they were includ-
ed in the category of “Pimp/pandering/supervising.”159   
Overall, however, the data indicate that the operations re-
sulted in a large number of sex work-related arrests (e.g., 
of commercial sex workers and buyers, which are collo-
quially referred to as “Johns”), but few trafficking arrests 
and few identifications of trafficking victims.  

For example, statewide operations in 2020 resulted in 
the arrest of 190 commercial sex workers and 266 sex 
buyers, but the arrest of only 27 pimps and the identifica-
tion of 87 juvenile and adult victims.160  LAPD + LASD 
LARHTTF Operations reflect an even greater disparity, 
with the arrests of 90 commercial sex workers and 49 sex 
buyers, but the arrests of only 7 pimps and the identifi-
cation of 7 juvenile and adult victims.  As illustrated in 
the tables that follow, the data for statewide operations 

Summary of relevant data
ORR 2020 arrests:

• Statewide:
– 190 commercial sex workers
– 266 sex buyers
– 27 pimps
– 87 juvenile and adult victims

• LAPD + LASD LARHTTF
– 90 commercial sex workers
– 49 sex buyers
– 7 pimps
– 7 juvenile and adult victims

OCC 2017 arrests:
• 90 commercial sex workers and 
 buyers
• 6 potential (not confirmed) 
 sex-trafficking related arrests
• 5 victims
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Table 2.  CA Statewide Operations Arrests and Victims Identified1 by Individual Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  223366  449933  333399  551188  
Commercial Sex Worker N/A 268 132 190 
John 142 166 156 266 
Pimp/Pandering/Supervising 36 30 36 27 
Other 58 29 15 35 
TToottaall  RReessccuueess  2277  5555  4488  8877  
Juvenile 

 
10 14 11 

Adult 27 45 34 76 
 
  

 

 
1 The tracking sheets we received counted victims as “rescues.”  However, victims who are identified during operations often return to 
their trafficker or are re-trafficked by another trafficker, and are not necessarily “rescued.” 



in 2017-2019, for Los Angeles county, and for LAPD + 
LASD LARHTTF follow a similar trend, with the arrest 
of a disproportionate number of commercial sex workers 
and buyers.  The data we received did not break down 
the race or gender of victims because; according to two 
LAPD officers we interviewed, California law enforce-
ment agencies generally do not compile demographic 
information about victims identified during law enforce-
ment operations.

Table 2.  CA Statewide Operations Arrests and 
    Victims Identified161 by Individual Type
 

Table 3.  Los Angeles County Operations Arrests and 
    Victims Identified by Individual Type

 Table 4.  LAPD + LASD LARHTTF Operations Arre-     
   sts and Victims Identified by Individual Type

161 The tracking sheets we received counted victims as “rescues.”  However, victims who are identified during operations often return to their trafficker or are re-traf-
ficked by another trafficker, and are not necessarily “rescued.”

The breakdown of arrests resulting from the operations 
tells a similar story.  We were unable to discern from 
the arrest data the precise number of traffickers identi-
fied from the ORR operations because (1) sex trafficking 
charges are grouped with pimping and pandering charges 
and (2) for reasons explained in greater detail in supra 
Section III(B)(1) at p. 16, traffickers are often arrested 
for crimes that are easier to prove (e.g., child exploita-
tion).  However, even keeping these limitations in mind, 
the data appear to indicate that ORR operations heavily 
focus on sex work, reflected in the disproportionate ar-
rests of sex workers and buyers.  

As demonstrated by the charts that follow, in 2020, state-
wide ORR operations resulted in 487 misdemeanor ar-
rests (including 456 prostitution/loitering/escort arrests, 
which apply to sex workers and buyers), but only 31 fel-
ony arrests (including 19 arrests for human trafficking, 
pimping, and pandering).  LAPD + LASD LARHTTF 
County ORR Operations, in 2020, resulted in 156 mis-
demeanor arrests (including 139 prostitution/loitering/
escort arrests), but only 5 felony arrests (including 3 ar-
rests for human trafficking, pimping, and pandering).  As 
indicated by the tables that follow, the data in 2017-2019 
generally follow a similar trend, with a disproportionate 
number of sex work-related arrests.

Table 5. CA Statewide Operations Arrests by 
   Charge Type

Table 6. Los Angeles County Operations by 
   Charge Type

Table 7. LAPD + LASD LARHTTF  County 
   Operations Arrests by Charge Type

162 This table reflects data exactly as documented in the records released to us, including the data in column 2018 which do not add up (i.e., the data for Total Felonies).

163 L.A. POLICE DEP’T, OPERATION CROSS COUNTRY FILES (2017).  The operations plan states that it will target individuals who commit certain state vio-
lations with juvenile victims, and that “[e]ach state violation will be explored for potential federal charges, including: Title 18, U.S.C. Sections 1591 (Sex trafficking 
of a minor through force, fraud, or coercion); 2423 (Transportation of a minor for purposes of sex).”  L.A. POLICE DEP’T, FBI SAFE TEAM OPERATIONS PLAN, 
OPERATION CROSS COUNTRY XI 2 (2017).

164 The tracking sheet did not include any other gender identities, such as non-binary.

165 Los Angeles Municipal Code § 103.107(b) prohibits conducting, managing or carrying on any escort bureau without a written permit from the Board.

166 CAL. PENAL CODE § 653.22(a)(1) PC prohibits loitering in any public place with the intent to commit prostitution.

167 CAL. PENAL CODE § 647(b) PC prohibits prostitution; specifically (1) an individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in, or who engages in, any act of 
prostitution with the intent to receive compensation, money, or anything of value from another person and (2) An individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in, or 
who engages in, any act of prostitution with another person who is 18 years of age or older in exchange for the individual providing compensation, money, or anything 
of value to the other person.

B. Operation Cross Country (2017)
We also received information from the City of Los Ange-
les about law enforcement operations coordinated by the 
Los Angeles Innocence Lost Task Force, as part of Oper-
ation Cross Country XI.  The operations were scheduled 
for October 12-14, 2017, at various corridors within the 
LAPD’s jurisdiction.  According to the operations plan, 
“The objective of these operations is to identify and res-
cue juvenile victims who are being exploited through 
prostitution, as well as to identify and arrest those re-
sponsible for this exploitation.”163 

Table 8. Operation Cross Country: 2017 LAPD
   Arrests

Table 3.  Los Angeles County Operations Arrests and Victims Identified by Individual Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  228800  229988  110077  118800  
Commercial Sex Worker 149 189 52 96 
John 82 79 42 60 
Pimp/Pandering/Supervising 16 13 11 8 
Other 33 17 2 16 
TToottaall  RReessccuueess  2211  1166  1155  2222  
Juvenile 15 8 9 6 
Adult 6 8 6 16 

 
Table 5. CA Statewide Operations Arrests by Charge Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  FFeelloonniieess  5500  4488  4444  3311  
Felony - Human Trafficking, 
Pimping, Pandering 

23 24 30 19 

Felony - Other Sex Felony, Child 
Related 

17 19 8 5 

Felony - Other (Non HT/Sex) 10 4 6 7 
Felony - Other Sex Felony, 
Impersonating P.O. 

 
1    

TToottaall  MMiissddeemmeeaannoorrss  1133  441199  229955  448877  
Misdemeanor - 
Prostitution/Loitering/Escort 

 387 280 456 

Misdemeanor - Illicit Massage 
Business Related 

 10 0   

Misdemeanor - Supervising 
Prostitute 

13 5 6 8 

Misdemeanor - Other (Non HT/Sex) 
 

17 9 23 
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  6633  446677  333399  551188  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.  LAPD + LASD LARHTTF Operations Arrests and Victims Identified by Individual Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  226622  220088  9955  116611  
Commercial Sex Worker 146 179 45 90 
John 70 

 
42 49 

Pimp/Pandering/Supervising 14 12 7 7 
Other 32 17 1 15 
TToottaall  RReessccuueess  1188  1166  99  77  
Juvenile 12 8   6 

 

Table 6. Los Angeles County Operations by Charge Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  FFeelloonniieess  99  2222  99  66  
Felony – Human Trafficking, Pimping, 
Pandering 

1 8 8 3 

Felony – Other Sex Felony, Child 
Related 

6 14 1 2 

Felony – Other (Non HT/Sex) 2 0 0 1 
Felony – Other Sex Felony, 
Impersonating P.O. 

0 0 0   

TToottaall  MMiissddeemmeeaannoorrss  116611  225511  9988  117744  
Misdemeanor – 
Prostitution/Loitering/Escort 

116 235 93 156 

Misdemeanor – Illicit Massage 
Business Related 

40 8 0 0 

Misdemeanor – Supervising Prostitute 10 4 3 5 
Misdemeanor – Other (Non HT/Sex) 5 4 2 13 
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  117700  227733  110077  118800  
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Felony - Other (Non HT/Sex) 10 4 6 7 
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Impersonating P.O. 
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Table 1. Summary of Public Records Requests 
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San 
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Table 2.  CA Statewide Operations Arrests and Victims Identified1 by Individual Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  223366  449933  333399  551188  
Commercial Sex Worker N/A 268 132 190 
John 142 166 156 266 
Pimp/Pandering/Supervising 36 30 36 27 
Other 58 29 15 35 
TToottaall  RReessccuueess  2277  5555  4488  8877  
Juvenile 

 
10 14 11 

Adult 27 45 34 76 
 
  

 

 
1 The tracking sheets we received counted victims as “rescues.”  However, victims who are identified during operations often return to 
their trafficker or are re-trafficked by another trafficker, and are not necessarily “rescued.” 

 

Table 4.  LAPD + LASD LARHTTF Operations Arrests and Victims Identified by Individual Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  226622  220088  9955  116611  
Commercial Sex Worker 146 179 45 90 
John 70 

 
42 49 

Pimp/Pandering/Supervising 14 12 7 7 
Other 32 17 1 15 
TToottaall  RReessccuueess  1188  1166  99  77  
Juvenile 12 8   6 

 

Table 6. Los Angeles County Operations by Charge Type 

  22001177  22001188  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  FFeelloonniieess  99  2222  99  66  
Felony – Human Trafficking, Pimping, 
Pandering 

1 8 8 3 

Felony – Other Sex Felony, Child 
Related 

6 14 1 2 

Felony – Other (Non HT/Sex) 2 0 0 1 
Felony – Other Sex Felony, 
Impersonating P.O. 

0 0 0   

TToottaall  MMiissddeemmeeaannoorrss  116611  225511  9988  117744  
Misdemeanor – 
Prostitution/Loitering/Escort 

116 235 93 156 

Misdemeanor – Illicit Massage 
Business Related 

40 8 0 0 

Misdemeanor – Supervising Prostitute 10 4 3 5 
Misdemeanor – Other (Non HT/Sex) 5 4 2 13 
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  117700  227733  110077  118800  

 
 

 

 

Table 7. LAPD + LASD LARHTTF  County Operations Arrests by Charge Type 

  22001177  220011882  22001199  22002200  
TToottaall  FFeelloonniieess  1199  2211  66  55  
Felony - Human Trafficking, 
Pimping, Pandering 

4 
 

5 3 

Felony - Other Sex Felony, 
Child Related 

13 14 1 1 

Felony - Other (Non 
HT/Sex) 

2 
  

1 

Felony - Other Sex Felony, 
Impersonating P.O. 

0 
  

  

TToottaall  MMiissddeemmeeaannoorrss  224433  224400  8899  115566  
Misdemeanor - 
Prostitution/Loitering/Escort 

188 224 86 139 

Misdemeanor - Illicit 
Massage Business Related 

40 8 0   

Misdemeanor - Supervising 
Prostitute 

10 4 2 4 

Misdemeanor - Other (Non 
HT/Sex) 

5 4 1   

Unknown 
   

13 
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  226622  226611  9955  116611  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 This table reflects data exactly as documented in the records released to us, including the data in column 2018 which do not add up 
(i.e., the data for Total Felonies). 

Table 8. Operation Cross Country: 2017 LAPD Arrests 

OOFFFFEENNSSEE  GGEENNDDEERR33  TTOOTTAALL  
    MMAALLEE  FFEEMMAALLEE      
AAiiddiinngg  iinn  PPrroossttiittuuttiioonn 
653.23 PC 2 1 3 
AAiiddiinngg  iinn  PPrroossttiittuuttiioonn  TToottaall   33  
EEssccoorrttiinngg 
103.1074 1 5 6 
EEssccoorrttiinngg  TToottaall   66  
LLooiitteerriinngg//PPrroossttiittuuttiioonn 
653.22 PC5 9 14 23 
653.23 PC 2 1 3 
LLooiitteerriinngg//PPrroossttiittuuttiioonn  
TToottaall   2266  
PPrroossttiittuuttiioonn 
647(b) PC6 1 6 7 
653.22 PC 0 10 10 
PPrroossttiittuuttiioonn  TToottaall   1177  
SSoolliicciittaattiioonn 
647(b) PC 13 30 43 
SSoolliicciittaattiioonn  TToottaall   4433  
SSuussppeennddeedd  DDLL 
Misd Warrant  1 1 
SSuussppeennddeedd  DDLL  TToottaall   11  
TToottaall  AArrrreessttss  2288  6688  9966  

 

 

 
3 The tracking sheet did not include any other gender identities, such as non-binary. 
4 Los Angeles Municipal Code § 103.107(b) prohibits conducting, managing or carrying on any escort bureau without a written permit 
from the Board. 
5 CAL. PENAL CODE § 653.22(a)(1) PC prohibits loitering in any public place with the intent to commit prostitution. 
6 CAL. PENAL CODE § 647(b) PC prohibits prostitution; specifically (1) an individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in, or who 
engages in, any act of prostitution with the intent to receive compensation, money, or anything of value from another person and (2) An 
individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in, or who engages in, any act of prostitution with another person who is 18 years of 
age or older in exchange for the individual providing compensation, money, or anything of value to the other person. 

We were unable to determine the number 
of traffickers arrested as a result of the 
ORR operations because traffickers were 
not documented as their own category; 
rather, they were included in the category 
of “Pimp/pandering/supervising.”
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As part of our records request, we received data main-
tained by the Detective Support Vice Division, Human 
Trafficking Unit that detailed the breakdown of the 96 
total arrests made (Table 8) and the five victims identi-
fied (Table 9) during the OCC Operations.168  Similar to 
the ORR data, the OCC data suggest the arrests resulting 
from the operations were primarily related to sex-work 
rather than sex trafficking.  While it appears that none of 
the arrests resulting from the 2017 OCC operations were 
based on sex trafficking charges, one LAPD officer who 
participated in OCC stated that the six arrests based on 
Cal. Penal Code Section 653.23 PC169—which prohibits 
directing or otherwise aiding a person in the commission 
of prostitution—could reflect the arrests of traffickers.  
Nevertheless, only six of the 96 arrests resulting from the 
OCC operations could even potentially be related to sex 
trafficking.  

Overall, the data reflect many arrests related to selling 
and buying sex (~90 arrests), but few potential sex traf-
ficking-related arrests (six arrests) and the identification 
of just five victims.  Indeed, the idea that OCC operations 
might be more focused on sex work rather than sex traf-
ficking was reinforced by one LAPD officer’s description 
of the OCC operations.  The officer stated that these oper-
ations involved: (1) law enforcement posing as Johns, re-
sulting in the detention, citation, or arrest of sex workers, 
(2) law enforcement posing as sex workers, with the aim 
of “catching sex clients;” or (3) law enforcement con-
ducting undercover surveillance and arresting both sex 
clients and sex workers.  As discussed further in supra 
Section IV(A)(2)(a) at p. 27, the conflation of anti-sex 
work operations and anti-sex trafficking operations is 
both problematic and commonplace. 

Moreover, as reflected in Table 8, the data indicate that 
females were disproportionately arrested: the number of 
females arrested as part of the operation (68 females) was 
nearly 2.5 times the number of males arrested (28 males).  
According to an LAPD officer who participated in OCC, 
most of the arrests of females were related to sex work.  
They explained that because the operations conducted as 
part of OCC target the tracks worked by commercial sex 
workers, 80%+ of whom are female, this OCC operation 
resulted in the arrest of a higher number of females than 
males.  

168 L.A. Police Dep’t, Operation Cross Country 2017, tbl. Tracking Sheet (2017).

169 CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 653.23(a)(1), and (a)(2) PC prohibits directing, supervising, recruiting, or otherwise aiding another person in the commission of prosti-
tution or loitering in any public place with the intent to commit prostitution, as well as collecting or receiving all or part of the proceeds earned from an act or acts of 
prostitution committed by another person. 

170 This table reflects data exactly as documented in the records released to us, including the blank cells and the “N/A” and “?” notations.  According to one law en-
forcement officer, “N/A” means that the victim was not in a position to be cited or charged.  We were unable to verify the meaning of “?”.

Finally, as reflected in Table 9 below, victim services were 
not always provided to juvenile victims identified during 
the Innocence Lost operation.  Nor does law enforcement 
appear to have tracked the long-term outcomes of any of 
the victims identified.  Additionally, two juvenile victims 
were arrested.  One LAPD officer explained that some-
times, a juvenile victim may be arrested in the course of 
law enforcement operations if a warrant is out for the ju-
venile’s arrest.  The LAPD officer explained that if vic-
tims have warrants out for their arrests, law enforcement 
cannot ignore those warrants simply due to the juveniles’ 
victim status.

Table 9. Operation Cross Country – 2017 Victims170
Table 9. Operation Cross Country – 2017 Victims 

VICTIM GENDER JUVENILE 
SUBJECT 

ADULT ARRESTED VICTIM 
SERVICES 

CITATION 
OR 

CHARGE 
1 F Y N N Y N/A 
2 F Y N Y Y N/A 
3 F Y N N N N 
4 F N Y N Y 

 

5 F Y N Y N ? 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND    
        RECOMMENDATIONS



  

  

1
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3
4
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6
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Drastically limit the use of operations while supporting communi-
ty and public health approaches to identify victims and traffickers 
outside of the criminal justice system; 

Redirect funding to evidence-based victim identification methods 
that are more effective and less harmful to victims, and to the extent 
operations continue, implement strict policies and training that in-
crease the efficacy of victim identification while minimizing trauma 
to victims; 

Strengthen prevention efforts that reduce the vulnerability of po-
tential victims;

Increase the transparency of operations to support more effective 
oversight;

Increase services available to victims and systematically offer com-
prehensive services to every suspected victim; 

Improve communication between nonprofit service providers, pros-
ecutors and other law enforcement agencies, community organiza-
tions and sex workers.

  

CONCLUSION 1:

Below, we detail our evidence-based sub-conclusions and 
corresponding recommendations on the assumption that 
these operations will likely continue, at least for some 
time and in some capacity, while emphasizing again our 
overall conclusion that they should be more victim-cen-
tered and used in narrow circumstances, if at all.

Law enforcement over-rely on operations as a meth-
od to identify and empower victims when in reality, 
operations tend to traumatize victims and undermine 
their trust in law enforcement. 

RECOMMENDATION 1:  Drastically limit the use of 
operations to a few specific circumstances while sup-
porting community and public health approaches to 
identify victims and traffickers outside of the criminal 
justice system.

1.1:  Law enforcement should only use operations in 
specific situations, such as:

• When a victim or other individual is in extreme 
physical danger (i.e., when a victim has been kid-
napped);
• When a victim can only be contacted through 
an operation, such as when a victim is confined to a 
dwelling and not permitted to move about  freely;
• When young minors are involved, and;
• When pre-operation investigation has established 
evidence of force, fraud or coercion. 

1.2:  Law enforcement should support community and 
public health approaches to identify victims and traf-
fickers outside of the criminal justice system.  Outside of 
the situations listed above—and sometimes, within these 
situations—alternative interventions that honor victims’ 
agency may be more effective to identify and reduce 
harm to victims.  

• A public health approach171 to anti-sex trafficking,     
for example, involves health care professionals offer-
ing resources to suspected victims.172  

–   To illustrate, the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health disseminates information to work-
ers in massage establishments about access to 
healthcare.
–   Dignity Health, a nonprofit that operates hos-

171 This approach requires systematically collecting data related to exploitation, researching topics including victimization risk factors, and implementing programs 
for preventing trafficking and identifying trafficking in its early stages.  Part of this approach entails training healthcare professionals—such as physicians, emergency 
department workers, and social workers—to identify signs of trafficking in patients and to offer resources to suspected victims. 

172 Jordan Greenbaum, The Public Health Approach to Human Trafficking Prevention, 36 GA. ST. U. L. REV.  1059, 1063-69 (2020).

173 Rajaram & Tidball, supra note 84, at 194.

pitals in California, Arizona, and Nevada, hires 
survivor advocates to work in hospitals, since 
survivors may feel more supported by other sur-
vivors than by law enforcement officers or other 
professionals.173 

Despite law enforcement’s overreliance on the use 
of operations, operations identify few or no victims 
while largely targeting sex workers. 

RECOMMENDATION 2:  Redirect funding to ev-
idence-based victim identification methods that are 
more effective and less harmful to victims, and to the 
extent operations continue, implement strict policies 
and training that increase the efficacy of victim iden-
tification while minimizing trauma to victims.  

2.1:  Funding for law enforcement operations should be 
redirected to community-led approaches—such as the 
public-health approach mentioned in Recommendation 
3.2—that are likely more effective methods of victim 
identification and are certainly less harmful to victims 
than operations.

• Community-led approaches build rapport with 
victims, which in turn, makes victims more likely to 
disclose information about their trafficking situation.
• Such approaches are less harmful to victims be-
cause they allow victims to maintain their agency and 
do not traumatize victims.  

2.2:  To the extent that operations continue, law enforce-
ment should adopt strict procedures to minimize trau-
ma to victims.

• Every police department who continues to exe-
cute operations should implement a clear policy pro-
hibiting officers from engaging in sexual contact with 
victims, without exception.

–  Police departments should ensure that all 

A survivor advocate explains that the pub-
lic health approach is more effective than 
law enforcement operations because it 
does not force victims out of their traffick-
ing situation without their consent.  

Analysis of relevant literature, interviews with 42 anti-traf-
ficking professionals, and responses to our public records 
requests consistently reveal that, in spite of improvement 
in recent years, anti-sex trafficking law enforcement oper-
ations can be deeply harmful to victims and may be funda-
mentally incapable of achieving the TVPA’s aims.  More-
over, the limited data we received in response to our public 
records requests highlights the lack of transparency about 
funding and outcomes of operations.

Our research also indicates that law enforcement’s under-

standing of sex trafficking and attitudes towards victims 
vary greatly based on individual and department.  There are 
many law enforcement officers who are sincerely motivated 
to address sex trafficking and better serve victims.  We call 
on these officers to reexamine their use of operations and 
instead support anti-sex trafficking efforts that do not harm 
victims.  Ultimately, we recommend that law enforcement 
drastically reform and limit the use of operations.  At the 
very least, we recommend law enforcement commit to a se-
ries of reforms that would help operations further the aims 
of the TVPA and minimize collateral harm to victims:
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personnel who participate in operations receive 
mandatory training on the policy that is repeated 
periodically.
–    Police departments should enforce the poli-
cy by instituting internal reporting systems that 
allow law enforcement officers to anonymously 
report instances of victim abuse by law enforce-
ment, as well as internal protocols for promptly  
investigating and adjudicating such reports. 

• Every police department who continues to exe-
cute operations should implement a clear policy to 
enforce the non-punishment principle—which states 
that victims of trafficking should not be held liable 
for unlawful acts they committed as a direct result of 
their trafficking situation.  The UN Special Rappor-
teur on trafficking endorses this principle as critical 
to effective protection of victims.174

• Every police department who continues to exe-
cute operations should implement a clear policy to 
ensure undocumented victims are not reported to 
immigration enforcement, charged with immigration 

174 Rep. of the U.N. Human Rights Council, Implementation of the Non-Punishment Principle, U.N. DOC. A/HRC/47/34 (May 17, 2021) (Siobhán Mullally (Special 
Rapporteur)), https://undocs.org/A/HRC/47/34. 

175 Cal. Evid. Code § 1037.1. 

offenses, or deported. 

2.3:  Only law enforcement who complete comprehen-
sive and specialized training about sex trafficking 
should be assigned to operations.  Law enforcement often 
fail to differentiate victims and sex workers, resulting in 
the arrest of unidentified victims.  Accordingly, in the lim-
ited circumstances in which operations are appropriate, 
officers participating in operations should have to com-
plete a requisite number of courses about the following: 

• Implicit bias training.  Under California law, em-
ployees and volunteers who work with victims of do-
mestic violence must receive 40 hours of training.175  
Similarly, law enforcement personnel should be re-
quired to complete a 20- to 40-hour training program 
that includes implicit bias training about the role that 
race and gender plays in the identification of victims.

–    We recommend that implicit bias training be 
repeated periodically, as a prerequisite to partici-
pating in operations, to reduce biases that impede 
law enforcement’s ability to distinguish between 

trafficking victims and consensual sex workers.
• Sufficient investigation prior to executing oper-
ations. Multiple interviewees indicate law enforce-
ment would benefit from gathering sufficient in-
telligence prior to an operation—particularly with 
respect to force, fraud, and coercion—is critical to 
successful identification of victims and traffickers.  
Interviewees suggest that law enforcement should be 
trained on the importance of researching prior reports 
of domestic violence (indicates the use of force), 
prostitution arrests (indicates commercial sex), fi-
nancial records, and Venmo transactions (indicates 
potential profit sharing with a trafficker), last-minute 
purchase of airplane tickets, and whether ride-shares 
are being purchased from miles away from the pick-
up location.

–    Gathering sufficient information prior to an 
operation can also facilitate victim advocates’ 
preparation of services for suspected victims, 
which in turn builds rapport with victims.

o For example, if law enforcement estab-
lishes, prior to an operation, that the suspect-
ed victims are foreign nationals, advocates 
can plan to have an interpreter present to in-
crease rapport with suspected victims.
o As another example, victims are almost 
always in need of housing; if the gender iden-
tity and age of a victim are known prior to 
an operation, appropriate housing can be ar-
ranged in advance.

• Interacting with victims in a victim-centered and 
trauma-informed way.  Victim-centered training is 
crucial to build rapport with victims, avoid harm to 
victims, and to shifting the focus away from statistics 
like the volume of arrests toward the long-term sta-
bilization of victims.176  A victim centered-approach 
“seeks to minimize re-traumatization associated with 

176 Gavin & Thomson, supra note 130, at 338. See Amy Farrell et al., Police Perceptions of Human Trafficking, 38 J. CRIME & JUST. 315, 327-28 (2015).

177 U.S. GAO REPORT 2016, supra note 101, at 19.

178 Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 666.

179 Gavin & Thomson, supra note 130, at 342.

180 Id.; Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 666-67 (“[A]cknowledgment of the victimization and respect for the victims to talk about their experiences on 
their terms are vital to repair some of the harms of human trafficking crimes.”). 

181 Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 666. 

the criminal justice process by providing the sup-
port of victim advocates and service providers, em-
powering survivors as engaged participants in the 
process, and providing survivors an opportunity to 
play a role in seeing their traffickers brought to jus-
tice.”177  Part of a victim-centered approach is being 
trauma-informed, which means cultivating “a basic 
understanding of trauma and how a victim’s trauma 
impacts [their] ability to engage in the criminal jus-
tice process.”178 

–    Officers should prioritize victims’ safety and 
well-being, without making demands for infor-
mation or cooperation.179  Officers can return au-
tonomy to victims by paying close attention to 
their individual needs and preferences, including 
how they wish to identify and how much they 
want to disclose.180

–  Law enforcement should collaborate with 
nonprofit organizations and survivors to design 
a comprehensive training program based on 
“Formally eliciting and integrating victim feed-
back.”181  To the extent possible, training should 
be tailored to the geographical and industry nu-
ances of the location.

Gathering sufficient information prior to 
an operation can also facilitate victim ad-
vocates’ preparation of services for sus-
pected victims, which in turn builds rap-
port with victims. 

Law enforcement should collaborate with 
nonprofit organizations and survivors to 
ensure training is victim-centered and 
trauma-informed. 
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Statistics related to the outcomes and funding of op-
erations are not publicly available, which inhibits 
public understanding, evaluation and improvement 
of operations. 182  Publicly reported data, namely from 
the FBI, paint an overly rosy picture of operation 
outcomes that conflicts with experiences reported by 
survivors, experts, and advocates, which include ac-
counts of law enforcement abusing victims. 

RECOMMENDATION 3:  Increase the transparen-
cy of operations to support more effective oversight, 
evaluation, and accountability. 

3.1:  The U.S. Government should increase oversight of 
the outcomes and funding of operations.

• Congress should enforce Section 401 of the 2017 
TVPA, which requires the FBI to publish and submit 
to Congress a status report on ILNI.183  This provision 
also requires the DOJ to publish and submit to Con-
gress a report on efforts by the National Institute of 
Justice to develop a methodology to assess the prev-
alence of human trafficking in the United States.184 
The FBI and DOJ had 180 days after the 2017 TVPA 
passed, on December 21, 2018, to submit these re-
ports.185  To date, neither agency has submitted these 
reports.

The DOJ should submit to Congress the Attorney 
General’s Trafficking in Persons Report from FY 
2020 and FY 2019.  This report, which describes 
the U.S. Government’s comprehensive campaign to 
combat human trafficking, was previously submitted 
to Congress annually. The latest report is from FY 
2018.186 

• The Attorney General’s Trafficking in Persons 

182 Berger, supra note 68.
 
183 Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2017, Pub. L. No. 115-393, 132 Stat. 

5265. 
 
184 Id. 

185 Id.

186 U.S. Att’y Gen.’s Trafficking in Persons Reports, supra note 32. 

Report details how much states receive in federal an-
ti-trafficking funds and who they subgrant to.  This 
report should also include how subgrantees use the 
funds they receive, and particularly, how much mon-
ey goes to operations and how this money is spent.

3.2:  Federal and local law enforcement agencies should 
require uniform data collection to promote information 
sharing and the evaluation of operations.

• Federal and local law enforcement agencies 
should record and publicly report:

– The number of victims who:
o Were identified during operations, 
o Were foreign nationals and/or undoc-
 mented,
o Were offered and accepted services (and 
 the type of services accepted, e.g., social,
  legal, etc.),
o Continued receiving services after six
  months, 
o Were suspected or known to be re-
 trafficked, 
o Were deported, and 
o Were prosecuted (and for what crimes).

– The number of perpetrators who:
o Were identified during operations,
o Were charged with trafficking, and
o Were successfully prosecuted. 

– The receipt of federal or other funds for 
 operations and how, specifically, they 
 were used. 

3.3:  Federal and local law enforcement agencies should 
implement accountability mechanisms to appropriate-
ly discipline officers who abuse their power during op-
erations, committing physical or sexual violence against 

victims.  Accountability procedures must be clearly laid 
out in written policies and should include independent 
and transparent investigation with potential disciplinary 
measures appropriate to abuse of power, including ter-
mination and criminal prosecution.  This process will 
be most successful where law enforcement leaders take 
ownership of opportunities to improve and are the cham-
pions of pursuing accountability enhancements.  See rec-
ommendation 4.2 for more details about this recommen-
dation in the context of minimizing trauma to victims. 

Anti-trafficking efforts are currently reactionary, fo-
cusing on prosecuting traffickers and assisting victims 
after trafficking has already occurred. 

RECOMMENDATION 4:  Strengthen prevention ef-
forts that reduce the vulnerability of potential victims 
and traffickers.

4.1:  Congress, state and local legislatures, and private 
funding sources should advance research about sex 
trafficking recruitment strategies and factors that 
increase vulnerability to trafficking.  This research 
should be used to strengthen early intervention programs, 
which involves raising community awareness and edu-
cating youth about healthy interpersonal relationships 
and sexual exploitation.187 

• Raising community awareness about sex traf-
ficking enables community members to identify at-
risk youth, provide them with additional supports, 
and promptly report evidence of trafficking itself.188  
According to Chisolm-Straker & Stoklosa, in a 2018 
study of human trafficking as a public health issue, 
“Health care providers, child welfare workers, home 
care workers, spiritual leaders, law enforcement per-
sonnel, social service providers, and virtually every-
one else who comes in contact with those who may 
be at risk of being trafficked can communicate pri-
mary prevention-focused messages that strengthen 
individual knowledge and skills.”189  As stated by one 
local officer, the effectiveness of anti-sex trafficking 

187 Rahma Farah, Early Interventions: Preventing At-Risk Youth from the Path of Sexual Exploitation: A Systematic Review, U. ST. THOMAS, MINN., ST. CATHER-
INE U. SOC. WORK MASTER’S CLINICAL RSCH. PAPERS, no. 844, 2018, https://ir.stthomas.edu/ssw_mstrp/844/. 

188 Id.

189 Elaine J. Alpert & Sharon E. Chin, Human Trafficking: Perspectives on Prevention, in HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS A PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUE: A PARADIGM 
EXPANSION IN THE UNITED STATES 379, 393 (Makini Chisolm-Straker & Hanni Stoklosa eds., 2018). 

190 Id. 

191 Rajaram & Tidball, supra note 84, at 191-92. 

192 Nicole Littenberg & Susie Baldwin, The Ignored Exploitation: Labor Trafficking in the United States, in HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS A PUBLIC HEALTH IS
SUE: A PARADIGM EXPANSION IN THE UNITED STATES 67, 76 (Makini Chisolm-Straker & Hanni Stoklosa eds., 2018) (Note that this specific quote refers to 
labor trafficking, but the principles are applicable in sex trafficking cases as well).

efforts “comes down to public awareness. . . . The 
community needs to be more educated about what’s 
occurring and how parents can be more effective at 
protecting their kids.”

Schools should implement, as part of basic curriculum at 
the elementary and middle school level, lessons about the 
existence of trafficking, the right of students to healthy, 
non-coercive relationships, and how to identify and seek 
help from trustworthy adults.190  As part of a 2018 study 
of survivors in the Midwest, Rajaram & Tidball conduct-
ed interviews of survivors, many of whom recommend-
ed that one way to support vulnerable individuals is to 
educate them from an early age about the dangers and 
warning signs of trafficking.191   

4.2:  Congress, state and local legislatures, and private 
funding sources should invest in anti-poverty efforts, 
anti-discrimination efforts, and educational and em-
ployment opportunities.  In the same Chisolm-Straker 
& Stoklosa publication, the authors explain, “Economic, 
legal, and social factors, including poverty, discrimina-
tion, inadequate educational and employment opportuni-
ties, and insufficient protections for workers, must all be 
addressed in order to reduce and eliminate human traf-
ficking.”192  While addressing these systemic issues is no 
simple feat, money to prevent trafficking may be better 

Many interviewees report that little is 
known about how tax dollars are spent on 
these operations, and some express con-
cern that funds are being used to arrest 
sex workers and buyers.  

One survivor advocate, when asked 
about information on immigration status 
of victims, said he believes that it is “Hard 
to get that information—very private in-
formation [that is] kept private because 
of this myth that [trafficking is] affecting 
white girls and not international [com-
munities].”

The numbers of victims and perpetrators 
should not be conflated with the number 
of sex workers and buyers. 

CONCLUSION 4:

“As a society, we have to shift away from 
law enforcement operations and instead 
put the money upstream to reduce the 
vulnerability [of victims] in the first place.  
Instead of sorting out pieces later, [an-
ti-sex trafficking] efforts could be more 
targeted to empowering the people who 
are vulnerable to harm.”
-Local law enforcement officer

“Dealing with poverty in the U.S. is the 
ultimate anti-trafficking approach.” 
-Public Health Advocate

CONCLUSION 3:
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spent than money for operations that prematurely and 
forcibly remove victims from their trafficking situations 
with no viable alternative and insufficient social support. 

Operations inconsistently connect victims to services, 
which is attributable at least in part to inadequate 
funding of victim services and failure of law enforce-
ment to connect victims to the necessary provider.  
When victims are not efficiently and meaningfully 
connected to services, they are likely to return to their 
traffickers and often unwilling to cooperate with law 
enforcement. 

RECOMMENDATION 5:  Increase services avail-
able to victims and, to the extent operations continue, 
promptly and systematically offer comprehensive ser-
vices to every suspected victim. 

5.1:  Congress/local legislatures/private donors should 
reallocate funding used for operations and provide ad-
ditional funding to increase the availability of victim 
services, including: 

• Shelters specifically for trafficking victims;193 
• Long-term housing;
• Mental health counseling;
• Immigration services;
• Legal services;
• Education;
• Paid job-training programs; 
• Life skills training;
• Substance abuse programs, and; 
• Services for the children of trafficked persons. 

5.2:  To the extent operations continue, law enforcement 
should promptly and systematically offer comprehen-
sive services to every suspected victim, whether or not 
they identify as a victim and whether or not they agree 
to cooperate with law enforcement’s investigation.194  To 
support this effort, law enforcement should build its rela-
tionships with community nonprofits to create a network

193 Survivors do not always feel their needs can be met at a homeless shelter or at a shelter for domestic violence survivors, so it is important to increase the number of 
shelters that specifically serve trafficking victims.  

194 Raymond L. Taylor, Recommendations for Effective Sex Trafficking Investigative Practices by Law Enforcement 16 (July 30, 2018) (M.S. seminar paper, University 
of Wisconsin) (on file with MINDS@UW Platteville, University of Wisconsin).

195 Rajaram & Tidball, supra note 84, at 193-94. 

196 Abigail Swenstein &  Kate Mogulescu, Resisting the Carceral: The Need to Align Anti-Trafficking Efforts with Movements for Criminal Justice Reform, 6 AN-
TI-TRAFFICKING REV. 118 (2016), https://www.antitraffickingreview.org/index.php/atrjournal/article/view/175/178 (“Interestingly, the US Department of State’s an-
nual Trafficking in Persons Report uses statistics on the number of prosecutions conducted when evaluating foreign governments’ efforts to comply with the ‘minimum 
standards for the elimination of trafficking’ found in Section 108 of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act.”) (citing Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, Div. A 
of Pub. L. No. 106-386, 108, as amended.).

197 Farrell et al., Failing Victims?, supra note 97, at 667. 

that can effectively provide victims with a well-rounded 
set of services including housing, free basic needs such 
as food and clothing, crisis mental health counseling,195 
immigration services, legal aid services, education, and 
job training, among other services.  

Lack of communication and collaboration between 
law enforcement, nonprofits and other agencies and 
community organizations may inhibit the efficacy of 
operations.  Interviewees emphasize that collabora-
tion is critical to identify, minimize harm to, and ef-
fectively provide services for victims. 

RECOMMENDATION 6:  To the extent operations 
continue, law enforcement must improve communica-
tion and collaboration with nonprofit service provid-
ers, prosecutors and other law enforcement agencies, 
community organizations and sex workers.

Advocates justifiably express concern about working 
closely with law enforcement on anti-trafficking efforts 
that are criticized for focusing primarily on arrests and 
prosecutions rather than victims’ rights and well-being.196   
To the extent operations continue, equitable nonprofit 
leadership and involvement is necessary to support vic-
tims.

6.1:  Law enforcement should improve communication 
and collaboration with nonprofit service providers.  Ac-
cording to one expert, stakeholders respecting each oth-
er’s roles and goals, “and identifying the areas for mutual 
assistance will promote victim-centered responses.”197  
Accordingly, we recommend that:

• Law enforcement consult and respond to non-
profit and other community organizations’ views 
when designing training, planning operations, and 
preparing to connect victims to services. 
• Where victims are interested in participating in 
the prosecution of their trafficker, nonprofits should 
refer them to law enforcement.

6.2:  Law enforcement should improve communication and 
collaboration with other law enforcement agencies, par-
ticularly prosecutors. 

• To promote successful prosecution of traffickers, 
prosecutors should help plan and execute operations.  
Prosecutors should work with law enforcement to en-
sure they can establish the legal elements of the crime of 
human trafficking and that they are collecting evidence 
constitutionally.  At the very least, prosecutors should 
train law enforcement about the kinds of evidence need-
ed for a successful sex trafficking prosecution.  

6.3:  Law enforcement should improve communication and 
collaboration with other community organizations and 
sex workers and provide support for community-led ef-
forts.  As a state prosecutor aptly stated, “Victims intersect 
with a lot of systems,” and therefore various stakeholders 
should be part of the anti-sex trafficking conversation and 
collaborative efforts.198  Notably, the Human Trafficking In-
stitute reports that the vast majority (88%) of the new fed-
eral human trafficking cases in 2020 involved multi-agency 
collaboration in the investigation of the cases, further con-
firming the importance of collaboration across stakehold-
ers.199  Accordingly, law enforcement should build relation-
ships with:

• Survivors;
• Health care professionals;
• Educators;
• Policymakers;
• Businesses in the community, e.g., local hotel and 
car rental agencies that are frequently used by traffick-
ers;200  and 
• Sex workers.  Multiple interviewees advised that 
law enforcement build and maintain relationships of 
trust with sex workers, who often have valuable infor-
mation about victims.201  

198 Taylor, supra note 194, at 16 (“It is impossible for any single agency or orga-
nization to respond comprehensively to the problem of sex trafficking.  Traffickers 
range from opportunistic individuals to complex criminal organizations, with 
multi-jurisdictional activity.”); id. at 26 (“The IACP also recommends law en-
forcement agencies develop collaborative relationships before sex trafficking cases 
occur.”).

199 2020 FEDERAL HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT, supra note 109, at 69.

200 Id. at 54-55. 

201 To foster such relationships, decriminalization of sex work should be consid-
ered.  We regret that a robust analysis of that approach is beyond the scope of this 
report, and acknowledge the work and analysis of organizations that support the de-
criminalization of sex work, including the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), 
Amnesty International, Human Rights Campaign (HRC), Joint United Nations 
Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), and the World Health Organization (WHO).  
Organizations that Support the Decriminalization of Prostitution, DECRIMINAL-
IZE SEX WORK, https://decriminalizesex.work/why-decriminalization/organiza-
tions-endorsing-decriminalization/ (last visited Sept. 16, 2021).  

CONCLUSION 5:
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APPENDICES



Throughout the report, we rely on a variety of acronyms.  These acronyms are provided in parentheticals upon 
first use of the full term and are also included below in a summary table. 

The TVPA approach is commonly referred to as the “3P” paradigm—prosecution, protection, prevention,202 with some 
recent efforts to acknowledge a fourth “P” of partnership.203 The law’s passage “signaled the U.S. government’s resolve 
to fight human trafficking and marked a pivot from indignation to positive action.”204  Historically, such “positive ac-
tion” has consisted, in large part, of law enforcement operations.

This report analyzes various types of operations, which interviewees report include stings, reverse stings, raids, and 
sweeps.205 There are not standardized definitions of these operations, but interviewees described the different types of 
operations as follows:

202 POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, supra note 97.

203 U.S. Dep’t of State, Human Trafficking, https://www.state.gov/policy-issues/human-trafficking/. 

204 U.S. 2020 TIP REPORT, supra note 97. 

205 Notably, reverse stings target sex buyers and sweeps target both sex workers and buyers, not sex trafficking, but because interviewees discussed these types of 
operations as part of their anti-trafficking efforts, we include them in the category of “anti-trafficking law enforcement operations.” (See infra Sections III(A)(1) at p. 10 
and IV(A)(2)(a) at p. 26-27). 

206 Various interviewees described all of these types of operations as part of law enforcement’s anti-sex trafficking efforts.  As described further in, because these types 
of operations are often focused on identifying buyers and sellers of sex, they may not effectively identify victims of sex trafficking or their traffickers. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS 

Appendix A: List of Acronyms  

AACCRROONNYYMM  MMEEAANNIINNGG  
AACCTTeeaammss  U.S. Department of Justice Anti-Trafficking Coordination Teams 
BBJJSS  U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics 
CCEEHHTTTTFF  Child Exploitation and Human Trafficking Task Forces 
CCPPRRAA  California Public Records Act 
DDAA  District Attorney 
DDOOJJ  U.S. Department of Justice 
DDOOJJ  CCEEOOSS  U.S. Department of Justice’s Child Exploitation and Obscenity 

Section 
EECCMM  Enhanced Collaborative Model 
FFBBII  Federal Bureau of Investigations 
FFOOIIAA  Freedom of Information Act 
GGAAOO  U.S. Government Accountability Office 
HHSSII  Homeland Security Investigations 
HHTTII  Human Trafficking Institute 
HHTTPPUU  Department of Justice Human Trafficking Protection Unit 
IICCEE  Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
IILLNNII  Innocence Lost National Initiative 
LLAAPPDD  Los Angeles Police Department 
LLAARRHHTTTTFF  Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force 
LLAASSDD  Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 
LLGGBBTTQQ  Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer 
NNCCMMEECC  National Center for Missing and Exploited Children 
NNGGOO  Non-governmental Organization 
OOCCCC  Operation Cross Country 
OORRRR  Operation Reclaim and Rebuild 
OOVVCC  U.S. Office for Victims of Crime 
PPCC  Penal Code 
PPDD  Police Department 
SSVVUU  Special Victims Unit 
TTVVPPAA  Trafficking Victims Protection Act 

  

APPENDIX B: OPERATIONS

TTyyppee  ooff  
ooppeerraattiioonn 

GGeenneerraall  ddeeffiinniittiioonn 

Sting An operation in which an undercover officer solicits sex from an 
individual selling sex, usually in a hotel room, massage parlor, 
online, or on the street.  The primary purpose of this type of 
operation is to identify sellers of sex. 

Reverse sting/ 
demand 
operation7 

An operation in which an undercover officer, usually female, 
poses as an individual selling commercial sex.  The primary 
purpose of this type of operation is to identify individuals who 
solicit the undercover officer for sex, often referred to as “Johns.”  

Raid An operation in which law enforcement obtains a warrant to 
enter a private or commercial dwelling with the intent of 
arresting individuals who are suspected of criminal 
activity.  Raids occur at locations including brothels, massage 
parlors, and private homes.  They typically involve more pre-
operation investigation and require more manpower to execute 
than sting or reverse sting operations. 

Sweep An operation in which law enforcement patrols areas known for 
sex work, arrests sex workers and buyers, and attempts to 
identify sex trafficking victims in the process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 Various interviewees described all of these types of operations as part of law enforcement’s anti-sex trafficking efforts.  As described 
further in, because these types of operations are often focused on identifying buyers and sellers of sex, they may not effectively identify 
victims of sex trafficking or their traffickers. 
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APPENDIX C: TASK FORCES
 

Law enforcement operations are often planned and executed by collaborative operation task forces. Some task forces 
are more formal and federally organized, while others are more ad hoc. 

“Formal” Task Forces
The Child Exploitation and Human Trafficking Task Forces (“CEHTTFs”) are part of Innocence Lost National Initia-
tive (ILNI), which was launched in 2003 by the FBI, in partnership with the Department of Justice’s Child Exploitation 
and Obscenity Section (“DOJ CEOS”), and the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (“NCMEC”) to 
investigate child sex trafficking.207  Since ILNI was launched, the FBI has created 86 CEHTTFs  that include local, 
state, and federal law enforcement and victim services organizations.208  ILNI task forces conduct operations in every 
U.S. state and some U.S. territories, including Guam.209

Generally, ILNI and other FBI operations begin with local law enforcement gathering information to make solicitation 
or prostitution210 arrests at truck stops, casinos, and street “tracks,” which are areas known for sex work.211,212 Task forces 
investigate these arrests, which can reveal organized efforts to traffic children across several states.213  

“Informal” Task Forces
Other task forces are more ad hoc, created through informal partnerships between federal and state stakeholders that 
developed in the regular course of collaborative investigations.  These task forces sometimes become institutionalized 
via federal grants, such as the ECM Task Force to Combat Human Trafficking,” a program established in 2004 “to de-
velop and support multidisciplinary human trafficking task forces.”214  ECM Task Forces are funded through the federal 
Office for Victims of Crime (“OVC”) and require coordinated applications between one local law enforcement partner, 
one federal law enforcement partner (usually FBI or HSI), and one victims services organization.215  These grants are 
authorized pursuant to the TVPA.216  As of 2020, there are 42 task forces funded through the ECM grants.217

Some local task forces do not receive federal funds but are instead funded by city councils or other local government 
agencies. Even without a formal relationship to federal law enforcement, such local task forces may be contacted by 
FBI or HSI to collaborate on operations in their jurisdictions.

207 Janice Mertz, Collaboration to Recover U.S. Exploited Youth: The FBIs Innocence Lost National Initiative, POLICE CHIEF MAGAZINE, https://www.police-
chiefmagazine.org/collaboration-to-recover-u-s-exploited-youth-the-fbis-innocence-lost-national-initiative/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2021).

208 Id.

209 Press Release, FBI Washington, Innocence Lost National Initiative and Operation Independence Day 2019 (Aug. 6, 2019), https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-of-
fices/washingtondc/news/press-releases/innocence-lost-national-initiative-and-operation-independence-day-2019.

210 We recognize that individuals engaged in selling commercial sex generally prefer the term “sex work,” given that “prostitute” is stigmatizing and has morality 
connotations. In this report, we refer to “prostitution” when discussing it as a legal charge and do not modify quotes from literature or interviewees that use the term. 

211 Press Release, FBI Sacramento, FBI Task Forces in Fairfield, Fresno, and Sacramento Successfully Recover Nine Juveniles, Arrest Seven Alleged Pimps (June 23, 
2014), https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/sacramento/news/press-releases/fbi-task-forces-in-fairfield-fresno-and-sacramento-successfully-recover-nine-juve-
niles-arrest-seven-alleged-pimps.

212 A “track” can be the area around a group of strip clubs and pornography stores, or a particular stretch of street. Shared Hope International, Trafficking Terms, https://
sharedhope.org/the-problem/trafficking-terms/ (last visited July 23, 2021).

213 Id.

214 U.S. Bureau of Justice Assistance, Enhanced Cooperative Model Task Force to Combat Human Trafficking Program: Performance Update Report Fiscal Years 
2016-2018, https://bja.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh186/files/Publications/ECM-Program-Performance-Update-Report-FY16-18.pdf.

215 U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Enhancing Collaborative Model Task Force to Combat Human Trafficking (Mar. 16, 2020), https://ovc.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh226/files/
media/document/OVC-2020-18392.pdf.  

216 22 U.S.C.A. § 7105(b)(2) (2000).

217 U.S. Attorney’s Office: District of Columbia, D.C. Human Trafficking Task Force, https://www.justice.gov/usao-dc/human-trafficking (last visited Apr. 9, 2021). 

APPENDIX D: INTERVIEWEE CHART
CCAATTEEGGOORRYY  OOFF  
IINNTTEERRVVIIEEWWEEEE  

SSUUBB--CCAATTEEGGOORRYY  AANNDD  DDEESSCCRRIIPPTTIIOONN  

LLaaww  eennffoorrcceemmeenntt  ((99))  1. FFeeddeerraall (2): Law enforcement personnel employed by a 
federal agency, namely HSI or FBI. 
• HSI Special Agent; 
• FBI Supervisory Special Agent. 

2. LLooccaall (7): Law enforcement personnel employed by a 
local agency/police department in California. 
• DA Investigator; 
• Detective; 
• Lieutenant; 
• Police Officer 2 (2); 
• Sergeant (2). 

PPrroosseeccuuttoorrss  ((55))  1. FFeeddeerraall (3): Prosecutors employed by the DOJ. 
• Civil Rights Division – Human Trafficking Protection 

Unit (HTPU) (1 current,1 former) 
• Criminal Division – Child Exploitation and 

Obscenity Section (CEOS) 
2. LLooccaall (2): Prosecutors employed by a local agency. 
• Miami Dade County (formerly) 
• San Francisco 

AAddvvooccaatteess  ((2211))  1. LLaaww  eennffoorrcceemmeenntt  aaddvvooccaatteess (5) are employees of law 
enforcement agencies who are trained to support victims 
of crimes. 
2. NNoonnpprrooffiitt  aaddvvooccaatteess  (7) are individuals assisting and 
providing resources to trafficking victims through a 
nonprofit organization. 
3. SSuurrvviivvoorr  aaddvvooccaatteess  (7)  are individuals who have 
experienced sex trafficking and are now working at a 
nonprofit organization to assist victims. 
4. PPuubblliicc  hheeaalltthh  aaddvvooccaatteess (2) are individuals who 
promote anti-sex trafficking efforts through a public health 
approach. 

EExxppeerrttss  ((77))  EExxppeerrttss (7) include law professors, consultants, legal 
counsel, and founders of nonprofit organizations. 
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https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/sacramento/news/press-releases/fbi-task-forces-in-fairf
https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/sacramento/news/press-releases/fbi-task-forces-in-fairf
https://sharedhope.org/the-problem/trafficking-terms/
https://sharedhope.org/the-problem/trafficking-terms/
https://bja.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh186/files/Publications/ECM-Program-Performance-Update-Report
https://ovc.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh226/files/media/document/OVC-2020-18392.pdf
https://ovc.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh226/files/media/document/OVC-2020-18392.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/usao-dc/human-trafficking


In February 2020, we filed sixteen FOIA and CPRA re-
quests to federal and California law enforcement agen-
cies.  We focused our data collection on California for 
two primary reasons.  First, given the location of the 
IHRC in Los Angeles, most of the clinic’s expertise and 
contacts are California-focused.  Second, unique features 
of anti-sex trafficking efforts in California make the state 
an interesting case study, including, but not limited to, 
that California has one of the highest rates of trafficking 
in the U.S.;218 has implemented progressive legislation 
against human trafficking; and has modeled its state-wide 
anti-trafficking operation, ORR, after federal operations 
such as ILNI.  

The FOIA and CPRA requests sought information re-
garding ILNI, OCC, Operation Independence Day, and 
ORR.  More specifically, our FOIA and CPRA requests 
sought the following categories of information, from 
2003 to the present:
1. Required trainings for participants in these oper-
ations and guidelines used in the execution of these op-
erations, including those for identifying and providing 
services to sex trafficking victims.
2. Statistical data related to the funding and expen-
ditures of these operations, including funds allocated to 
attorneys, law enforcement agents and agencies, prose-
cutors, victim advocates, service providers, healthcare 
providers, and any other stakeholders that participate in 
these operations.
3. Records related to the execution of the opera-
tions, including, but not limited to, videos and commu-
nications related to internal reports for planning of these 
operations and any communications and statistical data 
related to the staffing of these operations.
4. Demographic information related to adult and 
child victims.
5. Records related to arrests, charges, and convic-
tions resulting from these operations.

In January 2021, we sent follow up requests to agencies 
who had not yet responded. When filing our requests and 
following up, we consulted with Ian Head, a Senior Legal 
Worker and Coordinator of the Open Records Project at 
the Center for Constitutional Rights, who has expertise in 
Freedom of Information Act and open records requests.

218 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, Country Profile, https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/
tip/2021/GLOTIP_2020_CP_North_America.pdf (California, Texas, and Florida receive the most human trafficking reports).
  
219 Protects records of investigations conducted by, intelligence information or security procedures of, and investigatory or security files compiled by local police agen-
cies.

220 Protects records for which the public interest served by nondisclosure of documents clearly outweighs the public interest of disclosure. 

As of October 2021, only five of the sixteen government 
agencies have provided responses to our request. Below 
is a summary of which agencies released documents, de-
nied our request, or failed to respond to our request. 

Notably, while give agencies responded to our requests, 
only one of these responses provided new, substantive 
information about the topics we requested. In particular, 
responses from Oakland PD and Los Angeles District At-
torney’s Office were extremely limited, consisting of a 
half-page summary and cursory information about ORR, 
respectively. The FBI’s responsive documents constituted 
primarily of public press releases and data through 2010. 
The responsive documents from the California Attorney 
General were nearly identical to the statistics released by 
the Los Angeles Police Department.219

Table E1. Summary of Public Records Requests

Table E2. Summary of Denied Requests

Los Angeles PD
Released information 
related to ORR and 
OCC.
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Table E2. Summary of Denied Requests 

TTYYPPEE  OOFF  
AAGGEENNCCYY  

AAGGEENNCCYY    RREEAASSOONN  FFOORR  DDEENNIIAALL  

FFeeddeerraall  LLaaww  
EEnnffoorrcceemmeenntt  

ICE/HSI “Too broad in scope.” 

AAttttoorrnneeyy  
GGeenneerraallss  

U.S. Attorney 
General 

“Not an agency record.” 

LLooccaall  LLaaww  
EEnnffoorrcceemmeenntt  

• Riverside PD 
• San Francisco 

PD 

• “No responsive documents” 
• “Not subject to disclosure under Cal. Government 

Code § 6254(f).”8 
LLooccaall  DDiissttrriicctt  
AAttttoorrnneeyy  
OOffffiiccee  

• Alameda 
• Fresno 
• Riverside 

• Does “not keep track of the requested information” 
(even though it confirmed its participation in 
Innocence Lost National Initiative, Operation Cross 
Country, Operation Independence Day, and 
Operation Reclaim and Rebuild). 

• “No responsive documents” 
“No responsive documents;” and “not subject to 
disclosure under Cal. Government Code § 6255.”9 

 
  

 
8 Protects records of investigations conducted by, intelligence information or security procedures of, and investigatory or security files 
compiled by local police agencies. 
9 Protects records for which the public interest served by nondisclosure of documents clearly outweighs the public interest of disclosure.  

Oakland PD
One paragraph 
response.

Riverside PD
“No responsive
 documents.”

San Francisco PD
“Not subject to disclosure 
under Cal. Government
Code § 6254(f).”219

Fresno PD
No response.

LA Sheriff’s Office
No reponse.

San Francisco DA
No response.

Dept. of Justice
No response.

Fresno DA
“No responsive 
documents.”

U.S. Attorney General
“Not an agency record.”

ICE/HSI
“Too broad in scope.”

Los Angeles DA
Only released 
documents about 
ORR.

CA Attorney
General
Replicated Los 
Angeles PD data.

Alameda DA
Does “not keep track of the requested 
information” (even though it confirmed 
its participation in Innocence Lost Na-
tional Initiative, Operation Cross Coun-
try, Operation Independence Day, and 
Operation Reclaim and Rebuild).

Riverside DA
“No responsive documents;” 
and “not subject to disclo-
sure under Cal. Government 
Code § 6255.”220

FBI
Consisted primarily of 
public press releases 
and data through 2010.
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APPENDIX F: RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
1. Survivor interviews
Trafficking victims who have experienced law en-
forcement operations have firsthand knowledge of the 
strengths and shortcomings of these operations.  For this 
reason, a primary goal of our report was to underscore 
survivor voices, experiences and recommendations.  Al-
though we were able to interview seven individuals who 
experienced sex trafficking, our sample was limited in 
at least three ways:  1) in the number of survivors we 
were able to interview, 2) in the representativeness of our 
sample, and 3) to the extent which the survivors we in-
terviewed experienced law enforcement operations, es-
pecially in recent years.

First, it was difficult to identify and contact trafficking 
survivors.  Through an extensive public data search, we 
were able to reach out to seventeen sex trafficking sur-
vivors.  However, due to the sensitive nature of the in-
formation we sought, and survivors’ varying exposure to 
law enforcement operations and willingness to interview, 
we ultimately were able to interview only seven survi-
vors. 

Second, the survivors we were able to interview are not 
representative of the population of sex trafficking survi-
vors as a whole.  Our survivor sample does not reflect 
the diversity of gender, sexual, national, and racial iden-
tities of the survivor population.  Of the seven survi-
vors we interviewed, six are female-identifying, one is 
male-identifying, and none disclosed they were nonbina-
ry or LGBTQ. Data from survivors therefore provides a 
female-centric version of the trafficking experience that 
is not necessarily representative of the male, non-binary, 
or LGBTQ experience.  We understand men and mem-
bers of the LGBTQ have historically been excluded from 
the category of “victim,” and we acknowledge that de-
spite our survivor sample, no gender or sexual identity 
is immune from sex trafficking.  Additionally, five of the 
seven survivors we interviewed are white. This survivor 
sample does not reflect the reality that people of color, es-
pecially Black and Asian women, are disproportionately 
impacted by trafficking.221  We recognize a focus on white 
victims in the media and literature may inhibit the identi-
fication of persons of color as victims, and we regret our 
inability to highlight the experiences of Black and Asian 

221 Five of the survivors we interviewed are also U.S. citizens; we acknowledge this does not reflect the reality that foreign nationals, and particularly undocumented 
and non-English speaking individuals, are particularly vulnerable to sex trafficking.  However, there exists a common misconception that sex trafficking does not hap-
pen to U.S. citizens or occur in the U.S. Polaris, Common Myths and Misconceptions about Human Trafficking in the U.S. (last visited Oct. 16, 2021), https://humantraf-
fickinghotline.org/sites/default/files/Common%20Myths%20and%20Misconceptions.pdf.  Our report focuses on domestic sex trafficking in the U.S., and accordingly, 
our survivor sample accurately represents the reality that sex trafficking can happen to U.S. citizens. 

women who are inordinately victimized.  Finally, due in 
part to the sensitive nature of trafficking cases, we were 
primarily able to identify and contact survivors through 
their associations with nonprofit organizations.  Conse-
quently, all of the survivors we interviewed are or were 
advocates for sex trafficking victims in some capacity, 
which does not necessarily represent the survivor popu-
lation as a whole.

Third, we were unable to interview a survivor who was 
sex trafficked in the last ten years.  Recently trafficked 
survivors have needs that inhibit their ability and willing-
ness to interview.  We recognize that recently trafficked 
survivors are more likely to face re-traumatization and 
other adverse effects during an interview than survivors 
who have had more time to process and heal from being 
trafficked.  As a result, some survivors we interviewed 
were trafficked prior to the TVPA in 2000, and others 
were trafficked and encountered law enforcement within 
the first few years of the TVPA.  We acknowledge law en-
forcement operations have improved since the enactment 
of the TVPA, and especially in the past ten years.  We 
asked survivors to compare their trafficking experiences 
in the late 90s and early 2000s to what they know about 
operations today, and most felt that they were fundamen-
tally the same, although some geographic areas have im-
proved greatly.  For this reason, we included their per-
spectives despite the fact they do not represent the most 
recent operations conducted.

2. Information about specific operations
We were limited in our ability to gather information spe-
cific to certain operations, such as ILNI, Independence 
Day/OCC, and ORR.  It is difficult, and sometimes im-
possible, for interviewees to know whether an operation 
they participated in or experienced was part of one of 
these larger national initiatives.  Nonetheless, several in-
terviewees confirmed participating in these initiatives.  
One local officer explained “A lot of times like we’re part 
of these ‘operations’ but we don’t really realize it.  It’s 
probably just because the government will take the stats 
from operations we’ve already done.”  Other interview-
ees report they did not work on these specific initiatives, 
but they drew parallels between these initiatives and op-
erations they worked on.  For this reason, it is uncertain 

precisely how much of the information we gathered is 
reflective of specific national or state operations.

3. Reliance on anecdotal evidence from dispa-  
 rate parts of the country
Publicly available data about law enforcement operations 
is extremely limited, and our efforts to collect quantita-
tive data from FOIA and CPRA requests were largely 
unsuccessful.  Consequently, much of our analysis and 
many of our recommendations stem from qualitative data 
from interviews.  We recognize anecdotal evidence is in-
herently subject to bias—including selection bias—mis-
remembering, and misinterpretation.  Additionally, we 
interviewed individuals located across the United States, 
and recognize that what may be true about operations in 
one part of the country is not necessarily true about oper-
ations in another part of the country.
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